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Kennedy Our Choke
Let's Put Jack
*In White House
In our estimation the beat possible choice for the
next president of the United States is John Fitzgerald
Kennedy. We believe that in Senator Kennedy Ameri-
ca will get a strong man, a forthright man, a man not
afraid to make decisions and what's more important,
the tenacity to stick by those decisions.
Crucial times are ahead for America and all the
free nations. It is a time for greatness and we think
Senator Kennedy has all the capabilities of leading the
United States through these crucial times.
We believe also that the Democratic party, in its
bold and forthright plea for human and civil rights
as set forth in its platform realizes the need for a
United States of America devoid of any restrictions
on any of its peoples. Senator Kennedy was one of the
men who helped author the civil rights plank.
AL As for foreign policies we believe Senator Ken-
Wnedy's uncompromising programs for Cuba, Africa,
Berlin and Asia to be far more practicable than those
of Vice-president Nixon and his ilk. We don't believe
America is going to get anywhere by getting angry.
We feel that the clearest kind of thinking can only be
done by a cool and calculated look at the issues, and
Senator Kennedy. in his speeches and debates, has
shown that his is the type of cool headedness and
strength of character that will do our country the
most good.
Another thing which pushes us into the Kennedy
camp is not so much as what's being said by the Dem-
ocratic standard bearer as it is what is being said by
the vice-president. We are appalled by the lack of, or
seeming lack of domestic conscience that Mr. Nixoh
shows. His stand that "America is forging ahead
Seconomically and politically as well as it did 10 years
ago" just doesn't hold water. Of course, it may be
one of political expediency but it certainly does noth-
ing for his candidacy in the light of world trends and
other nations looking ever so favorably on the Soviet
Union.
Senator Kennedy's open stand that America can
be more powerful stands much in his stead. His pen-
chant for viewing our country with the kind of objec-
tiveness that has long been needed proves that he is
a man fully aware of his responsibilities and would do
much toward rebuilding our lost prestige in the cold
war with the communists. Senator Kennedy is a man
not so much worried about telling the American peo-
ple what they want to hear. He is a man who prefers
telling Americans how being in the best country in
the world they can be much better. He is a man that
should be in the White House.
y NAT D. WILLIAMS 
COMMUNITY ASSETS
It's generally conceded that
people are important factors
among a community's assets.
The caliber and character of
the people definitely determine
the tone and atmosphere of any
community.
That's why those individuals
a reminder that there is still a
Place in the world for charity
and kindly concern for those
less fortunate.
What was greatest about the
humanitarian activities of Dr.
Kelso Was the quiet manner he
went about his philanthropies.
He was not one of these pro-
WE'RE FOR KENNEDY says
Mrs. Willie Mays (top), wife
of the famous San Francisco
bail player and Miss Gail
Jones, daughter of interns'.
tioaally famous singer, Lena
Horne as they stepped off the
plane at the Memphis airport
last Saturday. T h e pretty
young ladies were in Mem-
phis for a little stumping for
their favorite candidate. And
stump they did, along with
Billy Bruton of the Milwaukee
Braves baseball team and
henry Armstrong, former
three
-time title boxing cham-
pion. The troupe, in town for
the one day, took in all the
main points of interest in
Memphis and then topped it
off with a reception at Uni-
versal Life Insurance comp-
any. The group appeared here
under the auspices of ths
Shelby County Democratic
club. (Staff photo by Billy
Duncan)
LeMoyne To
Present
Top Comedy
In a community who stand out fessionsi ''do gooders" who
for one quality or another are thrust their hard, publicity-
.) important. seeking fingers into the heart
The late Dr. Julian Kelso was strings of 
•
people. He was quiet
"stand-out" individual in' and unassuming about the good
Memphis and the Mid-South. His
was a distinction which is al-
ways interesting with people
everywhere. His was a distinc-
tion that has intrigued and ap-
pealed to people down through
the ages. He was a humanitari-
an.
Now, that word "humanitari-
an- is a big one. And it is the
ri ;!It word to apply to People
Like the late Ooctor Kelso. It
Means "one who is actively in-
terested in the welfare of Na
fellow beings . . . a philanthro-
pist . a person who helps oth-
ers when they need it."
BM ANITAR IAN
Memphis knew Dr. Kelso as a
humanitarian. In a day when
such persons are seemingly be-
coming rarer arki rarer, it's
great to have a reminder that
there are still those who con- he regularly attended. He also
stantly "come over in Mace-]helped other churches.
donia to help us". Dr. Kelso'si
We and career in Memphis weal See Shadows Page 2
!It Memphis-This Week
"A Husband for Sale" prom-
ises to be one of the top come-
dies presented before a Mein-
phis audience 'his year. The
play will be presented by the
LeMoyne Alumni Players in
Bruce Hall, November 18, at
8 p. m.
A cast of 11 talented LeMoyn-
ites is being coached to perfec-
tion by Miss Elsie Van Ness,
drama instructor at the college.
An Alumni Queen will be
crowned during intermission of
the play. Winner of the covet-
ed crown will be given an ex-
pense-paid trip to Fisk Uni-
sity in Nashville where she will
attend the annual conference
of the United Negro College
Fund Inter-Alumni Council.
Tickets to the play are being
sold by various members of
the LeMoyne club.
Handling the roles of the
play are Earl Gregory, Fred
Garner, LeRoy Van Johnson,
Joe Turner, James Cowan, Lil-
lian Barnett, Charlene Parker,
Janet Lewis, Rose Hudson, Cla-
rice Sykes and Eunice Car-
ruthers.
The play will be given on the
eve of LeMoyne's annual Alum-
ni Visitation Day which is
scheduled for Saturday, No-
vember 19.
he did for people. Most folk in
Memphis didn't know how much
and how far this big. easy-go-
ing, friendly man went in help-
ing folk.
But a lot of people did know
about it. They were the ones
he helped. The sick folk who
were unable to pay him, and
yet received the benefit of his
professional services on the
same regularity and interest as
the ones able to pay ten tim..s
over.
A lot of folk, who received
help, know how Dr. Kelso gave
his time, his money, even his
clothes to folk who needed them.
He didn't keep a lot of noise
about being a church man .
but he was one of the heaviest
and most dependable contribut-
ors to his church, which
•
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New Hanky PTA
Group Formed
Four of Memphis' most out-,porters after the meeting that
standing leaders debated issues he thought Dr. Ralph Bunche
last week at Owen college, would get the appointment.
speaking of candidates in the Ralph Bunche is certainly qual-
coming election. ified, he said, and the first
Agreeing generally on what Negro in the cabinet must be
was wanted but disagreeing to- very qualified. We don't want
tally on which party it would a Negro in there because he is
most likely come from, Repub. a Negro. He must be able, very
beans J. W. Norsworthy saw able.
Vice President Richard Nixon as Dr. Ray made a statement
the better man and the Repub. about Republican leader Lt.
(jeans platform as straightfor- George W. Lee. He said that
ward, promissory, and action- Mr. Lee would make an mice'.
able — not pie in the sky like lent senator. It was a IWzg
the Democratic platform, political night.
Democrat Jesse Turner and Jesse Payne 29, of 210 N. Dun-
lap who was accused of steeling
$213, a pistol and radio from
the downtown police station
pleaded guilty in City Court
last week to grand jury action.
Ye had been employed as a
night porter by the police de-
partment since last May.
Some progress is being made
every day. Goodwyn Institute's
free reference library last
week open its doors to Ne-
groes. 'illiams W. Goodman,
president of the three Goodwyn
The new Hanley elementary
school, located on Hanley at.,
between Spottswood a n d
Carnes ave., held an interest-
ing and enthusiastic P T A
meeting at the school which is
nearing completion. A large
number of on.-ents, relatives,
adult friends and teachers of
the Hanley children were pre-
sent at the recent meet. It was
the first for the school.
Mrs. G. N. Burnous, an of-
ficer of the local, West Ten-
nessee, State and National
Parent-Teacher bodies, addres-
sed the group. In her message
this widely known worker who
is a member of the Governor's
Planning Committee of the
White House Conference on
Children and Youth, stressed
the educational goals for chil-
dren, the responsibility of par-
ents and teachers for creating
a spirit of cooperation between
the home and the school, and
the goals, policies, activities,
and limitations of the local par-
ent-teacher association.
Russell Sugarmon saw the
Democratic platform forward
looking and liberal, and Sena-
tot John Kennedy as the man
to provide the vigorous leader-
ship needed to give meaning to
the liberal plank in the plat-
form by putting them into law.
Jackie Robinson, ex-ball play-
er was guest speaker at the
Mason Temple last week with
an estimated crowd of 6,000
packing the Temple. One of
the main predictions that Mr.
commissioners said a special
Robinson made was that it will
meeting of the Goodwyn cons-be a Negro in the next presi- called last week
dential cabinet. This was a Re-
publican rally for Nixon-Lodge.
Mr. Robinson indicated to re-
missioners was
See Memphis Page 2
Local Song
Team Headed
For Big-Time
By MARKHUM STANSBURY
When a person records his
first record and it turns out
to be a hit in one section of
the country and steadily climbs
the chart. across the nation,
the next hest thing for him
is to stand on -emergency"
standby %kith another tune just
a little better.
That is exactly what I was
hopng would happen after Ru-
fus Thomas and his daughter,
Carla. came out with their first
recording on a Satellite (Mem-
phis) label in early August.
The recording "Cause I Love
You" was such a great success
in the Mid-South area and
showed such great possibilities
of becoming one of the nation's
top tunes that one of the lead-
ing recording companies Atlan-
tic Records of New York City,
purchased the master copy from
Satellite and re-released the
tune on an ATCO label.
DICE 'CANE' COLE
NJW ths' the record has been
distributed nationwide, it is get-
ting numerous plays on top
radio stations across the coun-
try.
In a telephone conversation
with Dick 'Cane' Cole, WLOK
disc jockey who was one of
the major figures in the suc-
cess a the recording, I was
info,.med that Carla would soon
have a single coming out. (In
recording terms, a regular two-
side dim)
About a week ago. I received
a copy of the new release,
"Gee Whiz" and "For You"
from the recording company
and was told by the owner that
it had been out only five days
and it was a nit in Memphis.
Immediately after I audition-
ed the recording, I said "This
is better than 'Cause I Love
You' ane will be a bigger hit.'"
Then I invited other students to
listen to it and give me their
opinions Not a one of the stu-
dents showed an aversion. They
all gave favorable comments
and most of them wanted to
know if they could purchase a
copy,
WRITTEN BY CARLA
"Gee Whiz" is an originaU
tune that Carla wrote and the
recording company decided to
see what she could do alone.
I sv411 agree that she is doing
an llustrious job on the tune
hut this still is not "the best
of Carla "
Singing is nothing new for
the attractive 17-year-old Ten-
nessee A & I State university
coed who began singing solos
in her church choir at an early
age.
While at the age of 11 she
lobed WDIA's famed Teen-
Town singers, a group compos-
ed of teenagers from all of
Me.nphie high schools. Because
of the quality shoWn in her voice
at that ate, Teen-Town direc-
tor A. C Williams made an ex-
ception and admitted the lassie
to the group.
Williams. who will soon cele-
brate his tenth anniversary as
a TVDIA disk-jockey, later fen-
turel Carla on group solos. She
soon became the most request-
e ioloist in the group and later
was named "pop" soloist for
the group
MUSICAL FAMILY
Toe entire Thomas family Is
a musical one Rufus has been
aso..(;atee with show business
cince h,. early teens (Nat D.
Williams gave him his start)
and now he has a group and
hand known as "Rufus and his
Bear-Ca ts ."
The youngest member of the
family is 8-year-old, Vaneese.
She has won first place for
her performances on talent
programs. The oldest is Mar-
vell, who is featured on piano
on "Cause I Love You" also
The mother, Mrs. Lor-
rine is a member of the choir
at the church site attends.
Wit:) these two records Carle
and Rufus might join the list
alonf, with other Memphis
Rock Roll stars like Elvis
Presley. B. B King, Frances
Burnett, Ed Townsend, Johnny
Ace Bill Black, Willie Mitchell,
the Four Kings and others.
TOP BRASS AT WORK —
President Hollis F. Price, left,
and Dean Floyd L. Bass, right,
took over the job of painting
the entrance sign to Le•
Moyne's beautiful campus
when the college conducted a.
Work Day for students and
faculty last Friday. A stu-
dent is shown assisting Pres-
ident Price. More than see
students and faculty members
took part hi the big event,
100 Man Group
Rev. Nabrit
Heads Group
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP has formed a committee
of 100 to spearhead the drive to
erase every vestige of discrim-
inatory practices existing in the
city of Memphis.
This committee Is composed
of representative citizens from
all walks of life and is chaired
by the Rev. H. C. Nabrit, pastor,
First Baptist church, Lauder-
dale and Polk. Others are Dr.
V. Smith, Mrs. Maxine Smith,
Jesse Turner, Rev. S. B. Kyles,
Rev, J. L. Netters, Miss Arline
Patton, Rev. B. L. Hooks, Mrs.
Ann L. Willis, Dr. John Jordan,
Rev. P. L. Rowe, Rev. E. M.
Martin, Rev. A. E. Andrews,
Rev. G. P. Hentrel, Mr. J. T.
Walker, Rev. Alexander Glad-
ney.
George Holloway, 0. D. Dot.
son, George Stevens, Rev, H.
L. Starks, Rev. R. W. Nora-
worthy, Dr. I. A. Watson, jr.,
Rev. M. L. Davis, Rev. D. W.
Browning, Rev. H. C. Bunton,
Rev. J. C. Mickle, Mr. Frank
Kilpatrick, Mr. Jesse Bishop,
Rev. W. L. Varnado, Dr. Thera
[ Northcross, Mr. Henry Pilcher,
Mr. Evander Ford Miss Earn-
estine Lee and Miss Jevita
Edwards.
This committee has been
charged with the duty of secur-
ing pickets so that the entire
downtown area can be covered,
This picketing is for the pur-
pose of letting the city of Mem-
phis and the entire world know
that Negroes in general are dis-
pleased with inadequate job op-
portunities, segregation of toilet
facilities, drinking fountains
and restaurants. And it will al-
so be the responsibility of this
committee to solicit the fullest
cooperation of the citizenry in
not crosaing the picket lines;
and to acquaint the general puh:
lie with the purpose of the move.
ment; to encourage our citizens
to take advantage of the oppor-
tunities that have opened; and
to call upon all citizens to as-
sume their responsibility as citi-
zens. Rev. H. C. Nabrit, chair-
A. Browner Thrills
Memphis Audience
Alpha Brawner returned to
her hometown last Saturday -
evening to a packed audience
at LeMoyne college and show-
ed the hometown folks that she
is truly worthy of the high es-
teem that they have held for
her since she left so long ago.
More than 800 persons filled
Bruce hall to hear the national-
ly famous soprano sing beauti-
ful renditions of concert arias
that thrilled the large audience.
Miss Brawner is a 1952 grad-
uate of Manassas high school.
Since then the road for her has
been filled with success after
success.
Miss Brawner, brought here
by the Beta Epsilon Omega
chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha,
truly gave the auciience what
they came to hear.
During her short stay in Mem-
phis she traveled to the school
from which she bad graduated
and gave to euasttnd s-ca N N
and gave the students quite
thrill.
M r s, Marjorie I. Ulm:,
basileus of the sorority, said
that it was the first time she
had seen such a crowd out for
a cultural night of entertain-
ALPHA BRAWNER
meat. Fashionably attired
guests showered Miss Brawn-
er with endless bouquets of
flowers and compliments. The
roses were presented to Miss
Brawner by Mrs. Ulen.
Members of the sorority are
Mrs. Vet= Lois Jones, first
anti-basileus; Mrs. Mary Horne
See A. Brawner Page 2
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OLD COPY
JERUSALEM -Oldest known
manuscript of the Bible, a
fourth century copy, it is be-
lieved, was found at Mt. Sinai.
Helps Heal And Clear
ITCHY SKIN RASH!
Zemo - liquid or ointment - a
doctor's antiseptic, promptly re-
lieves itching, stops scratching
and s helps heal and clear sus-
face skin rashes. Buy extra
Strength Zemo forZeM0
stubborn casesl
How Use Of Water May
END YOUR
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES
As you grow older, your system be-
gins to dry out. This is true of your
digestive system, and it may lead to
constipation. SEatrraN, taken daily
with plenty of water, produces a
smooth gel that provides the proper
moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimu-
lation to help end your constipation
worries.
SExirrAN is the all-vegetable lax-
ative aid that moistens hard, dry food
wastes and forms it for easy, regular
elimination. Saturate is entirely dif-
ferent from harsh chemical pills,
salts, bran or oiLs. Take Stetrran
daily with water and envoy regular
elimination or your money back.
There Are any
Ways to Keep Cool!
You can hays healthful In-
door cooling comfort all
summer long for only a few
cents a day with Carrier
Air Conditioning, Don't
postpone comfort.CONDITIONEDAIR COMPANY
477 North Nollywooff
FA 7-3545
MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS
By
Bernice Gooch - Gloria Crawford
Willie Frank Taylor
Hi there all you loveable peo-
ple Well here we are again
with th haps and mishaps
around dear oid Mitchell high.
Come now lets not talk too
much and get on with the de-
tails.
SPOTLIGHT
Tie spotlight has been mov-
ing around this week and has
fallen on a very charming,
sophomore, Miss Jacquelyne
Harris. Jackie is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Har-
ris. In religious life, she is a
member of the South Side Bap-
tist Church where she is the
secretary of the Sunday School.
Around school Jackie partici-
pates in many activities. Some
of these activities are treasurer
of the Mitchell Chapter of the
N.H.A., a member of the Pep
Squad, Library club. Mitchell
High Glee Club, and Musette I
Musi. club We say to you Miss
Harris "The best of luck in all
aspects "
CLUB NEWS
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first appearance for the year
60-61, Friday Nov. 4, in t h e
schaol cafetorium.
We have been rehearsing on
a. variety of numbers which,
will catch the ears of our listen-
ers We hope to maintain the
position as the top Glee Club
in the County under the super-,
vision of our very effecient and
capable directress. Directress--
Mrs. June K. Pender; Pianist-
Mrs. C. H Weaver; Student Di-
rectress - Gloria Crawford;
Student Pianist - Dorothy J.
Jones.
LIBRARIANS CLUB
There is a newly organized
club in the making. It will be
suptrviseci by Mrs. C. H. Weav-
er-advisor of the SR. Librarians
Club and Jo Ann Young, Dean.
Th• is a very worth
-while club
for .eventh and eighth graders.
F.B.L.A.
The F.B.L.A. is off to a Dy-
ing start. The greatest com-
motion on the campus this
week was over the F.B.L.A.
News, a paper published week-
ly Eiy the club. This club re-
eleventh and twelfth grades. It
wonderful paper.
FRFNCI• NEWS
An elective course in French
waa introduced in Mitchell high
school last year. In this course.
pupils have an opportunity to
study material on life, customs.
and social habits of the French
people. The course includes
reading writing, speaking the
Ian, age through class drills.
ski`, songs and the use of
French recordings of native
speaders The course is being
continued this year in t h e
elventh and twelfth grades. It
add, to the culture and refine-
ment of pupils who seek to
know and understand other
social groups better. Our very
capable teacher is Mrs. b. B.
Scott. From the French class
Govt. Jobs Confab
Set For Fisk, A & I
WHITE STATION
Hello, again we bring you
greetings from our community.
We apologize for keeping you
waiting overtime for our column
to appear once again.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -"At no, 6 for the purpose of discussing REMINDER
time in the history of our cowl- the preparation of Negro stu- Sunday evening, Nov. 6, 3 p.m.
try has there been a greater dents for careers in Govern- St. John and Princeton Avenue
need for highly trained person ment service. The statement Baptist churches will be with
nel for careers in the Govern- continued, ''Recently, this sit- the New Philadelphia church
ment at the professional level, uation w a s dramatically under the auspices of Rev, and
nor has there ever been great- brought to the attention of Mrs. B. T. Dumas' thirteenth
er opportunity for the employ- several Negro educators, anct anniversary.
ment of Negro youth in this it was the consensus that some The Vollentine Baptist church
field," announced Dr. W. S. definitive action should be and the New Salem churches
Davis and Dr. S. J. Wright, taken at once to correct this, will be with the New Philadel-GLEE CLUB. The Mitchell presidents of Tennessee A & I situation." phia church, 533 Mendenhall on
the fourth Sunday, Nov. 27, 3Hign Glee club will make its State University and Fish Uni- Negro institutions of higher
learning in the Southern and TITLICING TOGETHER
versity respectively.
The two universities will
sponsor guidance conferences
on their campuses Nov. 5 and
"La Societe Francais." Pres-
ident (Miss) Willie Frank Tay-
lor. Secretary Linda Pegues.
HAVE YOU NOTICED????
The young gentlemen here at
Mitchell are sporting the latest
fashions Some of these gentle-
mee who are wearing • their
tailized pants and bulky sweat
ers are: Lewis Woodard.
Clarence King, Herman Walls.
James Harris, James Little and
a host of others.
The youne ladies of Mitchell
are very fashionable wearing
bulky sweaters short pleated
skins and bobby socks. Some
vounr ladies sportine these
are: Dorothy Jones Edith Mae
Deloach Jacquelyn Wortham
and many others.
TOP TEN DUTCH
Lewis Woodard, P e rr y
Withers. Thames Townes. Cla-
rence Mitchell, Eddi Lee Little,
Steve Johnson, Raymond Jack-
son Herman Walls. Joseph
Jackson and Jerry Smith.
TO' TEN DUCHESSES
Jacquelyn Harris, Linda
'Pegues Carolyn Davis, Dorothy
Jones Mary Young. Minnie
Harris. Vernon Hamilton,
Jewelene Owens. Doris Wrush-
en. and Gloria Willis.
EIGHT INFAIIIBLES
Keep your heart clean
Keep your mind free from
worr;
Keep your body in condition
Keep out of other people's
affairs
Keer on the job
.:eep your temper
Keep your promises
Keep cool!!
Until next week, this is Gloria
Crawford. Bernice Gooch and
Willie Frank Taylor saying so
comes an organization called long.
PRICES
SLASHED!
No Tricks — No ,Gimmicks
Ties PRICES Speak For Themselves
Due to the tremendous volume of new Chevrolets sold last
month-we are overstocked with clean used cars
THESE CARS MUST BE SOLD!
Every Car carries a written guarantee with an OK
the counts.
'60 CORVAIR $1695
4-dr. sedan. v tires, R&H
'59 CHEV $1995
mow& spt rye amine white
RAH, w w tires, 335 motor
56 CHEV $593
,r. Ildt.P. RAH Powerglide.
'37 DESO $1095
mato. got roe RAH. W.V. tires,
automatic trans.
'53 DESO 
 
 
 $42.11
4-4r. sedan. RIM. ether stew
MMUS A real good buy.
'53 FORD 
 $375
Victoria RAH. other accessori-
es.
'50 CHEV $1 495
Bel Air 4-dr. sedan $ cyl .
RAM. Poiret-glide and air cond.
'37 CHEV $1295
Sri wavy, I 01. nal; Power-
grid. rind V w. tires.
'36 CHEV
Del Air 4-dr RAH. Powerglide
and air cond.
'55 CHEV   $795
nal Air 4-dr. S e71. Power-
glide. RAM. 17 w. tires.
'56 CHEV 
 
$495
Del Air 4-dr. Tulle equipped
A real bargain.
'53 CHIV  $59S
4-dr Sedan. RAW w v. Ttrea
Really nice.
MANY, MANY MORE TO SELECT PROM/
UNION CHEVROLET
31 Years Sows* Lacatioa
1000 UNION OPEN NIGHTS
. 6-4722 BR. 4-7400
Starts SATURDAY!
ONE BIG WEEK!
WICKED RHYTHM with a BB BEAT!
HA DORMS EASIMACOLOR
Directed Dy Michel Boisrond • Based on the novel "The Blonde Died Dancing" by Kelley Roos
PLUS 2nd HIT!
Doris Macklin and Walter
Lowe, Fannie Nicholson and
John Bullock, Gloria Calloway
and Charlie Wesley, Littie Jack-
son and Joe Perkins Fannie
Gaines and Roy Bonner, Mat-
thew Burkins and Carolyn Du-
kes, Vicky Mitchell and ZaMack
Jones, Gloria Leullyn and Gary
Tatum, Geneva Fleming and
Frankie Allen and Ralph Wil-
liams and Brenda Walker.
KNOWN GIRLS 1-3
lations, Housing and Home
Finance Agency; Mr. Don
Frye„ Director of Personeel
HI-IFA; Mr. Douglas Chaffin,
Chief of Placement, H H F A:
Mrs. Marian V. Coombs, Di-
rector of Student Employment
and Graduate Placement How-
ard University, Washington, D.
C.; Dr. Archibald J. Carey, jr.
Chairman, and Mr. Ross Clin-
chy, Executive Director of the
President's Commission on
Government Employment Pol-
icy.
Shadows
Continued From Page 1
LOT OF NOISE
He didn't keep a lot of noise
about his support of the Negro's
quest for human rights and
dignity. But he was one of the
city's leading contributors to
campaigns to raise funds to
help those who are struggling
for the civil rights goals of the
race.
The doctor drove a fine auto-
mobile, but he was not averse
to' giving a lift to some ragged
fellow citizen who asked him
for a lift. He lived in a fine,
well-appointed home. But be
never high
-hatted the fellow who
lived in a shack. He was born
to wealth and opportunity. But
he never forgot the language of
the man in the street. He was
a member of a learned and im-
portant profession, hut he did
not maintain himself in an at-
mosphere of aloofness and re-
moteness from the mass of his
people.
All told, Doctor Kelso was a
symbol of the type of person-stant coach. He is the son of ality and character that peopleMrs. Irma Oystern and Robert 
- of all races and nations needS. Crawford, Sr. most. And this is particularly
true of the Negro in the United
States . . . at this stage of his
quest for fuller citizenship.
The Negro's emergence from
chattel slavery left him in dire
need of intelligent, strong, un-
derstanding, trained, and hu-
manitarian leaders . . . leaders
who understood him and sym-
pathized with the group's plight.
So many Negros who attain
good educations, wealth, and
prestige, are so quick to divorce
themselves from any identifica-
tion with the rest of the race.
So many dilute their "help"
for the race by remaining at
such a distance until one does
not know whether their profess-
ed interest is a "help" or "an
investment" in their own prete
tige. So many Negroes who get
to the top, "kick over the lad-
der" so they can look down on
the rest of us;
Doctor Julian Kelso was one
of those rare Negroes at the
top who was inclined to hold the
ladder steady so some of the
rest of the race could get their
feet firmly on the rungs That
characteristic made him a hu-
manitarian of the first water.
That's why he will be most
missed in Memphis.
Northern Central .Associations
will participate in the con-
ference for the purposes of (1)
orienting the administration
and faculties on the expanding
opportuities for Negroes in
Government service, (2) stim-
ulating interest on the part of
students for preparation, (3)
planning changes in curricul-
um content to provide effective
preparation, and (4) determin-
ing qualifications of s k 1 le d
and efficient personnel to ad-
minister such a program.
Dr. James M. Nabrit, recent-
ly elected President of How-
ard university, Washington, D.
C., will deliver the keynote
address. Other consultants and
speakers are; Mrs. Sam Wolk,
Examination section of the
Civil Service Commission: Mr.
Seymour Wolfbein, Chief of the
Division of Manpower and Em-
ployment Statistics, Depart-
ment of Labor; Mr. George
W. Snowden, essistant to the
Commission for Intergroup Re-
HONORED SOLDIER - Just
before Cpl. Robert S. Crawford
was discharged from the Army
last Saturday, he was elected
soldier of the month at Ft. Leo-
nard Wood, Mo. Cpl. Crawford,
before his induction, was a
member of the faculty at Ma-
nassas high school. He was an
instructor in Art and an assi-
A. Brawner
InglifigeMEIMMINME cities
MIDWAY
LIQUOR STORE
40 YEARS AT FOURTH AND BEALE
BOURBON • BRANDY
•
LIQUOR • GIN • WINE
VODKA
Buy by the Case at a Saving
Also Mixed Cases At Case Prices
QUICK AND COURTEOUS SERVICE
•
Telephone JA. 6-9963
355 Beale Ave.
LADIES INVITED
Continued From Page 1
Porter, second ants-wisileus,
r s. Annie Ben sainwera,
gi'dillfIlaLeUS; Mrs. Cyntiva G.
rvuurey, antogrammateus; Mrs.
zima if. Mardis, epistoleus;
Mrs. Lillian Crowder, anti-epis-
toleus; Mrs. Ruby Spight, tami-
ochus; Mrs. Dora E. Todd, par-
liamentarian; Mrs. Allie M.
Roberts, reporter of tee Ivy
Leaf; Mrs. Sheridan Hicks, un-
dergraduate advisor; M r s.
Ernestine Guy, hodegas; Mrs.
Helen Shelby philacter; and
Mrs. Callie Stevens, dean of
pledges.
Miss Brawner is the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Jewell Brawner
and the late Dr. Jeff Brawner
of Memphis. She is the sister
of Dr. Clara Brawner, a Mem-
phis physician.
She is a graduate of Spellman
college, Atlanta, Ga., and Jul-
hard School of Music, New
York City. She made many suc-
cessful appearances in New
York City and neighboring
Miss Brawner is the recipient
of the Marian Anderson Award.
the Mu Phi Epsilon Award and
a grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation.
Her voice was discovered by
the world renowned Mme. Flo-
rence McCleave. She was ac-
companied by Warren Wilson
at the piano.
COLDS
Relieve aches and pains of colds witt
STANBACK Tablets or Powders
Also use as gargle for sore throatdue to colds. STANBACK'S S. A(Synergistic Action) reduces fever,brinp faster, more complete relief
Remember...Snap back with
STANBACK I
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Radios, Toasters, Percolators, Heaters
Newts Boo filer
mod Parts
Free
Parking
Open
Niters
760 Union
*
Yeetielfst env, 5500
and Parts
Serving
Yee
Since '32
Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 2-8507
Rollie end rv Tidies Chwelynd Pro*
Littie Jackson, Gloria Cello
way, Joyce Harris, Hazel Wicks,
Bessie Taylor, Fannie Nichol-
son, Beverly Burrows, Willie
Mae Kearney.
KNOWN BOYS
Charles Freeman, John Gar-
rett, Eddie Walls, Leroy Coger,
Leroy Davis, Robert Walls,
James Cooper and Robert Callo-
way.
PIN THIS
Emma Nickolson is standing
by while A. J. contacts P. J. . .
Emma, why don't you cut the
wires? You know. Ralph, why
are you playing Romeo with four
or so Juliets namely Brenda,
Shirley, Lorene, Carol and 14b-
hie . . Gloria has decided' to
start dating one at a time while
a certain junior girl stays at
home and looks at the walls.
Anybody got a cure?
Soon to become a lovely bride
is Miss Mary Cotton to Willie
McGee. She is the oldest and
charming daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Moses Cotton. She is a
Douglas (1956) graduate now re-
siding at 4911 Black, in this
corn munity.
Willie is the son of Mrs. Ber-
tha Horton of 336 Beale, where
the wedding will take place
Nov. 24. Best Wishes!
Memphis
Continued From Page 1
and it was decided to desegre-
gate the libary.
Mrs. Virginia Anderson, a
former slave of 1528 Locuct,
died last week at her home.
Relatives said that she was 106
years old. They said that her
birth records were in an old
Bible. Mrs. Anderson had scars
on her shoulders which she said
was put on her in slavery days
She told stories of the Civil
War. She had lived in Fayette'
County until 12 year ago.
Wonder advanced in Quiz Em
rIonder high school of West
Mempt Ark. Won a second-
round berth in The Commercial
Appeal's Quiz Em On the
Air. This match was televis-
ed over WMCT Wonder defeated
the student team from Douglas
high school By a 90 to 800 score.
The Wonder high current events
panel will return for an elimina-
tion contest Dec. 3, to meet
team from Batesville, Miss,
-
"33 Ways To
Meet Women95
A folio chock full of prat
tical ideas. Have "dates"
every day!
SEND $1.00
ANN JONES
11•1 7762 - Chicago, IlL
421111111111111111111111•0111•11111•11111•11111111
SCOUT-O-RAMA
Huge Boy Scout Scout-
Rama is scheduled for Owe
college come Nov. 4-5. Bo
Scouts from 25 troops in the
Memphis area will take part •
two days of exhibits and fu
Inside the gymnasium and o
the campus. Booths will be se
up in the gym featuring wor
done by the scouts.
DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS
Modern Deities.
Handsome Ammar-
ance Rugged Con
atruction. V • rr
Durable
$250and up
CONTACT US
FOR VOLUME PRICES
BERNATSKY BROS.
50 tt. Meta St - 4& 5-00
Memphis. Yeaa.
HASTINGS
MOTOR EXCHANGE
No Money Down
15-24 Months To Pay-
Free
Wrocker
All
Makes
end
Models
GUARANTEEp no-Manefaeslured Motor. DO not 0 con-fused-we have no hidden orfictitious charges - the price
we goons is the price you
321 So. Main
Phone JA 4-0472
GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES
Mow anyone east but DTRECT
from U S. GOVERNMENT 80'*.
PLUS DEPOTS. by Mail for your
self or for resale. Cameras. Id-/seculars, cars, foots, truces, boats,hardware, office machines and(equipment, tents, tools and tens.
of-thousands Of other Reins at afraction of their original eat
Mans Items brand new For list
of hundreds of U et Government
Surplus Depots located to every
State and overseas with pamphlet
"How Oovenunent Can eh.° Outs!
To You." raus procedures, ROW
TO BUY and how to get rata
SURPLUS, mall $2.00 to SURPLUS
GALES INFORMATION 1111:1W-
IACIgbet W DeptNaaho. .765, L D. "'BC. "11.
6011(ITAMINS
GRAY
HAIR
AND RESTORE
ORIGINAL COLOR?
Don't itit gray hair hurt yen inbusiness or social life: Learn about
the ANTI-ORAY VTrAtELN courtse
used so successfully by MEN and
WOMEN in atitl-Oray Clinics of
the NATIONAL MST/TUTU Or
DERMATETICS. You can new
know - for the first Owe ..- the
exact vitamin formulas and see-
eat food (rich to anti-gray fisetors)
that maks NM this Way to follow
course. It shows Just whet to de
about gray hair caused by defici-
ency in martian health vitamins.
also gives mientifle flints lud
clinical proofs of the prevett100
of gray hair and restoration of Its
°rig nil color after deficiencies in
these particular vitamins have been
corrected The oomrse is economical
and brief and will not interfere
with any kind of health diet that
you may now be on - snob aa low
tat. lo -salt., slenderizing, etc. So
don't give up hope. This anti-gray
course may be your specific rime-
dy Send for yours now Remem-
ber, each day of delay means
more fray hair has come your
way Course only 51.35 or C.O.D.
phis postage. Money back guar-
antee
Dermatetics Institut* Library, Omsk
II 210 Fifth Ave. New Vent N. V.
HOW TO LOVE AND
If LOVED
gond $1.00 — ANN JONES
lax 7762 Chicago, $O
COMPLETE
HOME REMODELING
FIBRE GLASS
AWNINGS
CAR PORTS
SPECIAL SPECIAL
Aluminum Doors & Windows
NO MONEY DOWN
FHA TERMS
Call or Vdiit
Soft Lite Fibre Glass and Co..
struction Co., Inc. of Memphis
wH 8-4079
1211 S. Parkway L
Is Change-of-Life
Making You
Orly Half a Woman?
Tee Mess,
tee tired
to be a rsol
esopessisie
to year
husband?
Stolid woinoo's goodish,' no relieve
"Int flestios", weakness, sorrommese
you sae enjoy life folly wird
Has change-of-life left you so
weak you feel only -half" alive?
Suffocated by "hot flashes", con-
stant] tense ... so you coal be --
affectionate wife and mother?
Don't despair I Lydia Pinkhans's
Compound can relieve both ten-
Eon and physical distress! In doe-
tot's testa, Pinkham's gave dra-
matic help-without oeiMy shots!
Irritability is soothed. "Hot
flashes" subside. Them most women
Can In
'arilitreg tisuilf741
If che-of-Itf• has left you
only -twr a woman, get Lydia K.
Pinkham'a Vegstabl• Oomposusd
from druggists. See how fast you
can feel "all vornAre wain,
IMP I NM- Waal IPM?
%envoi' due to simple Iron-deficien-
cy anemia. take Finkbant Tab-
let* Rich In Iron. they start to
etrenlythen your blood hi one day(
Soft, Lovelier Hair
Styles With
CHA-CHA-ANN
PRODUCTS
"ROMANTIC EVENING"
Styled by Mrs, M. Myrtle Smith,
R. B., one of Merpilis' most pop-
ular stylists and manager of MI-
LADY BEAUTY SALON, 519
Vance Aroma.
CHA-CHA-ANN
Proslucts Imre* the Heir soft
Itrid silky with O sheen finish.
At Your Drug Store
or Beautician
CHAMPION PRODUCTS CO-
B., 7342 Lae Station
Memphis, Tenn.
o Cha-Clia-Ann
 
Creme
Press 
 
$1.00
O Cka-Cha-Ann Cirri
Creme 
 
$1.00
O Cha-Clia•Ann
Pressing ComOnaltel
with Silicooe Er
Cooditioner $1.10
O LAN-A-MINK Scalp
Treatment .. $1.49
Send Year Mail Order radar
•Ed. Week At Porter
To Star
Porter junior high school has
made plans to observe annual
"American Education Week",
Nov. 6-12.
10A program in Porter Gym-
nasium is planned for Monday
night, Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
Former principals and retired
teachers will be honored. They
are: Prof. F. M. Campbell,
Prof. H. T. Cash, Prof. R. B.
Thompson, Prof. M. N. Con-
ley, Mrs E. Flagg, Mrs. S.
Davis Miss G. Edwards, Mrs.
S. Guy, Mrs. I. Bentley, Mrs.
F. L. Johnson, and Mrs. J. N.
Tarpley. The public is invited.
Porter P T A is supporting this
event with the assurar,_.e of a
large attendance of parents.
Prizes will be awarded class-
rooms with the largest attend-
ance of parents. Pupil partici-
Shrinks Hemorrhoids
MI Without Surgery
Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
For the first time science has found
a new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after car-, while
gently relieving pain, actual reduc-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all — results were so thor-
ough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased to
be a problem!" The secret is a new
healing substance (Bip-Dynell)—dis-
cover,' of a world-famous research
institute. This substance is now avail-
able in suppository or ointment ferns
called Preparation He. At an drug
counters.
Former Profs
potion will feature the Band
and Glee club. Mr. A. B. Owen,
Jr. is principal.
Open House in the various
classrooms and departments
will follow the program. Fac-
ulty members and pupils are
busy with projects for display
of teaching materials, activi-
ties and equipment.
The main theme of American
Education Week is "Strengthen
Schools for the 60's." Amer-
ica's schools are taking a giant
step into a decade in which
only one thing is certain: it
will be ten years of staggering
change.
Puzzled parents of 1960 are
faced with concepts that were
undreamed of in "their days"
—many that were undreamed
of five years ago. During this
wee., the public can become
better informed about the cur-
riculum and teaching methods.
There is no better way than
visit ng the schools.
DAILY TOPICS
Sunday. Nov. 6—Serious Stud-
ents; Monday, Nov. 7—Inter-
ested Parents; Tuesday, Nov.
15--Able Board Members;
Wednesday, Nov, 9—Quality
Teachers; Thursday, Nov. ii
—Ample Funds; Friday, Nov.
11—Challenging Curriculums;
Saturday, Nov. 12—Lifelong
Learners.
Mrs. B. A. E. Callaway, gen-
eral chairman and the com-
mittee have plans for a suc-
cessfol observance designed to
interest parents and other com-
munity citizens.
West Tennessee PTA
Meet Opens Nov. 10
West Tennessee Congress of
Colared Parents and Teachers
will hold its annual meeting
at Lane college, Jackson, Tenn.
Thursday, Nov. 10. Registra-
tion will begin at 9 a.m. Mrs.
G. M. Bumpus, Memphis Co-
ordinator states that a large
number of delegates are ex-
pected from the various units
in the district.
MIXED TASTES?
Get MIXED CASES
AT CASE PRICES!
WINES • BRANDIES • GIN
SCOTCH • VODKA • CHAMPAGNE
EASY DRIVE•IN PARKING
BROWN JUG
LIQUORS
2539 Summer Ave. GL 8-3501
BERT BATES BEN MILLER
The meeting theme "Quality
Parent-Teacher Association for
Optimum Growth is designed
to encourage units in the im-
plementation of programs. To
provide experience that will en-
able homes, schools and com-
munities to offer quality per-
formance and living to meet
the needs and interests of chil-
drea and youth in the sixties.
A well-planned information
program has been planned. In-
cluded is a Study of the 1959-
60 PTA Manual. Mrs. M. S.
Droner of Memphis will re-
view Section I and Mrs. L. S.
!Avant, Education professor at
Lane college, Section II.
Other program participants
'include Dr. Kuykendoll, Lane
college president; Mrs. W. H.
Williamson of Nashville, State
P. T. A. president; Mrs. Pat-
ricia Hooks of Memphis, W. E.
Turner. State Department of
Education and Mrs. Darlene
Hutson of Tennessee AS.:1 State
university.
Council president will vie in
a contest to raise funds for
the awarding of the West Ten-
nessee PTA District scholarship.
All district presidents will
make reports.
TIN CAN STEEL
Cleveland — In a normal year
about three million tons of sheet
steel are required to make tin
plate for cans.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
"Everybody Likes 'Err"
Real Hickory Sotelt•d — Site 13 to 30 Pounds
Tw• Yellf Old Country Hams
Silt Month Old Country Hams
One Titer Old Country Hems
Throe Year Old Country Nemo 51 10 per Lb.
Reel Country Nicker, Smoked Souse,' (3 to 4 Lb ilogs1_ SSe per Lb.
Loon Nicker? Sleeked Rosen (4 to 10 Lb. Slob) .. 55. per Lb.
Slieed Country Hem 51 33 end 51 55 per Lb
(PLUS POSTAGID
111c per Lb.
110c per Lb
10c per Lb.
WI SHIP COD OR SIND CHICK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
JIMMIE SIODENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152: Business Phone, VI 24141
Oa Bypass 31-W Rout.. 251 1st St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Residence Phone', VI 2-0152
OUTSTANDING GRADUATES
of Memphis high schools enroll
at Tougaloo Southern Chris-
tian college; Front row (I to
r) Miss Blanche Harris, Doug-
lass high, is a member of the
coliege choir; Miss Bobby
Jean Gray, honor graduate
from Manassas; Robert Hon-
ey/nicker. graduate from Ham•
ikon and a member of the
college choir; Miss Jeanette
Williams. honor graduate of
Geeter high; and Miss Alber-
ta Clark, graduate of Man.
ass^s and a member of the
college choir. Back row
(I to r) James Bradford,
graduate of Douglass and a
member of the college choir;
John Rhodes, honor student
from Douglass high and a
member of the football team;
Miss Rubestine Clark, honor
graduate from Manassas;
Huey I'. Long, honor grad-
nate of Douglass and a mem.
ber of the football team.
Other graduates of Memphis
schools not shown in this pic-
ture are: Miss Joyce Gatlin,
honor graduate of Manassas
and a member of the college
choir; Joseph Jackson, a
graduate of Booker T. Wash-
ington and a transfer stud.
ent from s. A. Owen college.
Mr. Jackson is also a member
of the college choir.
Woman Hearty
Itches To Death
•'.1 nearly inked es death,* 714 yeann
Them I found mese wader:Aix gram
bablrOsdrys a Ward*/ L.A.
Here's blessed relief from fortune of vaginal
Itch, rectal Itch, chafing, nab and 'casino
with an amazing now scientific lamella
called LANACANE. This fast-acting, miss,
less medicated crane kills harmful bacteria
germs 'Ade it soothes raw, irritated and
enflamed skin tissue. Stops scntchinr—so
speeds boating. Don't suites another annum.
Gee LANACANS today at sit dna nom
SALE
AUTO SEAT COVERS
SPECIAL
WAREHOUSE
PRICE 
Regular $23.95
ON EASY TERMS TOO!
NEW 1960 STYLE SARAN PLASTIC
TO Fit Every Make and Model Cat
SAVE MONEY BUY DIRECT FROM
BATTERY WAREHOUSE and
SEAT COVER CENTER
2192 LAMAR GL 8-61151
OEFINDE9 3
WEEK OF NOV. 5-11, 1960
Buy Your 19611
NEW FORD
CARS OR
USED CARS
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL—DOBBS
World's Largest Ford Dealers
THIRD a GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
.Paid Political Advertisement) Pole Politic oi adv•rtisement)
COUNCILMAN CHOOSES KENNEDY — "I make
up my mind after studying the record," says John
Sylvester Stewart, City Councilman of Durham, North
Carolina, and well-known business and political ana-
lyst. "Senator Kennedy has an outstanding record on
such vital issues as civil rights and FEPC, and was
one of the first American leaders to hail the sit-in
demonstrations. I will vote for Senator Kennedy, a
fighting liberal pledged to the cause of ending injus-
tice and inequality everywhere."
MM.
FLEMING and NORGE UNITE!
TO BRING YOU THE MID—SOUTH'S GREATEST VALUES!
CS=131;232322 - • 0.w AUTOMATIC
(ow NoRGE $ ONLY
9 
...3,..,,twormaaro.
PP prAPIPNA
I i 1411,0 Ila 1
I W E ' 4", . DEFROST NORGE
• 131613CU.FTVNIIaINVIIN .6 Full storage door
• Swing out shelves
• Big freezer Compartment
REG. $419.95
OUR PRICE
with trade
end discount
111,1116111Millitm11100111111111.iittil
fluturuttlaltein
1111118111111110111111111111 110114111111111111111trinintrunanammisr 1111111/111111,111111
111111111111141t1111111111111 111411111111111111111
11/11111111111H1111111tItlit
1111111tIttillIntlIttlIttlIN totentuttamts
Mode! D-I1
Plad
• Egg Shelf
• Full-width chill tray
• Color-styled interior
• 5-yoor protection pion
Model CS 913
298
With Trade
and Discount sl 49°
Most Beautiful Norge Ever!
 
OTHER FAMOUS FLEMING SPECIALS!
Bedroom Suites HungerfordSolid FAople
Innerspring Mattress
Fad-A-Way Sleepers
Full
Size
With $30
Mattress
DeLuxe 1960
AUTOMATIC
DRYER
WVI's •1.1/0111A
m`mia Al.. FA110113 MBE 4-war PRY
Available is Cos
NORGE AIAMMIIKI AUTOMATIC
WASHER And DRYER
101119.1 hes gum.
unload not-proof
cabloot, •Aclusivo
dual cytist
control, fall 11m•
aorcitap De* May.
NOW ONLY
$229
DEM hos 'oaten-
help roe - proof
ni4ca..bwil Fft, dothesdryiziocchtscei9sit:
Neal-
NOW ONLY
$1”.11
NOTHING
DOWN$900
per
H10.
With Trade
and Discount
WASHER TO MATCH
'229 with tradeand discount
138 Dining Room Suites Be,„.tt 40% OFF
15.95 Hollywood Bed Leg, '5,95
Baby Bed With Mattress '19.95
'125 Bed Room Suites Bc,„.t, 40% OFF
Lane Tables InlaidWalnut
Living Room Suites
Bedroom Suites
Bunks Beds
Solid
Foam
Bed, Chest
Dresser
Complete With
Mattresses
19,95
98.00
75.00
68.00
House Full of Fine Stylish Furniture . .$155. (Your Choice) $9.
FURNITURE BY FLEMING 3574 PAR
K FA 4-3767
(Just East of Highland)
2301 SO. THIRD ....WH 8-2662
(Just South of Mallory)
Per
Month
OPEN
'TIL
9 P.M.
EVERY NITE
ship meeting was held at the
Christ Temple church recently.
The founder and president
Rev. King of Omaha, Nebras-
ka president. Delegates came
from Tulsa, Omaha, St. Louis
Kansas, Ark, and Tenn. The
next meeting will be held a
Omaha, Nebr.
Forth-coming at the house of
worship is Harvest Day. It will
be held Sunday, Nov. 13. A
very fine program is being
planned for the event.
The men of Christ Temple
are busily preparing for An-
nual Men's Day, The date has
been set for Sunday, Nov. 27.
0. that occasion, the men will
crown a King and Queen of
Christ Temple. stunners for
the title of Queen are Mrs.
Lurline Thurmond, Mrs. Addle
Carter and Mrs. Ruth Scott.
Mrs. Ruth Scott is the church
reporter.
AVERY CHAPEL
At Avery Chapel AME
church, Sunday, Nov. 6, there
will be a Stewards Friendship
program. The featured speak-
er will be Rev. Elmer M. Mar-
tin, pastor of St. Andrew AME
church. Supplementing t h e
dynamic address will be music
by the choirs of St. Andrew,
Mississippi b 1 v d. Christian
church and Trinity C M E
church. The program will be-
gin at 3 p.m.
After the morning service at
11, dinner will be served.
Every effort is being made
by the chairman and co-chair-
ma James Eckles and Mrs.
Hattie Harrison, to ntake this
day a most enjoyable one.
The pastor, Rev. Loyce Pat-
rick and members of this state-
ly sanctuary extend a cordial
Invitation to all to witness this
uplifting and thought-provoking
presentation.
UNION VALLEY
Sunday, Nov. 6, is Annual
Fellowship Day at the Union
Valley Baptist church. Spot-
lighting the occasion will be a
stirring speech by Rev. Joe
William.,. It will be heard at
3 p.m. The Christian Women
Ciorus will furnish the music.
.1uxiliaries from the Zion
Hill Baptist church, St. Paul
Baptist church, Mt. Mariah,
Florida Baptist church and the
P-ogressive Baptist church.
Sponsoring this Day is the
Willing Workers club of the
church. Mrs., Marie Harris is
the preslden nd Mrs. Georgia
Lee Mason is the secretary.
Rev. J. W. West is the pastor
4 DEFENDER
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The North Central Fellow- and Mrs. Lucille Parkins is,
the church reporter.
ST. ANDREW AKE
Certainly one of the most
outstanding celebrations on the
church calendar was the past!
Women's Day at the St. An-'
ago, the congregation sat and
drew AME church. A Sunday
listen to Dr. Jayme Coleman
Williams. Her message was a
good one and a far-reaching
minister.
one-
Rev. Elmer M. Martin is the
EMMANUEL BAPTLST
The Emmanuel Baptist
church has undertaken a pro-
ject. The project is the sub-
scriptions to the Ebony maga-
zine. The church's reduceci
rate is $2.00 a copy.
Members are asking the pub-
lic to consider buying the
magazine from them for pos-
sible Christmas gifts. Approxi-
mately 1,000 sales are desired.
If interested, please contact
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale at WH-
8-9838 Miss Barbara Motley at
JA J-3624. . . Mrs. Gloria L.
Carter at WH 8-5079 . . . Mrs.
Annie Irby at JA 7-7256 or call
the church at JA 7-3243.
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale is the
minister.
REV. C THOMAS PAIGE
"And if you meet with crosses
and trials on the way,
Just put your trust in Jesus
and don't forget to pray:"
The above words are familiar
words taken from the spiritual,
"Let us Cheer The Weary
Traveler." These words have
served to inspire many a
"Weary Traveler." These
words also point us to a new
aspect of our Christian duties.
A few hours ago a young girl
who a  beeninvited by my
children came to my home in
the early hours of the morning
to go to Sunday School. The girl
who looked foward to going to
school long before the hours of
Sunday School. This brings to
my thinking wondering if this
young girl is not symbolic of
SALE
BATTERIES
SPECIAL WAREHOUSE PRICE
6 Volts $7.95
12 Volts $11.95
On Easy Terms Too!
To Fit Every Mak• and Model Car
From
BATTERY WAREHOUSE
2192 LAMAR GL 8-6851
YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS!
21" ADMIRALTELEVISION
First Payment November '1st
Lot's Be Friends
co CALL: BOB FRAKES,
M COLLINS and FREEMAN
JA 5-6737 7 No. THIRD STREET
2IC
YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS!
SAVE NOW
MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured To $10,000
many people throughout the
world. Countless people you
know and I know are just wait-
ing for someone to invite them
to the better way of life. This
is the challenge that awaits
each of us who lay claim to
being Christians
The fact that countless peo-
ple have lost a sense of spirit-
ual a2.c1 moral values points to
the fact that somewhere down
t& line we must open our
hearts to a sense of direction
and value to these unfortunate
people. Each of us is a weary
troy-4er. Getting the most out
of life Is something beyond our
individual reach. Periodically
we need some one to pat us on
the back or say a word of en-
couragement. Daily we are fac-
ed with crosses and trials. The
only persons who fail to en-
counter these things are people
who are bent on doing nothing.
Yesterday I walked through
a block of laughing people. All
about them were evidences of
immorality and poverty. How
anyone could be so happy in
this condition is beyond my
comprehension. Hunger on the
faces of children, the dire need
of cleanliness, and' the most
conceivable vile language fill-
ing the air would have given
me nothing about which to be
h ,ppy yet there are people like
that about us. It is at this point
that Christianity must be mean-
ingful. Anything short of this
will always make our world a
hard place in which to live.
The 'Weary Traveler' finds
life 'ar more weary as time
goes on. In many instances his
goal seems further and further
removed and achieving this
goal seems almost impossible.
The 'Weary Traveler' at this
point becomes a part of all of
our lives. Those people who
have dedicated themselves to
the highest of which they are
capable become wards of each
of us. Their welfare, their
goals, their ambitions, and
1 whatever they set out to do
become a our affair. No longer
can we be concerned about our-
SAFETY MEASURE —
What is the first thing a crawl-
er usually does with a new
toy? Gives it the taste test,
of course. A baby Is apt to
suck on or chew, when ap-
proaching the teething stage,
any toy that can be popped in-
to the mouth. Toys, whether
firm like the plastic brightly-
colored pop-off beads which
come in different sizes and
shapes, or soft like squeez-
able, squeaking animals must
be kept hygienically clean
for your baby's safety. To
combat toys infectious bac-
teria transmittal to baby's
mouth, give them a "rub-
down" with a solution of Ly-
sol brand disinfectant which
selves. Each of us must reach
out beyond ourselves and make
life meaningful to all with
whom we come in contact.
These old people who had
been baffled around by life
knew each other as "Weary
Travelers." Not only was this
true in that day but it is also
true today each person you
meet today is just a 'Weary
Traveler.' • We are coonstantly
under the impact of trials and
crosses — trials and crosses
that will be overcome only to
the extent that we learn to
pray.
LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD MT to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with SIM
for full results Jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
8183 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami Vt. Florida
New
Park
Cemetery
The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
kills germs on contact. Meas-
ures like this can prevent "an
Illness that never got started."
Tenn. Social
Club Meets
Tennessee Social Club met re-
cently at the home of Mrs. Mag-
gie Patrick of 1211 Krayer. Mrs.
Nancy Cochrurn read the scrip-
ture. Mrs. G. Roberson offered
prayer with the meeting then
being turned over to Mrs. Eliza-
beth Bailey, president.
The meeting was closed by
Mrs. Sammie L. Carter. A very
Fire Claims
$200 Worth
In Clothing
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Clark, of15 West Carolina, Apt. '3, said
they lost a total of $200 or more
in clothing last week when fire
was an unwelcome visitor to
their home. Mrs. Clark said
she and her children had gone
next door for a visit when she
saw the blaze through the neigh-
bor's back door.
— 
—
CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
MI Colon awl Coin
Conaphoonai
fer Ushers ea/
witeriees
MEN FUNS Till WT.
hiplia, Pon toino.loalso
Wont Mese Asoliololo
111111 SW ittl CAMAS
RIIIIIEI FASIION 01111111S751 N It., N.I. PT Ate•same St, 1.W.
Wasbiostea 2,9.C. Atlesta 11, Monis
delicious menu was served. Next
meeting of the club will be held
at the home of Mrs. Gertrude
Roberson on Wabash, Nov. 18.
Mrs. Mary Buford, secretary
and Mrs Sammie Lue Carter,
reporter.
CHOIR ROBES
High fo..hicin %tyloig
superbly tailored
- at on economy price'
SHAPIRO-SOUTHER N
uwiropm compme,41 5 Thad t Uwon MO 1641
Maid Political ailwort.sanniti (Pawl Pelsticel Advertaesiest)
MAHALIA BELIEVES IN KENNEDY — "Senator
Kennedy's the one," says Mahalia Jackson, "who can
put a little more sun and a little more hope in people'a
lives. The Democrats always try to help people get
along by giving them a fair chance to earn their
bread and have a home for their children and some
hope for the future. I'm going to vote for Senator
John Kennedy because he'll be a good president for
you and for Mahalia Jackson. You vote for him, too."
ALL AROUND TOWN
They're Talking About The Bargains Available At The Quality Stamp
Redemption Centers. Shop Where You See This Symbol And You Will
Know You Are Getting Quality Products.
There Is A Quality Stamp Redemption
Center In Your Neighborhood Browse
Around.
JANA PORTER
Yes Madame,
In order to please dad and the small-
fry you have to keep up or ahead of
the weather, holidays and all special
events.
Since we consider desserts and breads
the basic of all good meals, why not
let Jack Sprat with that wonderful en-
riched wheat flour and that uniformly
ground creamed meal come to your re-
scue. Bake that delicious apple pie or
your favorite chocolate cake on a cool
morning — freeze it — serve it on a
hot burner of a day — Pie A La Mode
— Cake with sherbert. Dad will be
amazed as to how you do it.
The rest of the meal could consist
of a vegetable salad with meat added,
hot spoon bread or hot cheese biscuits
Bake in moderate oven for 20 to
minutes.
FROST WITH FUDGE FROSTING
2 cups sugar
2 os. chocolate
2 tbsp. white corn sugar
'A cup milk
2 tbls. butter
1 tsp, vanilla
and iced tea. What a feast for
King!
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE
2 cups Jack Sprat enriched wheat flout
3 Tsp, baking powder
'3 Tsp. salt
1/2 cup shortening
Li cup sugar
2 eggs
I tsp. vanilla
SYs cup milk
Sift flour, measure, add baking powd-
er and salt, sift again. Cream shorten-ing and sugar gradually. Add well beat-
en eggs and beat thoroughly, add
vanilla. And dry ingredients alternately
with milk, stirring only enough after
each addition to blend thoroughly. Do
not beat. Pour into eight-inch layer tins.
25 Cook first four ingredients to soft
boil stage. Add butter; remove from
heat. When luke warm, add vanilla.
Beat until it's right to spread, and it's
so good.
Bye for now.
Jana Porter
your
EACH SATURDAY the Rig Star Stores of Memphis and
the Mid-South are paid back greatly in talent for their
show heard over radio Station WDIA. These young people,
for whom the show was originated, never fall to com-
pensate for the time and money involved in putting out
a show such as the Big Star Talent Show time. Above
Is a typical group, strong in confidence and rich in
talent. The Big Star show is not hard to get on, for all
you have to do, if you have a talent suitable for radio
listening, is to contact WDIA for an audition and asquickly as that, you're on the chow. If you can sing or
play a musical instrument, you may qualify, so call
them up today. You might be able to Join these stars
of tomorrow.
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'HERE SOLDIER'' is your
weapon, might be what the
adult NDCC leader at Mel-
rose is saying to his youth-
fat
are
the
charge. NDCC students FUNDAMENTALS of many
taught just how to handle weapons, the M-1 rifle especi-
weapons, ally, are taught the young
soldiers just as in the real
Hamilton NDCC
By FLOYD PRICE
THE HAMILTON NDCC
UNIT GETS OFF TO A GOOD
STAR T. ANTICIPATING
ANOTHER YEAR.
The purpose of NDCC is to
equip young boys of today with
a thorough foundation of Juni-
or Military Training. It gives
*
lose who are interested, rests
mition that carries them to
higher branches of military
training. It is the latest branch
of Junior Military training.
This year marks the second
year of NDCC in Negro High
schools of Memphis. This year
marks the second year of be•
ing in uniforms also. This pro-
gram is young but advancing
rapidly. Our organization is in-
creasing fast. We have an add!-
bona 1 company this year,
which will be under the com-
mand of Cad. Capt. Raymond
Ratliff.
Th3 company this year will
be largely made up of M.T.Is
On the addition list are a
number of young ladies who
0re seeking the position asofasors. They are; Aimed&ooten, Patsy Veasey, Cecil&
Mosely, Patrice Hooks, Peggy
Waller, and Janet Braswell.
A number of young men will
be chosen as leaders to set ex-
amples for others. Some of the
officers who held officers posi-
tions last year and were select-
ed to hold the same position
this year are; Battle Comman-
der, Cdt. Col. Denver Terry.
ex-officer Cdt. Lt. Col. Sidney
Griffen the S. staff, Si. Cdt,
Maj. Michael Braswell, S2,
Cdt. Maj. Don Brownlee, 83.
Cdt. Maj. Theodore Davidson,
S4. Cdt. Maj. Thomas Bowen,
Sgt. Maj. Daniel Carruthers,
Supply Sgt. Lawrence Charn-
pio .
Our color guards are Ander-
son Guy, Archie Scruggs and
Sam Shorter. Officers of corn-
itany A. are; Company Com-nder Cdt. Capt. David Car-es, Ex-officer Sell Jackson,
Fir, Sgt. Wade Conner, the
platoon leaders are;
Alexander, Jerry Smith, James
Ingram. Company B. Com-
p. ny Commander Cdt. Capt.
Charles Jones, First Sgt. Earn-
est Nichols, Ex-officer James
Sykes, the platoon leaders are;
James Green, E. F. Gray,
James Campbell. Company C.
Company Commander Cdt.
Capt. Raymond Ratliff, First
Sgt. Eugene Myers, Platton
leaders are; James Huges,
Leon Lewis.
We are fortunate to have
three new guidon bearers;
Connie Stewart, Thomas Tate,
Erwin r.eith. And we are look-
ing for someone to fill the
place of the guidon of the Drill
Team. These cadets were
chosen by the POI. Officer Cdt.
Capt. Floyd Price.
calls the cadence for the spon-
Miss Joan Hargraves who
calls the cadence for the spon-
sor's platoon, is very capable
of her position, their Comman-
der is Miss Marilyn Mitchell.
The spotlight couples are;
Cdt. Col. Denver Terry and
Miss Marilyn Mitchell, Cdt.
Maj. Michael Braswell and
Miss Joan Hargraves, and the
POI. has a certain interest at
Douglas High.
The band will be under the
leadership of on eof ourMTi's
Ted McDaniel., and Cdt. Capt.
Sidney West.
We are now beginning our
weekly battle group forma-
tions. Each Monday every
cadet in the entire school must
fall our on the parade field
fully dressed complete with the
MI rifle. Each company com-
mander tells the platoon lead- 
would like to salute Miss
erg to form their platoons.
Each cadet must know his 1NDCC, Miss Daisy Parrish. who
as escorted bw y Cadet Colonel
squad, platoon, and company Odell King. We had our Home-to whirl he belongs. This as-
coming parade Friday, Octobersignment must be carried out 14, with all the various organi-by all the cadet Officers, while
Instructors stand by ready to
assist any needed cadet. Our
school band and cadet band
combi, ed. We perform just as
they do in regular Military
Serices P01. Officer Cdt. Capt
Sammy Floyd Price.
Carver NDCC
By Cadet Major Richard Allen
The Carver High school NDCC
had its first massed drill on
Tuesday, Oct. 8, 1980. This was
the first time that the new
recruits had ever marched with
the regular unit and they looked
surprisingly well
The overall response toward
the organization is very good.
Practically all of the cadets are
pleased with the organization
as a whole. The sophomore
boys, who are wearing uniforms
for the first time, are making
a favorable impression on most
etthe girls. It is indeed a won-rful feeling to see how Mili-
tary Science is being taken
with such interest. Another fa
vorable part is that the cadets
feel that they are geting better
as a whole. From the response
this year I would say that the
freshmen coming in next year
have something to look forward
to,
NDCC spotlights Cadet , Cap-
tain Cuba Johnson. Captain
Johnson is an outstanding stu-
dent at Carver high school.
Last year he searved as Cadet
Captain of Carver High's dill'
team. This year he comes to
us in the same capacity. He
was also selected to be captain
of our basketball team. This
year another great honor has
been bestowed upon him. He
was elected vice president of
Carver High's Student Council
giy an overwhelming majorityf OS votes. Capt. Johnson,Carver salutes you.
Other members of Carver
High's NDCC, who have con-
tributed outstandingly to out
school's program, are Cadet
Colonel Warren Clyde Jackson,
who was last year's president
of the student council, and yours
truly, Richard Allen, who was
elected as last year's vice
president of the student council
and was a candidate for presi-
dent this year. Another versa-
tile member of our battle group
is Cadet Major Robert Johnson.
He was very active last year
in serving as president of the
Science club, president of the
Hi-Y, and a selected officer of
the student council.
This year he is serving as in
officer of his home room class.
treasurer. Carver is exceedine
ly blessed with many key nffi
cers and NOC's who contribute
much to the school program.
CADET OF' THE WEEK—
Cadet M•Sgt. Charles H. Brown:
Tn Carver high school's battle
/coup he serves as a platoon
sergeant in company B. He was
recently elected vice president
of the junior class, in which he
Is now serving very actively.
Sit-Ins Held
ST. LOUIS, — (UPI) — Three
Negre teenagers faced charges
of peace disturbance in connec-
tion with a sit-in demonstration
at a Howard Johnson's restau-
rant.
The three, Arthar Shaw, la:
Llewellyn Hill, 18, and Walter
Harris. 17. entered the restau-
rant Monday and refused to
leave at the request of the
manager.
However, the three youths
left after police arrived at the
Kane.
Army. Above is a Cadet learn-
ing step by step. how to
dissemble a rifle.
Douglass NDCC
By SHERMAN JORDAN The NDCC cadets participated
This is your P.I.O. officer, and looked very sharp. We are
Sherman Jordan, bringing you
the lastest news around t h e
Douglass Military Department.
We are happy to have two cap-
tains this year. Captain John
son and Captain Blackmon; we
are happy to have you with us.
We have had our first mass
drill. We are glad to see that
most of our commissioned of-
looking for a victory over the
Moten High Dragons of Mari-
anne., Arkansas, which will end
our homecoming festivities.
We art small in quantity but
large in quality and we intend
to have the very best unit in
the program. We are looking
forward to participating in the
ficers are still sharp and will Armed Forces Day on Novena-
repeat their same positions her 11, in which all the NDCC
which they had last year, cadets all over the city will be
Ts.ey are Battle Group Corn- 
participating. This will be a
mender Odell King, Executive great honor for all of us.
Officer Cranford Scott, Captain In leadership Odell King Is
Bradford McOlaim, Executive one of the most competent and
Officer Milton Hardy, and First experienced cadets we have
Sergeant James Sandrige of A and he has a great , amount of
Company, B Company, Captain responsibility upon him. We
Authur James, Executive Of- als have other men capable
ficer Frank Davis, and First of this job. I myself would like
Sergeant Calvin Claxton, and to say to our captains, you are
Captain William Lewis of the doing a magnificent job and
drill team. We are also glad to keep the good work up.
see that the new cadets in the
NDCC are catching on very The drill team which is com-posed mostly of the first year
well.
cadets is showing great prom-
We have approximately 238 ise. Just to mention a few as
cadet* including the cadets cadet corp. S. Yates Waverly
that were left from last year.
We expect great things from
the new cadets. This is our
second year participating in the
NDCC program set up by the
Board of Education. We also
have a new armory this year
which we will keep in the con-
dition that it was given us.
We had our Coronation Ball
as. our Homecoming Dance These cadets are all working
Thursday. the night of October 'hard or. voluntary bases to
make their unit the best. A
trophy will be awarded to the
bes team that can execute
basic military movements with
',reef/lion— We at Douglass are
putting forth all effort to walk
awe/ with the first place tro•
zatinna and dubs participating. phy.
Hobson, Joshua Ware and
others are working hard in the
afternoons and in some cases
before school. These cadets
should be commended because
they have the desire to become
the first place team in the
city. This year for the first
time all schools with cadet
units will meet in competition.
One Man's Opinion
This year, we are beginning
to do the things which we feel
will enhance the NDCC pro-
gram. For a year now, people
have been asking when we
would march down Main Street
and all I could say was, "We
aren't ready yet." I have re-
c.' ed an inivitation from Mr.
Pat Joyner, parade chairman
of the Veteran's Day Parade,
for the NDCC units to march
ir the parade November 11.
An Officers' BLit is sched-
uled for February and the Drill
Teams will compete in the
spring of 1961. In addition to
this, indoor firing ranges are
scheduled to be constructed at
each school and will be ready
fott use in Sept. 1961.
A :tivities such as those list-
ed shove create problems. Tro-
phies are sometimes required
and f began to look around
among our business friends.
My very firs effort proved
fruitful. Lewis 0. Twigg, presi-
dent of the Unirn Protective
Insurance company, agreed to
furnish 1st, 2nd, nd 'd place
trophies to competing NDCC
school units in the parade. He
authorized me to select the tro•
piles and when I later tele-
phoned the cost to him, his
ears became slightly burned,
but he accepted.
These trophies will corn-
me,norate the company's
(milder. H. David Whalum
who met a tragic death in an
automobie accident in 1947.
People who knew Mr. Whalum
remembsr him as being an
astute business man and ener-
getic civic worker.
NEED TROPHIES
Flushed by this success, I
was inspired to try another
area. The rDill Teams will
compete in the spring of 1961,
and trophies are needed. I was
lucky enough to locate my
friend, T. C. Hayse, president
of T. Fl. Hayes and Sons Fun-
eral Home and quicker than
I can relate here, he agreed
to much the same terms as
Mr. Twigg. When I telephoned
tie cost to Mr. Hayes, he gasp-
ed for breath and finally said.
"
These trophies will be pre-
sented in commemoration of
his late father, T. H. Hayes
sr, who died in 1949. The pre-
sentation of these trophies will
reed' the memories of a good,
kind, man, who never felt hie
position as present of one of
the oldest Negro businesses in
Memphis entitled him to look
with scorn on people from the
most humble surroundings
Most people can appreciate
that quality in any person.
I next called on A. C. Wil-
liams, Program sonsultant for
radio station WDIA. I immedi-
ately started talking in terms
of thousands of dollars and
soon found I had much to ex
plain. He said, "Now vsa.i-t a
e." He was Impress,
ed with everything but the
amoutct, and he sent me to see
the president.
After several talks, which
also iayolved. David James,
General Assistant Manager and
Program Director, we agreed
on a sum of $200.00 to aid us
in our project. The project is
as follows:
GIVE BALL
Eacn year, in the month of
February the NDCC Cadet of-
ficers and their girl sponsors
from each of the seven high
schools will pool their efforts
to give a greed military ball,
and it is our aim to make this
the most colorful, orderly, and
enjoyable teenage event in the
city each year. We will use
this money 3200.001 to help pay
expenses for rental, music and
NDCC FEMALE members
march sprightly to the cadence
of the drill master's call in
a practice session on the
Melrose grounds. The distaff
side of the NDCC lends more
than moral uplifting of the
NDCC. These girls are real
ladies and deport themselves
so as to reflect credit OD
their troop and school.
Spotlighting
Melrose NDCC
Manassas NDCC
By CAPT. TERRY EDWARD&
and
1st LT. JAMES SMITH
Well the first six weeks of
school is over and soon NDCC
cadets at Manassas will get a
chance to see how much
achievement they have made in
their first six weeks of this
year's military training.
This first six weeks, first
year cadets have been learning
some of the basic essentials
of military training: They have
also received military uniforms
which includes pants, coats,
caps, shirts, a tie and belt and
with these they got insignia,
belt buckles and coats insignia
all made of brass.
The grades of these cadets
are determind by tests ad-
ministered by Capt. Ware and
Capt. Cox. Along with the test
the grades were given in ac-
cordance to their akin and a-
lertness on the drill field. Prac-
ticed on drill field, were flank-
ing r.ovements, about face,
marching and getting proper
dress and coverage when in a
rank or platoon.
MENTAL ALERTNESS
Mental alertness was stress-
ed deeply while cadets were on
the drill field and in uniform.
to maintain the correct appear-
ance in uniform nothing should
be worn in the pockets of the
coats to give them a buldgy
and ruin their shape. The cap
should be worn on the head at
all times. Socks and shoes worn
with the uniform should be
blrck.
In accordance with Veter-
ans Day Parade, the cadets
have been assigned weapons.
All cadets will learn to march
with the rifle and how to han-
dle them. The first movements
taught are attention and pa-
decoration. The Cadets will
pick up the tab for food and
other services and the extra
$20.00 will enable us to stage
this affair in a manner that
the average local teenager is
not accustomed to.
In my opinion, the best pas
sible way to combat juvenile
dehnouency is by the establish-
ment of positive programs,
which run counter to the credo
of the boy who tends to be a
juvenik delinquent and by reco-
gnition of the nice, intelligent
and ageressive young people
around us, who have been
overlooked too long.
I used the above argument in
my talk with WINA officials.
I told them that the Negroes
In Memphis were Interested in
the creation of a 'Cr)' high
type, cultural environment.
which may be participated in
by boys and girls, regardless
of their circumstances. The
only things which should count
are attitudes, ability and pro-
duction.
In the NDCC program we in-
tend to recognize boys for ex
actly what they are. No boy
who tends to be a juvenile de-
linquent will be given a posi-
tion of leadership. We will not
however, close the door to a
boy because of his past record.
If he can change for the better
and prove it. the Battle Group
Commander's position is open
ti him on the same basis that
it is to the other boys.
We deeply appreciate the as-
sistance these three companies
have given us.
rade rest. Then will come trial
arms, port arms, and left and
right shoulder arms.
The Battle Group Command-
er and his staff were named
Monday. They are as follows;
Cadet Colonel Henry Mont-
gomer7-, Battle Group Com-
mander, Cadet Lt. Colonel
Clifton Tucker; Major Marvin
Alexander, Major Daniel Brown,
Major Samuel James, and Ma-
jor Freddie Rollins. As a re-
sult of stiff competition, these
cadets have proven themselves
worthy of being cadet officers.
Other officers will be named
and posted at e later date.
Homecoming was observed
just recently with a week of
festivities and fun getting un-
derway with the Cordination
Ball Alumni program, Home-
coming game, door prizes and
awards and closing with an in-
spirational assembly with a
former alumnus of 1950, the
talented and well known con.
cet' singer, Miss Alpha Brawn-
er.
CORONATION BALL
The Coronation Ball this year
was held at fropicana and it
was quite a success with the
Coronation of tne football queen
for the coming year, Miss Helen
Hill attired in white, radiant
In personality and portraying
till part of the highest royalty
as if it were a part of her.
Not only was Helen crowned
but her attendants as well and
the royal court is as follows:
Betty Reeves, Miss Senior;
Bonita James, Miss Junior;
Loretta Shores, Miss Sopho-
more; arid Terri Robinson, Miss
Freshman.
ALUMNI PROGRAM
The Homecoming program
this year honored the graduates
of 1950, and also for the benefit
of those who didn't attend the
Ball our Queen was again pre-
sented.
A C Williams, prominent
and well-known personality in
radio was our guest speaker.
Mr. Williams, although very
informal in speaking, has that
certaii, quality rarely found in
individuals and that is to com-
bine humor and truth, thus il-
lustrating the essence of his
message Mr. Williams elaborat-
ed in such factors as resuming
-responsibility, concentration
withuu understanding, good
citisenship and other traits. In
conclusion Mr. Williams stated
"Ws riled but you who are to
liv mum do a harder thing
than dying. for you must
THINK, and the ghosts shall
drive you on."
From the impact of his
speech I am certain that each
and every student of Manassas
has profited from the address
and in days to follow will look
hack again upon it as an ad-
dress to remember.
Alothcr highlight of the pro-
grain was the presentation of
lovely gifts presented to t h e
Queen from the various clubs
and organizations on our cam'.
pus. The clubs and organiza-
tions presenting gifts were
Verna Bass, Double Ten Sock.
ty; Gwendolyn Robinson. Mu
Alpha Theta; Minnie Ross, Li-
brary club; Etta D. Lofties,
New Homemakers of America:
Anne Ivory, Future Teachers
of American; Sandra Lee, Gra.
COLOR GUARD of the Mel-
rose NDCC hold their colors
high and step out proudly as
they pass and review. Each
member of the color guard Is
held in high esteem by the
rest of the corps.
cious Laaies; Doris Bention,
Speakers and Writers; Drizilla
Ingram, Future Business Lead-
ers of America; Lillie R. Aus-
tin, Personettes; Delores
Cleanes and Juanita King as
close friends; Venita Kelly. Top
Gentlemen and their Lady-
ships: C L Matthews, Queen's
homeroom class; James Dailey,
Teens Social club; and Robert
Simason. Ole Timers club.
DOOR PRIZES
Another phase of our activi-
ties was the door decorations
jilluitrating the grand homecom-
ing with prizes awarded to the
'three most decorative doors
but this year because the doors
were so beautiful and our
'judges couldn't come to a final
idecision on just three doors we
ladded two additional prizes
imaking the five most decora-
tive doors.
The winners of the door
prizes were Mrs. If. Smith, first
prizes; Mrs. Hodge, second;
Rev. Currie, third; Mrs. J.
(Continued on Page 9)
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GALIMORE GOip FOR KENNEDY — "What I want
to see in the White House," says Willie Galimore of
the Chicago Bears, "is a man who can score for our
side. For my money, Kennedy's that man. He's not
afraid to take a stand on fair employment and inte-
gration and poll taxes. Senator John Kennedy will do
great things for our country and our people.
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Otto Kerner For
The need for a change in our state
government was never more urgent
than it is today. Our people have en-
dured eight painful years of inefficien-
cy, corruption and shocking irresponsi-
bility under the present Administration
in Springfield. The state has been rock-
ed by one humiliating scandal after the
other creating an unhealthy climate of
anxiety and uncertainty. And the pros-
pects for a brighter future are gloomy
if the incumbent Governor remains in
office. The state faces a deficit of $31,-
000,000 by June 1961.
Obviously something must be done to
bring better days and greater security
to our Commonwealth. The voters have
it in their power to effect the necessary
change.
In Judge Otto Kerner, Democratic
candidate for Governor, the citizens of
Illinois have a man whose vision, intelli-
gence and integrity will restore the state
to its former position of honor and dis-
tinction, and recapture the confidence
of the people. Judge Kerner is commit-
ted to the cause of better government.
He will foster, we are confident, a pro-
gram of civic and economic welfare in
which the basic needs of the people at
large will be reflected.
In vain have we pleaded with the
present Administration for a Fair Em-
ployment legislation, for a state-wide
open occupancy in public housing, for
wiping out pockets of resistance to
Alabama
Governor
school integration. The need for a broad
educational reform, for greater and
more efficient public health service, for
industrial expansion that would insure
full employment and consequent econ-
omic security, is glaring and acute.
Otto Kerner has the knowledge and
the ability, the vision and planning to
bring these programs to fruition, to
make them a reality, and not empty
campaign promises dressed up in fancy
rhetoric.
The average unemployment in the
state is at least 228,000. Whole indus-
tries are gradually moving away from
Illinois in an exodus that must be re-
versed. Meat packing employment is
down from.49,000 workers in 1952 to
28,700 today; our farm equipment in-
dustry, once a mainstay, has declined
from 73,200 jobs in 1952, to about half.
In transportation equipment manufac-
turing, nearly 70,000 men were employ-
ed in 1953; that figure is reduced now
to less than 40,000.
What is needed now is a vigorous
state program to bring prosperity to all
the people. We need a government that
will go after new business and industry,
cooperating with those we now have to
help them expand their Illinois plant —
not reduce it.
The man to carry out this program of
prosperity is orro KERNER. Let's
elect him Governor of the state and
watch our dream come true.
Defies Vote Law
In the midst of a hotly contested po-
litical campaign sizzling with passion,
and in which much stress (not as much
as we would like) is placed on the flam-
ing question of voting rights, the state
of Alabama, through its Attorney Gen-
eral, contrived in some spurious way to
obtain an injunction forbidding the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation to make
photostatic copies of the voting records
of Sumter county, Ala.
This evidence is needed in order to
substantiate the charge that voting
rights of scores of eligible Negro citi-
zens in that county, have been willfully
violated.
Alabama's Attorney General resorted
to a subterfuge that wouldn't hold water
in the courts elsewhere in more enlight-
ened states. His petition was based on
the customary flimsy ground that, "This
is another high-handed attempt by Fed-
eral authorities to override the sover-
eignty of the state."
The Justice Department contends that
of the 8,700 Negroes of voting age liv-
ing in Sumter county, only 178 have
been allowed to register. Since the Ne-
groes outnumber the white residents of
that county, the purpose behind the
denial of the ballot box to the bulk of
the Negro population is crystal clear.
It was pointed out to the Alabama
court which granted the petition for in-
junction that all 8,700 are citizens of
the United States and of the state of
Alabama and therefore are entitled to
the exercise of their right to vote in ac-
cordance with that specific provision of
the 15th Amendment whioh guarantees
that right.
This question was settled nearly a
century ago through the adoption of the
Civil War Amendments. But Alabama
chose to ignore that phase of the United
States constitutional history. By its de-
nial of voting rights to Negroes, the
state is arrogantly appropriating to it-
self an exclusive power which it does
not have under the U.S. Constitution.
The right to vote is the focus of the
1960 Civil Rights Act, and the power of
th9 Federal government to institute ac-
tion against violaters of that provision
has been upheld by the courts where-
ever it has been challenged, including
Alabama.
We do not know on what possible legi-
timate point of law that the Alabama
court injunction could stand. If the Jus-
tice Department appeals the case, we
presume it will, a Federal judge would
have to be of the same provincial, nar-
row caste of mind as the Southern Jus-
tices' to sustain their action.
This case is not only a violation
Being Frank
Abate Peopio, Plaine
Awl Problem's
By FRANK ta- STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — At no
time in history has the Negro
voter loomed so important.
Particularly is this evident in
Kentucky where politics is tak•
en very seriously.
Conservative 1956 estimates
indicated some 160,000 Negro
voles in Kentucky. Since then
roughly 30.000 more have reg-
istered — with more than half
of them being in Louisville. To
date local registration officials
put the Negro vote at 40,000 —
almost twice what it was in
Jinuary of this year. This is a
notable achievement which may
be attributed to our enlightened
self-interest.
Without question, Louisville
Negroes can decide whether
Frank Burke or Henry Heyburn
is elected third district con-
gressman. Hardly either one
will win by more than half of
the total Louisville Negro vote.
Like al! citizens, Negro po-
litical preferences run the scale
arid neither party can lay full
claim. Past elections show that
:he majority of Negro voters
have favored men and meas-
ures over party labels.
!n short, it has x'acillated be-
tween both parties during the
past 20 years favoring the can-
didates who captured their im-
agination
The record also shows that
the Kentucky candidate whom
the majority of Kentucky Ne-
m oes vote for, usually wins
For example, each time they
have supported Sen. John
Sherman Cooper, he has won.
However, this is not necessari-
ly true of national contests be-
cause when Adlai Stevenson
carried Kentucky in 1952 by a
scant 700 votes with the back•
Ir.! of Negroes, he lost.
Obviously then, we can rea-
sonably concluded that the Ne-
cpl candidate who gets the Ne-
e-it vote this time will win.
Yet Sen. Kennedy or Vice presi-
dert Nixon could carry Ken-
tucky and lose the election.
Appealing to Kentucky Negro
voters as a bloc is easy now
that our state is attuned to in-
tegration. Clements, Chandler,
1tarkley, Combs, Wyatt, Cooper
and Morton have done it effec-
tively. Burke and Heyburn are
currently following this pattern
with the latter making definite
promises of Negro employment.
Any candidate, therefore, who
does not see the wisdom of
speaking up boldly in advocacy
of Civil Rights and full integra-
tion in this border state, is
dt,amed — because there is
definitely an alert Negro vote
net that responds mostly to
candidates who present them-
ielves as liberals.
November 8, 1960 should find
this even more true.
The People Speak
Questions For Dems
Dear Editor:
If Republican defense spend-
ing of $40 billion a year was, as
Kennedy says, "too little,"
how "little was their defense
spending in 1940 at a time we
were so worried about involve-
ment in war that F.D.R. said:
"Mothers, your sons will never
fight on foreign soil"?
For ALL government serv-
ices, NOT JUST DEFENSE,
Kennedy's party spent only $9
billion in 1940, and $13 billion
in 1941. They had this nation so
unprepared that in Kennedy's
own st a t e, Massachusetts
(where I was working;, some
draftees had to train with
broomsticks. Compare that with
what our boys train with now.
Which is better?
If unemployment of 3.8 mil-
lion in August, 1960. is. as Ken-
nedy claims, "too high", how
"high" would you call their tin-
employment which from 1936
to 1940 averaged 8.4 million?
Why is Kennedy so silent
about the number that are now
employed, 68.3 million? Be-
cause his party's 1936 to 1940
average was only 44 8 million?
Compare the present percent-
age of unemployment, 5 per
rent, with the Democrat's
peace-year percentage. 16 per
cent. Don't compare their war-
year percentages.
Why do "younger voters fav-
or Kennedy" according to gal-
lup poll? Who, but they, will
have to pay fot Kennedy's ex-
travagant promises of more
this and more that for every-
body? Kennedy evidently in-
tends to follow the same New
Deal routine I argued against
in 1938. I said their borrow and
spend policy was loading debt
on future generations, and got
this reply: "Who the . . cares
about future generations". Now
that generation favors the party
that said that — the party that
always has raised, never low-
ered, taxes.
After watching Khrushchev's
methods, does anyone honestly
believe Democratas could have
handled Russia's cold war on
us better than Republicans?
Moreover, what party created
this Frankenstein? Who put
their trust in Russia despite its
unprovoked attack on peaceful
Finland? And with full know-
ledge of Russia's known dedi-
cation to "bury us"?
Who made the deal with Stalin
that gave Russia fantastic quan-
titie of weapons, machine tools,
etc., under lend-lease? Who let
Russia take Berlin and create
the expense and suspense Ber-
lin has caused and still is caus-
ing our allies and us? Who ord-
ered our troops back so that
Russian could capture German
scientists, technicians and ins
chinery without which Russia
could not have built the war
machine which Democrats, with-
out proof, claim is greater than
ours?
0. Pitschman. El Paso, Texas.
• C *
Punrtuation Or Not?
Dear Editor:
Recently many of my friends
have called to inquire if reme-
tuation is important in "legal
documents." This curiosity
grew out of the decision made in
a criminal case recently decided
by Judge WilliamV. Daly, sit-
ting in the Criminal Court of
Cook County. It seems, that
among other things, improper
and incorrect punctuation in-
fluenced the decision.
These inquiries took me back
retrospectively to the dramatic
way that I was introduced to
the importance of punctuation
as a grammar school student.
The teacher wrote the following
two sentences on the black-
board and asked if punctuation
was important:
1 Woman without her man is
useless.
2 Woman, without her, man
is useless.
Is punctuation important?
You be the judge.
Atty. Cecil A. Partee
of Illimmillisulmaiiiissuisimilisissimisisinissitisssimiiiiiinsisonimmililimissioufflon
the 15th Amendment, but is also a con-
temptuous defiance of a Congressional
Act that has become a law of the land.
Therefore, the Alabama injunction
should not be allowed to stand, lest the
Federal government is ready to abdi-
cate its power to the unreasonable and
unreasoned Dixiecrats.
Unpleasant Memories
Now that the "prestige- of the na-
tion abroad has become an explosive po-
litical issue with consequences that
may influence the voters' decision, we
seem to recollect some distressingly em-
barrassing moments in the life of the
present Administration.
Leaving aside, in a spirit of charity,
the Summit fiasco which cannot be en-
tered into the "prestige" column, there
comes to mind President Eisenhower's
unpleasant encounters with the crowds
during his barren South American tour.
One incident in particular seems to
sum up pretty well our Latin neigh-
bors' attitudes toward this country. Ac-
cording to unimpeachable news reports
of last March, the President became ir-
ritated in Santiago, when a Chilean stu-
dent union charged that the United
States policy in South America favors
the rich nations and individuals over
the weak.
•
The President, it was reported, de-
parted from the text of a pre pared
speech to the American community in
.Santiago to suggest that the student
onion "get the facts" before accusing
the United States of "tremendous
errors."
Later Ike made public the text of a
letter he had written to Patricio Fer-
nandez, president of the Federation of
Students of Chile, in which he said: "Al
once I recognized that you are giving
serious thought to hemispheric and
world problems, that some of your criti-
cal comments are justified, but that
other statements indicate a serious lack
of comprehension of United States po-
sitions and responsibilities."
Fernandez, in his 3,000-word letter
to the President, said that the Federa-
tion represents 26,000 students in seven
Chilean Universities.
SO WHAT?
"I'M WELL INFORMED ON THE BIRDS AND IEES,SIS.
VII THE VAMOPIDSABoANut' AIIN.KS I WANT 10 KNOW
4
THE UNE CRO5SER MORE OFTEN THAN NOT
•• • 1 • • • • t •
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Who are you going to vote for
for President?" I eked my
friend Simple as he leaned on
the bar and looked out the
window at the Lenox Avenue
evening empty glass in hand.
"The only reason I would
vote for either one of them,"
said Simple "would be to keep
the other one from getting in."
"Which other one?" I asked.
"Either other one," said Sim-
ple. "They both look almost
a,. ),ad or television."
"Almost as bad as who?"
"A., each other," said Sim-
ple.
"Do you mean to say von see
re difference between Repub-
lienns and Democrats?" I
asked.
"I see none between Demo-
crats aro Republicans neither,"
shid Simple.
"Are you trying to say they
a,• toth the same?"
"They are both white," said
"In other words, you mean
both candidates are like two
eig. i. a poke "
'I do not know what a poke
is," said Simple "But to me
they look like two pods in a
pea."
"You mean, two peas in a
peu. ' I said.
I do not." said Simple. "I
mean just what I said. A pod
Democrats And Republicans
is empty — just like my pocket
book the day before payday,
when there is nothing in it
that can do me any good."
"You mean neither candidate
odds ote any hope for you?"
'N:); since Roosevelt died,"
said Simple. "When he died,
people cried. When tie spoke
en the radio, everybody listen-
ed even me who was a young
man then. Nowadays, politicia-
tiers do not even write their
own speeches, so how do they
know themselves what they
toink, let alone me knowing
from what they say? Besides,
I hive not yet heard either
c andidate stand up flat footed
and say he would let his daugh-
ter marry a Negro."
"What are you trying to apply
to Nixon and Kennedy," I
eeeed. "the old Southern test
ot dei.ocracy?"
said Simple, "since
that is a!ways the final test
of not Jim Crowing me — my
dmighter might marry a Negro
- -t say let that MIGHT so be,
ano let each candidate declare
'hat he would not stand in his
daughter's way if she should
suddenly decide to be demo-
cratic."
am afraid you will not
'ate for any canidate at all
if you intend to wait for
such a pronouncement," I said.
"And to waste your vote would
be a crime, in the light of how
Negroes are fighting to get the
ballot down South. You should
vote for some one."
"Ti,en I will write my own
name in on the ballot," said
Simple. "Me, Jesse B., for
President of the United States,
1h1)EPENDENT CANDIDATE/
already married, so do not
want nobody's daughter. Me,
Jesse B Simple, champion of
free beer and equal rights for
al' in Harlem or Houston, Man-
hattan or Mississippi, oefore or
behind the bar of justice, in
school and out, from the Stork
Club to the Baby Grand, Lenox
Avenue to Little Rock, the golf
Orrics of Augusta. Ga., to the
numbers pads of New York,
le all play, bar none! Re-
gardless ot race, let there be
white caddies for black golf-
ers, and black writers for white
numbers players, like Adam
Powell said. And at my Inaugu-
ral Ball In thae Capitol of the
Natioi. under the shadow of
the White House let anybody
ask anybody's daughter for a
dance whilst the orchestra plays
'Straighten Up And Fly Right'."
"I thirut you have lost your
minu ' I said. "Or else you
are drunk "
"How could I be drunk on
a• empty glass?" asked Sim-
ple.
Clergy Ask Presidents,
Shun Jim-Crow Places
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —A
group of religious leaders to-
day asked each of the presiden-
tial candidates to pledge that.
if elected, he will refuse to pa-
tronize segregated public facil-
ities or participate in segregat-
ed meetings.
"Such a stand by a President
would inspire and direct our
hearts in a way which laws
alone cannot do," the religious
leaders said in identical mes-
sages to Vice President Rich-
ard M. Nixon and Sen. John F.
Kennedy.
"It would indicate in unmis-
takeable terms your intention
to provide mora' leadership in
the struggle against prejudice
and discrimination."
The messages were signed by
25 prominent Americans of both
races and of all maior faiths.
Among the signatories were:
The Rev. Dr. Edwin T. Dahl-
berg, president of the National
Council of Churches; Rabbi Max
D. Davidson, president of the
Synagogue Council of America;
Rev. John Courtney Murray, S.
J.,one of America's leading
Catholic theologians; the Rev.
Martin Luther King jr., who
heads the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference; the Rt.
Rev. Angus Dun. Episcopal
bishop of Washington. and Dr.
Dana McLean Greeley, presi-
dent of the American Unitarian
Association.
Also Methodist Bishop John
Wesley Lord of Washington; Dr.
Reinhold Niebuhr, noted Protes-
tant theologian; Dr. Liston Pope,
dean of Yale divinity school;
The Rev. John Lafarge, S. J.,
of the National Catholic Confer-
ence for Interracial Justice; and
Bishop W. J. Walls, senior bish-
op of the African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church.
Men Lead In
Traffic Deaths
coL IMBUS, 0., — Traffic old, or after they reach 55.
deaths among men in Ohio out-
numbered women's deaths more
than two to one, as usual. 121
men and boys wert. killed dur-
ing Sept, on Ohio's streets.
as revealed today in the latest
bulletin of the department of
safety's statistical division. 46
women and girls met similar
deaths in Septembeer.
Men's traffic deaths always
outnumbered women's. So far
this year 1014 males have suc-
cumbed in Ohio highway acci-
dents, along with 379 females.
Included among September's
167 trifle kinllings were 37
pedestrians deaths, 45 deaths of
passeengers, and 74 driver
d.?aths Thus driving continues
to be twice as dangerous as
walking, bulletin figures reveal
Driver deaths are at their
peak in the 25-45 year age brac-
ket. Pedestrians, on the other
hand, are most often struck
down before they are ten years
TURNPIKE SAFEST
Ohio's turnpike continues to
be vastly safer than its other
roads and highway— There
were no turnpike fatalities in
September. Strict enforcement
of speed limits and other safety
procedures undoubtedly deserve
a large share of credit for this
record.
Ho-vever, modern design and
limited access to the turnpikes
also account in part for the su-
perior safety record of these
roads, Highway Safety Direc-
tor Grant Keys points out.
NOW YOU KNOW
The most malleable, or duc-
tile, of metals is gold. It can
be beaten down to about 1-
250.000 inch thickness, and on
ounce of it can be drawn in
the 'arm of a continuous wire
thread to a length of 51 miles.
— (UPI).
•Travel Tips For Women
Christmas in the tropics!
Hawaiian Christmas is very
much the same . . . and still
very different from . . . Christ-
mas anywhere
The homes are all decorated
with stars, angels and Christ-
mas trees exactly as Mainland
homes. The trees have been
shIPPed in from the Pacific'
4111 Northwest early in December.Santa Claus makes his ap-
pearance very early in Decem-
ber. Not to be outwitted by lack
of snow, be simply comes by
surfboard or outrigger canoe!
He looks like Santa Claus of the
North Pole, though, in his typi-
cal red suit, and the children
don't stop to inquire if his suit
Is tropical weight. He tours the
city in a kind of tropical sleigh
— at least it resembles a sleigh,
but it is driven by a motor fp.
stead of Donner arid Blitzen.
Decorations is homes and
yards make use of all sorts of
Island flowers and plants for
red-and-green Holiday motif.
Magnificent arrangements are
made with flaming torch ginger,
deep red anthuriums, red hibis-
is Coconut fronds, breadfruitWeaves, papyrus branches are
silvered or gilded to make still
ether fascinating Christmas dec-
or. Hedges of poinsettias line
roadways. along with a type of
tropical red-berry tree resem-
bling holly.
Stores an windows are Just
as loaded with gifts and elvei
and wreaths and lights as any
Mainland city shops. The story
of Mary and Joseph Novi the
Shepherds Is told by Chinese,
Japanese, Hawaiian, Filipino.
Caucasian actors.
On Christmas Eve, every
Christian church of Hawaii open
Its doors to a Christmas serv-
ice. One of the most unforget-
table services takes place at
Kawaiahae Church, Hawaii's
Westminster Abbey. This old is
land church, built in the ar-
chitecture of New England, is
made of hand-hewn coral blocks.
Near by is a naturai spring dig-
covered by an old Hawaiian
chief mimed Hae, after whom
the churth is named.
At the Christmas Eve watch
service here, the escellent Ha- parole and probation of a Geor do not apply to him
- — 
- —
waiian choir, composed of about
50 Hawaiians ranging in age
from 20 to 70, sing the beauti-
ful old Yule 'favorites. Most of
the well-known carols, such as
'Silent Night . . or Po Lee
. . . have been translated into
Hawaiian and are still sung in
;that soft, many-voweled tongue.
The sermon is given first in
Hawaiian, and later repeated in
English. Afterwards, everyone
exchanges "Mele Kallkimaka"
(Merry Christmas) and "Hauoll
Makahiki Hou" (Happy New
Year).
Strolling musicians walk
through residential districts
dressed in aloha shirts and muu-
muus. At Waikiki, carolers sing
the old favorites for the hotel
guests, and special Christmas
parties and events are planned
at each hotel. At many hotels.
there is dancing under the
Christmas stars.
Holiday fare in Hawaii includ-
es the traditional turkey, plus
many exotic foods such as
Hawaiian luau delicacies or su-
kiyaki and duck and rice pud-
ding and other Oriental foods.
Gifts, wrapped in bright is
land papers, are exchanged on
tropical Christmas morning —
and then, usually, everybody
goes to the beach for a swim!
Snubs Debate
With Dr. King
ALBANY, Ga. — (U P I) —
Georgia Democratic party
chairman James H. Gray said
he will refuse to meet integra-
tion leader Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., in a national television
debate because King has "open-
ly defied Georgia laws."
Gray said he sent a telegram
to producer Robert Allison of
the National Broadcasting Co.,
Informing him of his decision
not to participate in the propos-
ed debate.
END 010 LINE — Howard
University Halfback Johnny
Ware (44) picked up 21 yards
on this rna before being halt-
ed by Fisk University Full-
back Gordaon Banks in How-
ard's victory before some
5,5000 homecoming fans at
Howard stadium last Satur-
day. Cronin, up to aid Banks
is Fisk Center Charlie Stan-
ton (5V. The win was How-
ard's third in sir starts. The
Bisons meet Hampton Insti-
tute Saturday, Nov. 5.
Maryland State Blasts
North Carolina, 27-8
By JOHN A. HOLLEY
Durham, N. C. — North Caro-
lina College's Eagles handed
Maryland State College's
Hawks two touchdowns early in
the second quarter and the
Hawks went on to hand the
Eagles a 27-8 setback. The loss
was the second CIAA defeat
for the Eagles this season.
Maryland State gained its sec-
ond win in conference competi-
tion.
At the close of the second
quarter, with 40 seconds of
playing time left in the stanza,
Richard Huff, Maryland's cent-
The state democratic leader
said h.: pointed out in the tele- gia court and apparently seems
gram that King violated the to believe that Georgia laws
ler, recovered a fumble by the
Eagles' quarterback, Richard
back on the 4 yard line.
Moments after the start of the
second stanza the Hawks dent-
ed the scoring column when
Charlie Holmes, the Hawks'
215-pound fullback, bulled over
from the "3".
Less than two minutes after
their initial score, the Hawks
rolled across the goalline again
when John Hobbs, the Mary-
land co-captain, plucked a pass
by Hicks out of the air after
the ball was deflected off the
hands of Bob Van Ness. This
interception occurred at the
Hawks' 7 yard line and Hobbs
waltzed into the end zone for
the tally. Van Ness' conver-
sion was blocked on this at-
Despite The Preaching
What Does Nixon Practice?
Here's The Proof
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holding penalty move them all
the way back to the 21 yard
line.
Miller iced up the game late
In the 4th quarter with a dazzl-
ing 68 yard return of a pass in-
terception for the Hawks' 4th
TD and his second of the even-
ing.
Miller, a senior from Fred-
erick, Okla., was a real thorn
In the Eagles' defense all even.
lag, plied up a rushing total of
120 yards in 13 carries.
The tight Hawk defense held
NCC's attack to only 48 yards
on the ground and only 6 first
downs.
Scoring: NCC
yd run); Cons'.
Maryland State -
run), Hobbs CT
— Willdns (8
• Hicks (run)
Holmes (3 yd
yd pass int.)
tempt by Bob Currington and Miller, 2, (55 yd run, 68 yd pass
Charlie Watkins after convert- int.) Cony. • Van Ness (3)
ing his first pat on the Hawks'
opening tally, making the score
13-0.
Lithe Danny Miller, t h e
Hawks' breakaway threat, scor-
ed the 3rd of the game, putting
the Hawks out front 19-0, when
he took a hand-off from Harry
Brown, cutting off his left
tackle and to the sidelines
where he skirted for 55 yards
untouched. Van Ness booted the
conversion between the up-
 rights, moving the Hawks into a
20-0 lead.
The Eagles got their first
tally of the clay when Richie
Wilkins capped a 74 yard drive
by the Eagles by spinning off
Maryland's center for 6 yards
and a touchdown. The drive
started for NCC back on their
own 26. The key play in the
march downfield was a 56 yard
pass from Hick to end Louis
Woods. Hicks ran over the con-
version for the two-point tally.
Several times after this NCC
threatened to get back in the
game, but on two occasions, 15-
yard penalties stalled the drive.
Once the Eagles were knocking
on the Hawks' door at the 6
yard stripe and had a 15-yard
Clara Ward
Tours Dixie
PHILADELPHIA — Gospel
singer Clara Ward, leader of
t h e world's fa.nous gospel
singing group, left this week
for one of the biggest southern
tours in the history of the
Ward Singers.
Miss Ward's gospel singers
will be in Houma, La. on Nov.
9, Liberia, La. on the 10th, and
in Lake Charles on the 11th.
Traveling in their specially-
built, lavender-colored, eight-
passenger limousine, they will
be making quick one - fighter
stops in Memphis, Tenn. on
Nov. 13, Meridian, Miss.
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage
In The
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
And Ask For
Club Events
Banquets
Call: JA. 6-8397
The Picture Editor
NCC Statistics Mdland
First Downs 8
48 Rushing Yard. 200
86 Passing Yard.
3 of 15 Passes 0 of 3
2 Interceptions By 4
3-43.0 Punting Yard. 6-30.8
1 Fumbles Reconvered by 2
65 Penalized Yard. 80
—1 2 3 4 — T.
Detroit
Protest
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Parents Still
Integration
DETROIT — (UPI) — Atten-
dance a: three Detroit grads Rob Police Stationschools was cut in half by a'
Flee With $27 000boycot Tuesday when 14 Negropupils were transferred to the
school:, because of overcrowd
ing all-Negro schools.
Parents, who encouraged
thee* children to skip classes in
a protest at the transfer, milled
sroi.nd one of the schools when
classes started Tuesday but
sow dispersed.
Modals at Guest, Moble and
Monnier schools said there
weri no incidents when the Ne-
ro pupils entered classes.
MILLED AROUND
Bu' Walter Thompson, assis-
tant principal of Guest school,
said between 50 and 75 parents,
tn-leding some Negroes, milled
srount, the school. Police said
about 20 adult white and 10
adult Negroes engaged in a
lo and hotly contested debate
at side door of the school.
Thompson said the Negroes
were not immediately integrat-
ed ne previously all-white
classes. "but both races ate
togedier at noon and there was
nothing out of the ordinary."
"Most of the adults left the
school after I asked them to
go some when the pupils were
In schoo:," Thompson said. "A
te asked to come inside and
see that their children were all
right. and they left after I al-
lowed them to do that.
NO TROUBLE
"The children seemed to have
no trouble when they ate to.
getner.•' he said. "Many sat to-
gethe and no one seemed to
mino."
Attendance at Guest a n d
Monniei schools, which had been
111-white previously, was down
sligh.1 at !Able, which had a
sew Negro students previously,
reported absenteeism was about
the same.
Th . boycott, called by the
Northwest Parents Association,
wa41 seheduled to continue Wed-
nesay. It started Friday when
Superintendent of Schools
Samuel Brownell announced his
intention to transfer the Ne-
gro,: to the predominately-
white schools in order to re-
N C C —0 0 8 0— 8 lieve crowding at Brady and
Md. State —0 20 0 7 —27 Mc-..lerrow schools.
MEDICINE HAT, .4lta. —
(UPI) — Robbing a bank ap-
parently wasn't sporting en-
I *Ugh for two gunmen here.
They put on masks and held
up the police station.
The haul — 827,00.
Police said the money had
been left at the station for
safe-keeping by the town co-
operative and that it was fully
insured. They said local busi-
nesses often leave cash at the
police station.
The two gunmen entered the
station early Monday got the
drop on constable Bill Plot.
sky, the only man on duty,
and while one guarded him the
other searched the office. Be-
fore they fled with the cash
box they slugged Plotsky. He
was found unconscious on the
floor when other members of
the force arrited for duty.
Annannennennennuntegutouniumeninnuoinentinnunnuanumiumiumnimuniu
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HUNKY
DORY
Radio 148, It's Groat!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M --3:30 P.M.
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M.
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 AM. 11 A.M
4:0n A Nei Icon A.M
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M.-7:00 P.M.
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BROTHER
BOB
"CANE"
COLE
DON'T MISS
Your
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Use Our Home Delivery Service
KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
4...r Fill in Application Now —
_Application For
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service
(Datil
1 ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home  Delivery DepartmentPlease send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy each week to:
1 Name
Address
City
(Meese Print)
State Phone
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15c per copy. Thank You.
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Lester NDCC
The NDCC department is off
to a flying start this year. Ev-
eryone is making preparation
for the parade, Veteran Day on
the 11th of November.
This year a lot of enthusiasm
cadets are eager to learn more
about the Military Science
course. They, for the most part,
march sort of tense however
as time rolls on they too will
gain the skills for better march-
ing.
Our staff of officers is in the
process of organization. At pres-
ent the entire slate of officers
are not known. However, the
following are. Battle Group
Commander; John Bullock,
Adjutant Major; Ira Jones, S2;
Bishop Trotter, S3; Van Turn-
er. and S4; Willie Wirt.
This year the most outstand
ing cadets will be awarded a
certificate for his services. The
cadets will be chosen by faculty
members not directly connect-
ed with the military depart-
ment. The members of the
awarding committee are: Mrs.
E. T. Holmes, Mrs. G. K. Tar-
dy and Mrs. M. T. Seward. The
certificates will be given by the
XII Corp.
Our students sponsors for this
year are Jeanette Willis, Sandra
Owens, Eunice Logan, Lartha
Brown, Janet Ingram, Bonnie
McClough, Eula Rivers, Anita
Jones, Marilyn Duncan, and
Tommistine Jones. These young
ladies were chosen on the basis
of character, academic status,
and personality. Miss Evelyn
Bagsby, Mrs. M. F. Jones and
Mrs. N. M. Jones are responsi-
ble for selecting these young
ladies. Congratulations, teach-
ers for choosing such a fine
group of young ladies.
The drill team is now in the
process of coming back to the
top form we had last year. The
team this year will consist of
21 members. As of now a team
captain has not been chosen,
however Robert Stott has been
appointed temporarily to thaat
position. Mr. P. L. Livingston is
working with these fellows.
Our color guards are selected
on their appearance, proficiency
and their general attitudes. At
Lester we have four.
The total Battle Group streng-
th this year is 126 over 109 last
year.
Captain Leo Grafenreed is our
Senior. INST.
BTW NDCC
By THURMON GLOVER the 17th of October, the Battle
The Booker T. Washington Group went into the army
high school NDCC hds begun greet uniform.
organization of its Battle Group There will be many street
for the year. This is the sec- parades, ceremonies, football
ond year of its existence. The games, school programs, and
Battle Group Commander Ls activities -et other sorts in
C-Col. Bobby Collins. His ex- which our drill team, color
ecutive officer is C-Lt. Col. guards, and other units of our
Booker T. Jones. The Battle Group will participate. The
Group's staff consists of four drill team is under the leader-
Arthur Hicks, Leonard James, ship of C-Capt. W J. Williams,
and Andrew Abernathy. The and the color yuards are head-
Public Information Officer, C- ed by C-M-Sgt. Marvin Yates.
Capt. Thurmon Glover, is re- There is a unit which features
sponsible for getting out all
news of the Battle Group.
The senior instructor is Capt
John Powell and his co-work-
er is a newly assigned instruc-
tor, Capt. Roosevelt Cooper
The Group is glad to have the
new Captain whic., is replac-
the girl sponsors which en-
gages in precision drill. These
young ladies are sponsors of
the Cadet Officers and will
perticipate in all NDCC acti-
vities. Advisors to the sponsors
are faculty m.smbers of the
school Mrs. Lula Pope, Mrs.ing our former instructor, Cap- Benson Mrs. Cash, and Mrs.
thin iWillie Johnson who is now Wilson
senior instructor at Douglass
The Booker T. Washington • The Battle Group at BTW
Battle Group .'as started the is approximately three hundred
year with great enthusiasm strong including four rifle corn-
and spirit. The uniforms haves panies, a drill tears color
been issued and the Cadets\ gua'ds- and Group Staff. Dur-
are proudly wearing them. On ing its second year of operation
the Group is separated into
two classes for instructional
purposes, M1 Cadets, (Cadets
who are in their first year of school children have been placed
training,) and MU cadets in the business establishments.
(Cadets who are in their sec- During the same week theond year of training). The 
course of study for M1 cadets
is that of the basic training for
army inductees, including face
movements, drill, handling of
the MI rifle, and study of the
U.S. Army Field Manuals, etc.
The Battle Group Command-
er, Bobby Collins, his staff.
• id all the cadets at Washing-
ton are out to make this year's
ope.ation top last year's by
many standards of measure-
ments.
Manassas
(Continued from Page 5)
Turner, fourth; and B. T.
Johoson, fifth.
HOMECOMING GAME
The Tigers again remain un-
den ated after our homecoming
game. They whipped the Mer
rill iii school team of Pine
Blur,. Ark, by the rousing score
of 74-6. The Tigers scored ir
each and every quarter prov-
in*, that the best team always
wins
The hiehpoint men in the
game were jesse Laird. Billie
iss Billie Mitchell. Sam Mc-
Duwell Frank McGraw, Ru-
dolp`, Myers. Odell Swift. War-
ren Jones. Norman Malone and
Eugene "The Magnificent"
Davis.
IHT-"S.' PRESENTS
The Hi-Y. another of our or-
ganizations formed to mold
character in our students re-
cently presented its intercom
proeram and it was perhaps
on of the best.
Ile theme of the prnerm was
ele an-speech, clean-scholarship.
clean-sswirtsmanshin and clean.
living all of which are essers
tial for success in the world
of today Reverend Currie is the
advner. of this grout) and he
has worked hard to make their
Peng-am a !success. Rev. Cur
rie. your job was well done'
Our sophomore class has
elected its officers for the com-
bo! year. They are Roderick
Dies, president: Don W Cook
vice president, Shirley Purnell
secretary: Velma Cannon. as-
sistant secretary: Shirley Reed .
chaplain: James Smith. Treas. pnsoned ior assaulting a Yan-kee ;sin.
urer- Juanita Branch. business
Theo  
S r
  by 
ICHIMekiNee Anna C. Cooke 
A thriller of a game
last Saturday when the Lane
College Dragons met Rust col-
lege from Mississippi at Roth-
rock Stadium. Jacksons fans
thought Lane had the game in
the bag until the last five min-
utes of play when Rust scored
with the game ending 6 to 6.
With not a single game won this
year but all with close scores,
Lane is getting a bit closer and
hope to come out victorious in
the next two games. This week
they meet Fisk University In
Nashville who also has a com-
plete loss record. Homecoming
will be celebrated on November
12 with the Dragons meeting
Knoxville. Game time is 2 p.m.
and many former Lanites are
expected.
Merry traveled to Cairo, Ill.
this week for their homecoming
celebration. Also going were
the band and cheerleaders.
Homecoming is set for Merry
on November 4 when the Green
Hornets meet Easom high
school from Corinth, Miss.
Election of the queen and her
court took place on the campus
last Friday under the direction
of the student council. Lucky
young ladies chosen by popular
vote were Geraldine Cox "Miss
Hornet" Ruby Jones, first at-
tendant; Evelean Wilks, sec-
ond attendant; and Hortense
Johnson. third attendant. The
Week's activities will consist
of the Coronation Ball on Nov.
1, bon fire and pep rally on
Nov. 3 and the big parade on
Nov. 4. The Senior class is in
charge of all homecoming ac-
tivities. The souvenir program
will be one you will sure want to
keep for it will contain pictures
of the queen and her court,
cheerleaders, and the team.
Educationally, schools are
making preparation to observe
American Education Week Nov.
6-12. The public program under
the sponsorship of the Jackson
Teachers' Association will be
held V.1.o.dr.cosioo, Nov. 9 at 7:30
p.m. in the Merry high school
lauditorium. It will be centered
around the national theme:
"Strengthen Schools for the
160's". We know we must have
I better Schools 
but it can't be
'done by the teachers, stu-
dents and boards of education
alone. We must have interested
parents. Attractive posters for
the week made by the city's
manager: Marilyn Vaulx. par-
liamentarian: and Rosie Miles.
rePorter.
Steppine into the cool green
glo-- of the limelieht this week
Is a young lady who ie known
around our campus for her tin
usual artistic abilities. (nit
large bulletin boards in the
hall, scenery for speech plays
annial show. etc.. all of which
she has worked string with
others to make auspicious. By
now I am certain you know
this charming yrnine lady iden
tity. She is none other than
Mary Esther Jones, a senior
In th 12-4 homeroom in which
Mrs Hilda Smith is teacher.
Mary Esther resides with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Armstrong at 33117 W. Waldorf.
Mary is a member of the Mu
Alpna Theta. Art club, New
Homemakers of America and
the Gracious Ladies club
In relieious Hie she is a mem-
be of the Mt. Olive CME
Cathedral with Rev. Henry
Bonsyn SF pastor. Mary is also
an active member of the .Tunior
choir
8:00-8:30 — ANGEL, starring
Annie Farge and Marshall
Thompson. Angel becomes the
domestic servant I n her own
household when the maid the
employment agency sends sets
impossible conditions!
8:30-9:00—THE ANN SOUTH-
ERN SHOW, Katy finds her
self playing Cupid when Olive's
romance with Dr. Delbert
Gray is sidetracked by his de-
votion to dentistry and his
mother.
9:00-9:30 — PERSON TO
PERSON, with Charles Col-
lingwood, host. Guests: Phil
Silvers, his wife, and their two
daughters will be seen at their
New York City apartment.
Jean Seberg, actress, will be
visited at her bachelor quart-
ers on the Left Bank of the
River Seine in Paris, France.
9:30-10:00 — DUPONT SHOW
WITH JUNE ALLYSON. "The
Woman Who," starring Van
Johnson and June Allyson. A
young candidate for the Senate
and his wife are forced to
make a vital moral decision
whicie could spell the differ-
cusses various forms of com-
munication, television, tele,
phone, telegraph, and radio,1
and explains how each of them 
1:30-2:00 — HOUSE PARTY
works. 
with Art Linkletter as host. Ed
Pfeiffer, who will record a let
4:00-5:30 — EARLY MOVIE ter to one of his relatives now
WITH KITTY KELLY. "Dako- living 
behind the Iron Curtain,
will be the guest.
ta Lil" with George Montgom 4:00-5:30 — EARLY MOVIE
cry, Marie Windsor, Rod Cam- WITH KITTY KELLY, "The
eron. A U. S. agent tracks a Three Outlaws" with Alan
West Tennessee Educational
Congress will convene for the
fifty-eighth session on the cam-
pus of Lane college. Keynote
speaker for the general session
has been named as Dr. C. A.
Kirkendoll, president of Lane
college. Many outstanding con-
sultants from over the state
will be on hand for the group
sessions in the different sub-
ject and administrative areas.
We are always very proud of
- —
it wasfour students who attend school
other places and do well. First
six weeks grades have come
out in most schools by this
time and we are very proud to
hear that Brenda Kay Monroe
is again starting off this year
on the honor roll. Out of six
subjects she received five "A's"
and one "B." Brenda Kay who
attends Central high school in
Detroit, Mich. is the daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Monroe
of Jackson. She resides with
her aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Tennessee while in
Detroit.
Four students are to be com-
mended at Merry for making
a straight "A" for the first six
weeks. They were Gloria Atch-
erson and Kay Bell Bonds from
grade nine; 011ie Castle Curry,
grade 10 and Patricia Jamison,
Grade 11.
Mrs. M. M. Hughes was the
charming hostess in her lovely
home on Brookhaven Drive
when she entertained the Echo
Bridge Club on last Saturday.
Members engaging in bridge
were Dr. Carrie Bigger, Mrs.
V. M. Bell, Mrs. A. Stewart,
Mrs. F. Washington, Mrs. V. F.
Walker, and Mrs. G. Branaugh
and William Jones, subing for
Mesdames Wright and Taylor.
Prizes went to Mrs. Bell, Mrs.
Washington and the booby to
Mrs. Branaugh. A delicious
menu with country ham was
WREC-TV ence between victory and bit-ter defeat in a tense politicalcampaign.
10:10-11:45 — LATE MOVIE
THURS., Nov. 3 
"Red Canyon" with Howard
8:15-0:00 a. m., CAPTAIN Duff, Ann Blyth and George
KANGAROO, The Cap`ain dis- Brent. A cowboy helps a girl
and her father in taming a
wild horse.
FRIDAY. Nov. 4
Hale, jr., Neville Brand, Brucegang of forgers, headed by Da- Bennett. Three outlaws flee
kota Lil. He sets a trap
wiws,. 
 
across the border and depositloot from a train robbery. their loot in a bank; bandidos
7:30-8:00 — ZANE GREY later rob the bank.
THEATRE with Dick Powell. 6:30-1:30 -- RAWHIDE star
host. "The Ox" starring Burl ring Eric Fleming with Clint
Ives. An outraged hulking ex- Eastwood. "Incident of the
con arrives at a small town in Night Visitor." Jeff Barkley,
search of the former Confect- an ex-convict and a cattle driv-
erate officer who had him im- er in the Gil Favor outfit, in-
DEMOCRATS' Reception . .
Seen at the reception given by
the Memphis and Shelby
County Democratic C I n b,
honoring national celebrity
workers for the party, Satur-
day, Oct. 29, at Universal
Life Insurance Co.'s dining
room are, left to right, Atty.
H. T. Lockard, Mrs. Willie
(Marguerite) M a y s, Atty.
Russell B. Sugarman, Mrs. A.
Maceo Walker, Miss Gail
Jones (daughter of actress
entertainer Lena Horne), Dr.
I. A. Watson, Jr., and Mrs.
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr.
(Staff photo by Billy Duncan)
served to the guests.
Your scribe was hostess to
the Criterion Bridge Club on
Thursday night. With the weath-
er suddenly turning cold, ladies
were very much attired in coats
and suits and were certainly
ready for the hot coffee which
accompanied the buffet supper.
Bridge scores ran high with
Mrs. Lucas winning first prize
Second went to Mrs. McKissack
with the booby going to Mrs.
A. M. Bond. Jeweled pocket
gifts went to each of them
Other members playing were
Mesdames F. A. Dobbins, J.
Sheegog, A. Maney, V. F. Walk-
er, E. Ford, L. B. Martin, V.
Brooks, M. H. Hughes and A.
Stewart Mesdames Stewart and
McKissack were subs in the
place of Mrs. G. Adkins and
Miss P. Granberry.
The tenth annual Woman's
Day observance was held at
New Hope Baptist church on
Sunday, Oct. 23 using the theme
"She Shall Be Praised" taken
from Proverbs 31:31.
Keynote speaker for the oc-
casion was Mrs. Daisy R.
Shaw, member of Macedonia
Baptist church. Music was furn-
ished by the Women's chorus
and the choir. Others appearing
on program were Mrs. Marion
Odem of Mt. Zion, Mrs. Estella
Buck, Greater Bethel, Mrs. Nell
Maxie, Mrs. Lillie Scott, Berezo.
Baptist; Mrs Bertha Bridge-
man, Salem Baptist and Mrs.
Victoria Vantreese, Home Bap-
tist while Mrs. Carrie B. Mercer
served as Mistress of ceremon-
ies. Mrs. Helen Goodwin was
general chairman of the day and
Rev. R. L. Swinney is pastor
of the church. The day proved
to be a financial as well as a
spiritual success.
High school senior young
ladies, don't forget that appli-
cations are now being accepted
for the MISS BRONZE WEST
TENNESSEE PAGEANT. Dead-
line is Dec. 1. Interested per-
sons should contact Mrs. A. L.
Cooke, 120 Hale at., Jackson,
Tenn.
(Paid Political Advertisement) (Paid Political Advertisemen() (raid Political Advertise/Deed) (Paid Political Advertisement) (raid Paddies& Adverliseasat)
tercepts an important nocturn-
al intruder xhich proves to be
more than just a strange in-
cident.
7:30-8:30 — ROUTE 66 star-
ring George Maharis and Mar-
ty Milner. "The Strengthening
Angels." Oddly enough, a girl
fleeing from a revivalist tent-
meeting gets a lift from Tod
and Buz. and involves them in
a murder ease.
9:00 - 9:36 — TWILIGHT
ZONE, "The Howling Man,"
starring John Carradine. A
young scholar is confronted
with a problem that has tor-
mented mankind since the be
ginning of time when he tries
to unravel the mysteries of a
monastery.
.0:10-11:45 — LATE MOVIE
"Tarzan's Hidden Jungle." Tar-
zan tries to protect his jungle
and people when he tried to
prevent a white hunter from
killing all the jungle animals
in his wish to fill his order for
animal fat, Ivor) and skins
SATURDAY, Nov. 5
11:00 - 11:20 a. m. — SKY
KING, starring Kirby Grant
(Continued on Page 11)
He's not afraid to speak out
"We must secure full first-class citizenship and equal-
ity of opportunity for all Americans," says Senator
John Kennedy.
True to his words, Senator Kennedy has fought for
civil rights and other progressive measures during his
14 years in Congress.
Look at his record and compare it with Mr. Nixon's:
$1.25 Minimum Wage—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
Low-rent housing—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
Slum clearance—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
More social security—Kennedy for, Nixon against.
And while Senator Kennedy pledges his support for a
nationwide FEPC, Mr. Nixon opposes it. While Sen-
ator Kennedy believes that the civil rights issue is a
national issue and a responsibility of the President,
Mr. Nixon has stated," It must be solved by the lead-
ership of the South itself." America needs Senator
Kennedy's kind of leadership—forceful, courageous
leadership that faces up to the close-to-home issues and
does something about them. Give him your help. Vote
for John F. Kennedy for President.
Kennedy for President
Vote Kennedy-Johnson on the Democratic ticket
•
••
RATS IN ACTION
•40.0.
• . 4
0.4
-•••-•
••••••
•••••••
GREETING the Kennedy
workers at the airport last
Saturday was Mrs. Ann Wil-
lis, left, and Mrs. T. W.
Northcross. Stepping gaily
from the plane are Mrs. Wil-
CROWDS such as this lined
the pathway of the famous
guests as they traveled
throughout the shopping area
of Memphis stumping for
• 4.
•
lie Mays, top wife of the fam-
ous San Francisco ball play-
. er, Willis Mnys, and Gail
Jones, daughter of internation-
ally known singer Lena Horne.
The pair, along with Bi"y
Bruton, Milwaukee Braves
Kennedy. Here Atty. Russell
Sugarmon, Jr. (right, without
hat) leads the way for Billy
Bruton, (left), Gail Jones and
Bill Jones, local Democratic
outfielder and Henry Arm.
strong, former three • time
boxing champion, visited
Memphis for a day of vote
soliciting for John F. Ken-
nedy'.
leader, through the streets of
Memphis as well-wishers, out
to see the famous personali-
ties, press for a better look.
••••=1••••44
•
• KENNEDY
AIRLIFT
IN
MEMPHIS
4* *
-.104.41t
TUCKER'S barber Mien in
Hyde Park was one of the
stops made by the Kennedy
workers as they made their
rounds last Saturday. Here
Billy Bruton is passing out
literature In favor of the
Democratic ticket to one of
;he barbers as a junior cus-
tomer tries to figure out what
Is going on.
* *
•
YOUNG Democrats, too, were
on hand at the airport to meet
the distinguished guests from
the East and West. Here they
•
HARLEM houses, famous eat-
ing places for Negroes in
Memphis were on the travel-
ing agenda for the troupe.
Here they are passing out
* *
are enjoying themselves as
they talk to Gail Jones, a
very dynamic young lady her-
self. Miss Jones is a singer
very much in the same vein
literature In one of them.
Bright colored Kennedy hats
were in full array last Satur-
day as the group went about
their way, neither missing nor
as her illustrious mother and
a staunch campaigner for the
Kennedy
-Johnson ticket, as is
her mother.
leaving any stop of impor-
tance off their list, no matter
how small It may have seem-
ed.
fiLABOR leaders gather for aconference during the recep-
tion held Saturday night for
the Kennedy boosters. Here
are, from left, George Iloilo-
••••in
way, Earl Crowder, Cart T.
Moore, and at right, Frank
Monterir. huddle for a com-
ment on the good works that
the boosters are doing bi
Memphis. The labor men
seemed pleased at the fine
showing that the troupe of na•
tionally known celebrities
•
made on the Memphis citizens
and are sure that a lot of
votes will be thrown their
candidate's way come Nov -
S.
MAKING the visitors from the
East and West feel at home
were several of Memphis top
businessmen and Democrats.
From left, Jesse H. ,Turner
Democratic committeeman:
Mrs. Willie Mays, Atty. H. T.
Lockard; Billy Bruton, Mrs.
A. Maceo Walker, Maceo
Walker and Gail Jones, pose
for the cameraman as they
get together at the recep-
tion held at Universal Life
Insurance company's cafeteria
after a hard day of campaign-
!
ing for the Kennedy•Johnsos
ticket. After the reception, the
troop was back on the plans
for a day of campaigning else-
where.
-7i
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• Merry
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•
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▪ BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
.
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MISS ALPHA BRAWNER, who served as hostess, 111r.
young Memphis dramatic sc. Hobson, and Miss Brawner's
accompanist, Mr. Warren 
Wii 
prano, returned home in tri-
son. Following luncheon, mem-
umph to appear in a brilliant faculty, many of
recital at Bruce Hall, LeMoyne taught the charmingCollege last Saturday light,
singer and knew her personalspresented by the local grad- ly greeted Miss Brawner in
uata chapter of Alpha Kappa ihs. Guidance Center of the
Alpha Sorority. The daughter of
an illustrious Memphis family School.
marked with talent and di.- BRIDGE CLUB
tinction, Alpha was enthusiast. Mrs. James M. Smith 
(Ned.eally received by approximate ra) thewas personable hostess
to Entre Nous Bridge Club re.ly 660 music lovers and friends
eentlr at her lovely Lakeviewwho have followed her out- 
standing career with interest, home on Honduras. Club rneny
Her program of difficult music bers Inc guests garnered in
from Handel, Bahms, Schubert, Nedra
. 
s charming lower limos)
Verdi and Strauss, as well den which was decoratedll as
spirituals arranged by Hall witches, goblins, jaeVo-lan.
Johnson, displayed her out- terns and black cats depicting,
standing vocal talent, with wide Halloween decorations
tore ranges and versatility, made the merrier with bif
background music. Following a
At the beautiful reception business session, cocktails and
which honored the young art
a full course Hawaiian dinner1st and her able accompanist, 
` 
enjoyed before session ofWarren Wilson, the receiving bridge. The game was reward.line was a scum t.. much Per —_pig for L. Delores Scott and
sonal acclaim as scores of Carrie M. Scott, winners of
classmater, church and family first an.: second club prizes refriends acclaimed the singer 
speotively—town and country
who is destined to become one thermos glassware and coaster
of America's foremost artists. sets. Martha Galloway was the
A graluate of Manassas high winner of the guest prise—e
school, which has also given cocktail set.
Vera Little to the concert Others enjoying the fun-pack-
world, Miss Brawner was giv. eie evening were members
en a rousing standing welcome Clementine Ramsey, Mari.
by the student body and lam anne Roach, Gladys Anderson,
lty In a special assembly held Liman Wolfe, Erste Shaw. Hew
at the school last Friday morn. nab Hirsch, Ernestine Gray
int. Rev- William Bell of the and Bernice Smith. Other
English department read the gu•sts included Josephine
Scriptures, then the singer was Bridges, Avand Taylor, Pearl
was dramatically presented by Gordon, Mary Franklin, Alice
Principal Louis B. Hobson, who Helm, Martha Whitney and
in turned introduced her ac- Marie Begley.
companist, Mr. Wilson, and SOUTHERN BELLES
then sang two number I, Miss Gwen McEwen was the
"Through The Years" by Via-
., recent hostess to the Southern
cent Youmans and 
"Let Belles Bridge club at Tony's
Break Bread Together." En- Lim, where decorations were
thusia stic response clamored eued to Halloween and every-for more from the artist, but one received a prize treat as a
awaitin; luncheon prevented souvenir of the evening. Filetfurther numbers by Miss Bravo- Mignon was the highlight of the
nor. The artist in turn was 4M-1 delicious dinner served. and In.
thusiestle with liPPoeal of the'teresting bridge and accorn-
znusie rendered li the school panying prizes were captured by
choir, under the direction el guests Miss Lula AfcEwen,
Mrs. B. B. Jones. Miss Grace Dozielson and Mrs.
Go-Round
Miss Browner was the guest
of the school at luncheon serv.
ed in beautiful Home Econo-
mics Reception Room, under
the supervision of Mrs. Amen-
di Hill, Mrs. Grace Williams
and Mrs. Theresa Franklin of
the school's Home Economies
Department.
The dining table was re-
splendent with centerpiece
of massed gardenias and fern,
the setting for a superb course
luncheon which started with
consume salad, steaks, baked
potatoes, green beans, hot rolls,
coffee and ambrosia. Guests at
the luncheon with Miss Braw-
ner were her mother, Mrs
Jewell Brawner, Miss B. B.
Jones of the music depatment.
bliss Jewel Gentry, your scribe
TOOTH
ACHE
Miss yin its
dimwits** .ti
yoto Calt
rely es ORA.1(1
tO' tat, effec-
tive relief hist
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sill P• 141C.
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Buys Y14I A Fine
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
Of All New FawnItar•
HUGE SELICTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES
Open 9 lit 9
Fre. Delivery
FURNITURE IF
FLEMING
3374 PARK PA 4-3767
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MISS GILLIS WEDS . . . In
an impressive ceremony at
St. Augustine R. C. church,
Saturday Oct. if, at 11:10
a. m., Miss Betty Jeanne
Gillis became the bride of
Willie P. Rounds. Miss Gillis
Is the daughter of Mrs. Annie
B. Gillis of 1411 Selver; and
Mr. Rounds is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. P. Rounds, Sr.
The bridal party is seen Ins-
medlakbly following the cere-
mony. Left to right are: Miss
Emma Massey, maid of hon-
or, Miss Joanne Ingram and
Miss Lorraine Berkley,
bridesmaids; Robert Ezelle,
the bride's uncle, who gave
her in marriage; Mr. and Mrs.
Rounds, Harold Ketchelor,
best man; and Alfred Hayes
and Lawrence Franklin,
groomsmen. Little Betty Jean
Gillis, the flower girl, is seen
In the foreground, (Withers
photo)
that we did not hive an op-
portunity to see them while
they were here.
There is sadness too, in the
loss of Mrs. Joan Bramlett
Taylor's father, who was buri-
ed last Saturday. . . and also
1.. the knowledge of the pass-
ing of Mrs. W. H. Young's
aunt in St. Louis. Our sym-
pathy is extended to these two
charming friends.
• • •
Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight,
Sr., hive returned home fol-
lowing their fall vacation spent
at Daytona Beach, Fla., visit-
ing with their daughter Miss
Speight at Bethune
their stay in Florida, the
Cookman college. Following
Speighta went to North Caro.
A GUIDE TO GOOD
EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
Cranberries are back! As usu-
al, when all nature seems to be
turning gold and brown, these
little berries of bright red ap-
pear to add eye and taste ap-
peal to our fall dishes. The
U.S.D.A. tells us that this year's
cranberry crop is four per cent
larger than last year. This
means that there will be plenty
of these berries and by products.
But, cranberries weren't made
for Thanksgiving exclusively.
They add a nice touch of color
to any meal. Boiled until they
pop, fresh cranberries make
delightful sauce — a flavor.
mate for turkey, beef, broiler,
and cheese entrees. It is also
good spooned over breakfast
cereals or combined with other
fruits in a fruit compote.
Using the 4-34 ratio (4 parts
cranberries, 2 parts sugar, and
3 parts water)) cranberries need
only to be boiled to the burst-
ing point, and they are ready to
serve in a multitude of wan
lina, Dr. Speight's former
home, to visit wth relatives
there.
More about the Speight fami-
ly, includes the news that
their grandson, Billy Speight,
son of Dr. and Mrs. W. O.
Speight, jr., has made the hon-
or roll at Wooster prep school
in Connecticut, and made the
highest grade on his examina-
tion in French. The brilliant
youngster formerly attended
Hamilton high school.
C'Acella Westley, and members
Mrs. Mildred Joseph, Mrs,
ihelma Bush Moore and Mrs.
Elinor Curry.
Miss MeEwen's other guests
include'. Mesdames Joyce
Plnkston, Annie Laura Willis,
Eunice Snell, Helen Sawyer
and Miss Alice Harris and Miss
Velton Rankin s. Southern
Relies attending also included
Mesdames Charlene McGraw
011ie Mitchell, St. Elms Hemp-
son, Mary Louis Roger., Mat-
ti* Oates, Elizabeth Lewi I,
Louise O'Reilly Tarpley andi
Thelma Evans.
BERTRAND HIGH
Pert Miss Tommy. Kay
Hayes WEI chosen Miss Path-
er -ertrand High and was
crowned in spectacular cere-
monies at the school's home-
coming game with Hamilton.
Miss Hayes wishes to thank
her many friends who helped
her to win the contest and the
honor of being crowned queen.
(see photo elsewhere in this
edition.)
AROUND THE TOWN
Two well-known educators
v are in town attending the
evaluation that was going on
for Carver high schools ac-
creditation in the SoutherriAs-
lactation of Secondary schools,
le the persons of Dr. Mary Clay
Torten of North Carolina U,
one of our classmates at Ten-
nessee State university, and
formerly of that school's Busi-
ness v:ducation department,
and Miss Lois Daniels, head
librarian at TSU. We regret
MEN & WOMEN
Salts — Latest Styles —
Tattered
_
Altera Ness — All Kinds
Reasonable Pekes
Thurman The
Tailor
180 S. Mein (2nd FL)
Memphis, Tenn.
"JSAVE 8f .1,:tdr`"0,•••"dfoie
each time you buy 2 haff-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
CART HOME SAVINGS!
MR. AND MRS. CARR, JR.
Following an impressive wed-
ding ceremony held at Park.
way Gardens Presbyteries
church, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Carr, Jr., are seen at the
bride's table at the reception
honoring the well-known con-
Additional cooking, a gentle
simmer with the heat reduced,
will thicken the liquid.
Here are the three ways to use
cranberries in meals ranging
from breakfast to dinner.
For a hearty autumn break-
fast fare try serving cranberry
sausage pancakes. First, pre-
pare a favorite pancake mix.
Then as soon as the pancakes
are beautifully browned on both
sides, place a pancake on a
serving plate and spread with
jellied or whole cranberry sauce
Then add two or three cooked
link sausages and top with a
second pancake. Perch a
square of butter atop the "pan-
cake sandwich" and serve at
once.
For a real salad treat that's
good enough to serve with
your Thanksgiving bird make
this salad. Prepare a cran-
berry gelatin salad by mixing
any red flavored gelatin ac-
cording to package instructions.
When partially set, stir in a can
of whole cranberry sauce and
any other chopped vegetable,
fruit, or nuts which the family
particularly likes. Pour into
fancy gelatin mold, or a large
bowl, and refrigerate until set.
Serve with mayonnaise topping.
For main dish salad, add
tiny cubes of jellied cranberry
sauce to a favorite chicken
salad, for appealing color and
tempting flavor.
Meat loaf becomes a company
dish when presented at the din-
ner table with a cranberry
glue. To prepare, add one and
one half cups cooked rice to
favorite basic meat loaf. Shape
and place in a baking pan. Pour
a mixture of crushed whole
cranberry sauce and brown sug-
ar over the meat loaf. Baste
the loaf several times during
baking with the cranberry
sauce-sugar mixture.
"A Guide To Good Eating" is
a service provided for the read-
ers of the Tri-State Defender
through the cooperation of the
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Williams is a teacher of Home
Economics at Manassas high
school.
pie at the Lelia Walker Club-
house. The bride is the for-
mer Miss Dorothy leas John-
son a teacher at Magnolia
school. The groom is a his-
tory teacher at Rooker T.
Washington high school and
football coach. (Withers
Photo)
MANNE'S
FOR CLOTHES AND
ACCESSORIES
You Will Love and Your Friends Wifl
Admire Come To
Manne's Ladies Shop
• Come in and apply for Charge ac-
count.
• We do not charge for lay away
We Specialize in
LADIES CLOTHES FOR SCHOOL,
OFFICE, SPORTS WEAR, HOME
AND AFTER 5 
1727 LAMAR AVENUE
TELEPHONE BR 4.5140
FREE PARKING SPACE
Officers Of
North Side
Club Named
North Side Social club held its
meeting recently at the home
of Mrs. Edmonia Taylor, 585
Baltimore, with Mrs. C. Wilton
as co-hostess.
All officers for 1961 and 1962
were elected. They are: Mrs.
Ona Mae West, president; Mrs.
Minnie Jones, vice-president;
Miss Fannie Fitch, secretary;
Mrs. Myrtle Grant, assistant
secretary; Mrs. C. Wilton, tree-
surer; Mrs. Catherine Lax,
floral secretary; Mrs.. Lila
Howell, floral treasurer; Mrs.
Lula Gilder, planning chairman;
Mrs. Rosa White, co-chairman;
Mrs. Carrie Polloch, Mrs. Lute
Cullom: Mrs. Carrie Shields,
chaplain.
A delicious menu was enjoyed
by all. All members are asked
to attend the next meeting of
the club at the home of Mrs.
Percy Hunt on Bey St. Mrs.
Juanita Hickman, reporter.
HINT TO WISE
The farther you look, the the
more you'll see.
*AtRenwo#
HEADACHE
For foster, sere templets relief of
headache, neuralgia, muritis pains,
take STAN8ACK Tablets or Powders.
STAN8ACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
— the combined action of several
inedically-epproved Ingredients in
one easy-to-take close—uses anxiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
right sway. swap shot aid
Teat
EYANSACK
against any
pfsar.t Ion
aver
used
RICELAND RICE
RONTIER BEEF STEW
HIGH IN ENERGY VALUE...LOW IN COST
INGREDIENTS:
I tarps «nee, isorsety chopped 11/2 CUPS RqUild ertto, P•at *ad
eon areeeired McNees' Rim carrots ales water
Iseepems sale 1 N. see twitatess erid Iske
% ISokbekk Wag PolloPw 2 timapeekk Wereeskrskire loaves
I lib. is. pees s.d mkrees, 1 lb. is. semp•albans gravy
*Weed (2.... ter "We NINO
MIT HOD
1. Put onimk Tim, salt. PaPPer and 1,34 mita liquid hole PON
said emote pins water in 1-quart earlaagan. 1. Bring to villaM111
ball. 3. Tarn best dews, saver, shiusier 14 minutes. 4. Otte
to tomatoes (Wok= in anal! Meow), add WorceeNrehlra altusu.
meatballs in gravy, pees and (turrets. 5. Cover and simmer
15 minutes. 6. Add teeter if thinner mixture is desired. Sale
and pepper to UNA& Same 5,
RICELAND
RICE
WW1
Nice!
Southern Bell Cable.,.
Over 100,000 Miles
Southern Bell now has enough
cable in service to go around
the world four Limes.
It's now over the 100,000 mile
mark.
When you make a telephone
call, your voice will travel
through a cable at one point or
another, no matter how near or
far your call.
The tremendous amount of
cable now in use in the nine
Southern states served by Sou-
thern Bell just goes to show how
much the South's economy has
grown in recent years, said
Milton H. Smith Jr , Southern
Bell District Manager here.
Most of the telephone cable
is on poles, but about a third
is underground, either in con-
duits or plowed right into the
ground without using conduits.
In Tennessee, Southern Bell
has over 13,000 miles of cable,
of which 11,500 miles are on
Doles, over 1,000 miles are un-
derground in conduits and
around 800 miles are under-
ground without conduits, hav-
ing been plowed in.
Southern Bell has been plow-
ing in cable in rural areas for
several years but only recently
began doing the same in some
new subdivisions in urban areas.
This has been made possible
by the development of maneu-
verable trenching machinery
and the improvements in the
specially-coated cable.
Maintenance of cable is
constant job. Some of the dam-
age to cables in 1959: 6,671
squirrel bites . . . 11,687 breaks
caused by hunters shooting ca-
bles, by fires underneath
cables or by digging . . and
14,000 hits by lightning. Then
there were a lot of other things.,
such as rain, wear and tear,
More than a third of these
"troubles" on telephone cables
are detected and repaired be-
fore the telephone customer
even knows about them, ht.r.
Smith said. -
CAST STAGE ACTRESS
HOLLYWOOD—Audrey Chris-
tie, Broadway actress, will play
Natalie Wood's mother ,
"Splendor in the Grass"
duced and directed by Ella Ka-
zan for Warner Bros.
(Pak felIttesi Advertisement) IPaid P.IItIcaI Advertlarkentl
MARYLAND LEGISLATOR BACKS KENNEDY
Verda F. Welcome, Baltimore Civic Leader and
member of the Maryland House of Delegates, says,
"As a former teacher, I am voting, for Senator John
F. Kennedy for President because he can give America
the vital liberal leadership we need for the '60s. Sen-
ator Kennedy calls education America's most valuable
resource, and he pledges to fight for equal access for
everyone, not only to the schoolroom, but to the vot4
ing booth, to jobs, to housing, and to all public
facilities."
play the
MAG
111.11CTIRIC CHOI! ORGAN
tonight!
in your
own
home...
without a sing,* 'mon!
ONLY $8995
TRADE=
IN ON
NORGE
Triple-Action Washer
Larry
Big Tripie.Actlon
Agitator • Safety
Wringer with
Balloon Rolls •
Pull 9 in. tub.
46011101 CW1116-11
"The Kid" Risby
MODEL 17P11
Compact! Value-packed! It's.
SyLvsmix's colorful new 17-=
portable with durable modern--
tone metal cabinet. Features:
fringe-tested, top performance
chassis, trouble-free lifetime _
engraved circuitry, rotat-
ing antenna.. Convenient, band- -
size top controls. Three color
combinations, beige and tan, —
beige and turquoise, beige and
terra cent. lroverall diagonal
measurement, 150 sq. in. view-
ins area.
$158"
Yes The House
IS PACKED
WITH BARGAINS
- LIKE THESE -
at
JOHNSON
••••
FURNITURE:
937 S. Cooper
BR. 6-3986
BR. 4.0111
.•••••••.P.,
HAMILTON
Scrihblings
By
Brenda Jeffries
and
Joan Williams
Greetings: Again we try to
ut,you into the swing of things
krohnd Hamilton. The school
year is well on its way and we
abow in the middle of the
tee,ond week's period. When we
received our first report card
tYtelealized our first mistakes
arA .many of us are working to
Improve these mistakes.
//ere at jiamilton we inlieve
In giving recognition to those
wise-deserve it. For those with
a 'Perfect attendance record
for the first six week period
theft is a perfect attendance
hoffor roll. Those with an "A"
a Trage wind up on the aca-
demic honor roll.
The students of the school
shmild realize that these grades
ind records will follow them
thrliiigh school and college and
litL,also be an asset in theirtering college. In realizing
this they should strive for the
goal of achieving better grades.
WHO'S WHO
Seniors: Likely to succeed,
Virirsia Alexander and Osbie
11 Iowa r d: ladylike Kathlyn
Cows; gentleman, Theodore
DdiMon; studious, Robert Bol-
ton•-and Alfredo Wooton; in-
telMettl,, Clara Martin, David
Canes; popula r, Carlean
Pets.on, Sampson Briscoe;
loqissiaious, Billie Baker; neat-
estZSelvin Hill nad Betty Bow-
en' -athletic, Steve Payton;
besL7personality, Helen Wil-
liaar, Denver Terry; attrac-
tivt-Lavern Lee; handsome,
S a u e I Love; leadership,
Clar,dette Greene and Sidney
rrf f i n ; friendliest, Shirley
Negay; best dressed, Lois
illiTrCDENT COUNCILhe Student Council of Ham-
ilton is now in the process of
elecling officers for this school
term. These candidates were
selected by past officers and
homeroom representatives. The
campaigning will soon begin
and time for the elections is
right around the corner.
In casting your ballot be sure
to vote for the person you
think is best qualified and will
best 'serve your school.
TOP PERSONALITIES
Essie Boyd, Victoria Alex-
The Esquires represent' Among activities, Norris par- and Mrs. Johnny McGhee ofyoung men whose main aims ticipates in the Deb Teens,! 
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs
Rose Cooper, Carolyn Moore Whoever gossips to yeti will are progress for the school en- Honor Society and is the head 
Cleveland Dennis of 1328 Ark- 52° "ith'
ansas.
and supporting or helping spon- band.
and Alonzo Rush. gossip of you. . . Turkish. hancinc of their own dignity Majorette for the mighty BTW Son James to Mr. and Mrs.
sor school projects. She plans to further her edu- 
Jthasm. es R. Oler of 1537 Brook-
The Esquires have begun cation at West Virginia State., Daughter, Debra, to Mr. andworking toward their public in- Norris' church work is center- Mrs. David Williams of 16491The Board of Directors of the C.M.E. church. stallations, which will be held. ed at Mt. Olive CME Cathe- Pope.Gillespie Kindergarten sponsor The menu consisted of Turkey in the famed Blair T. Hunti dral where she is a Sunday Son, Cornelius, to Mr and
Mrs. Cornelius Settle of 2507
Carnes.
Daughter, Paula, to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Duventre of 1857
Victor.
Son, Lee, to Mr. and Mrs
Paul Holmes of 995 Ayers.
Son, Christor, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Johnson of 92 Lucy
Daughter, Josephine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Williams of
1424 Effie.
Daughter, Gloria to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Chambers if
1327 "finnie.
Son, Virgil, to Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Venzant of 7028 Ellen
dale.
Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Lewis of 396 Gracewood.
Oct. 23
Daughter, Clementee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Essie Whaley of 1820
Kansas
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Bowman of 1051
Tupelo.
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr
and Mrs. Jesse Roper of 1763.
Swift.
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Knox, of 600
Walnut.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Allen
McDowell of 680 Baltimore.
Daughter, Lovie, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Crumble of 1792
ander, Lois Davis Carlean
Pearson, Erma Clark, Shirley
Newby and Maxine Foster. On
the male side we have Larry
Mitchell, Richard Foster, Os-
bie Howard, Sampson Briscoe,
Raymond Ratcliff, Roosevelt
Ratcliff and George Motton.
TWILIGHT ZONE
Stepping into the zone of twi.
light we see none other than
Cadet Colonel Denver Terry of
12-3A homeroom. He resides at
the home of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Denver Yarbrough of
1260 Gill ave.
He attends the Central Bapt-
ist church where he is a mem-
ber of the senior choir and
president of the yorth board.
Denver holds such positions
as jattle Group Commander of
the Hamilton NDCC headquart-
ers, and treasurer of "The
Sabers" a newly organized of-
ficers military club on the
campus.
Cdt, Col. Terry takes in such
activities as basketball, base-
ball, playing cards and playing
ping pong. In academic studies
he is majoring in science. After
graduation he plans to further
his education at a military
academy.
IDLE TALK
Does anyone know what it is
that seems to be making Bet-
ty Bowen the gentlemen's
person has a special talent in
Does anyone agree that if a
choice around the campus?
writing school news they should
seek means to attain a column
in the newspaper? Right Gloria
Igram and Belva Jones?
Can anyone see that Lawyer
Cox is finally growing up and
beginning to talk to girls?
Mind you I said girls. Will
some well informed person tell
us what brought these couples
together? Richard Foster and
Erma Clark, Samuel Love and
MISS FISK and her court
reigned at Fisk Homecoming
last Saturday, when the Bull-
dogs took on Knoxville in
J. A. Galloway stadium. Lx-
citing pre-game festivities in.
elude the third annual Invita-
tional high school marching
band contest. From left, are
Patience Sparks, Phyllis
Crowder Lett of Nashville
who was named Miss Fisk,
Audrey Booker and Anne
Carol Rainey.
B. T. W.
School Notes
By
DAVID PORTER
ESQUIRES
I am quite sure you have,
heard about the newest club on
BTVw"s campus. This club was
organized at the beginning of
the school. It is the Esquires.!
on none other than Norris Tru-
man, newly elected Homecom-
ing Queen.
Norris is a senior of 12-3
homeroom. She is very popular
with her fellow students
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StorkStops
.41
Born at E. H. Crump hospital!
Oct. 12, 1969
Daughter, Marilyn, to Mr
and Mr,. Squair Steppe 01 1723
S Barksdale.
Oct. 13
Son, Addison, to Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Bell of 838 David.
Daughter, Beatriz to Mr.
and Mrs. William divands 01
1388 Kney.
Son, Carlis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Davis of 1459 Apple.
Oct. 15
. Daughter, Brenda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Graves of 672
Williams.
Daughter, Willette, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Patton, jr. of
754 Chestnut.
Oct. 17
Daughter, Angela, to Mr.
and Mrs. 011ie White of 2374
Warren.
Son, Dwayne, to Mr.
Mrs. Thomas Terrell of
Pond.
Oct. 18
Son, Frederick, to Mr. and
Mrs. Freddie Echols of 1176
Neptune.
Son, Marvin, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Matthewe of
315 Boston.
Son, Gordon, to Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson New of 902 AlEska.
Oct. 19
Son, Arnold, to Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Byrd of 1192 Engle-
wood.
Daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward McKinney of
3919 Woodward.
Born at John Gaston hospital
' 0 22
aLiy
and Mrs. Charles Green of
3362 Rochester.
Son, George, to Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Boone of 3629 1
Weaver.
Daughter, Cora, to Mr. and .,
Mrs. Cleveland Elem of 849!
Josephine.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Price of 931 E. Trigg.
Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Shaw of 877 Nep-
tune.
Daughter. Cynthia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Silas Harris of 614
Mississippi.
Daughter, Joy, to Mr. and
Mrs. .John Evans of 2996 Mt.
Olive.
Daughter, Clara, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Tillman of 607
Vollentine.
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Neely of 2690 Spotts-
wood.
Son, Glenn, to Mr. and Mrs.
Climmie Brown of 361 Linden.
Daughter, Tonya, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Sanders of 918
Porter.
Oct. 25
Twins, boy and birl, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Calhoun of
521 Lucy.
Daughter, Tundra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Jones of 2753
Carnes ave.
Son, Allen, to Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Brown of 927 Woodlawn.
Daughter Eva to Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Artrey of 256 D.
Pauline cir w.
Son Kenneth, to Mr. and
Mrs. ereddie Huddieoion of
1349 Michigan.
Daughter, Bobbie, to Mr.
Charles Terry, are you still
waling around the campus
without a girl or is it that you
don't k .ow which way to turn?
It is true love, George Motton
and Nettye Bradley, Steve Pay.
tc and Pauline Cox, Delores
Flynn and Booker Jones, Mat-
tie Berogog and Elmo Spiker
(BTW), Bertha Boyd and Sam
Mosley (Melrose)?
Sampson Briscoe, did y o u
realize that you were admired
by a certain senior at Melrose
(G. H.) ? Barbara Artar,
who's number one on your list,
Lawyer or Joe Smith? Ray-
mond Ratcliff, who will it be
for you, Ella Parker or Mari-
lyn Alexander? Julia Potter,
who is the top fellow in your
ate?
WISE WORD
Humboldt, Tenn.
ed a five dollar a plate dinner
Monday night at Lane Chapel
rii Paled Ideertisemens) (Paid Polities' Adv•rt.soineW
RACE RELATIONS EXPERT VOTES FOR KEN-
- "I find Senator John Kennedy a man that
I admire," says Frances Harriet Williams, Secretary
of the Board of the St. Louis Urban League and
iformer associate of the Truman Committee on CivilRights. "I see him as a man able to educate himself, a
man capable of real but controlled emotion, a man who
grilks to the situation at hand unafraid of opposition
(and willing to act on the important rather than be
stopped by the difficult and unimportant. So I am for
Sriator John Kennedy for President. Hope you are
•a190."
and
1231
with all the trimmings, Aspar-
agus and Peas casseroles, hot .
rolls, coffee, relishes as pickles,
olives, celery, radishes. cake
and ice cream. Mrs. Lerlia was
chairman of the dinner.
The Annex was beautifully de-
corated with Fall flowers ar-
ranged by Mesdames Drucilla
Tuggle and Jennie Vance. Mrs.
M. L. Lacey, chm. of Program
arranged the following pro-
gram, Devotion Music Lovers
Club, Prayer Rev. W. H. Bur-
rell, Pastor of St. James Bap-
tist Church.
The following officers were
presented and installed by your
scribe: Miss Lila Northcross,
chm. of Directors; Mrs. Addie
Roe. co-ch.; Mrs. Ellison, sec-
retary; Mrs. V. P. Pulliam,
financial sect.; D. W. Reid,
treas.; Mrs. Jennie Vance su-
pervisor.
Remarks were made by Rev.
C. D. McKelvy, pastor, Lane
Chapel C.M.E. church; Rev.
W. A. Owens. pastor of Morn-
ing Star Baptist church and
William Baskerville. Mrs. A. B.
Roe was mistress of ceremonies. ,
The Rainbow Girls club held :
its meeting Tuesday night at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Cox, with Martha House,
hostess, Joyce Thomas, pres.,
conducted the business. The
project for Fall was discussed.
Each girl is to plant either Tu-
lips, Daffodils, Narcissus, or
some bulb for spring flowers.
Present were Elvis Ellis.
Joyce Bradford, Gwendolyn
Thomas. Peggy White, Mary
Williams, Barbie Butler, Mar-
tha Coleman, Joan Pulliam,
Lennette Landers, Thelma Pack
Mary Newhouse, Nancy Sher-
ron and the hostess and Pres.
gym. 
LIMELIGHTThe Limelight falls this week
Mesdames Pewell Ridley and
your scribe are advisors.
The Book Lovers club met
In the home of Mr. and Mrs.!
John W. Thomas with your
scribe as hostess Friday night.
The Pres., Mrs. Mattie Davis
conducted the business. Plans
were begun for a Fall Project
more when the plans are com-
pleted. Games were played and
enjoyed by the members.
The hostess served baked
Ham, scalloped peas, carrots
sticks, pear and pineapple sal-
ad on lettuce, pickles, hot tea,
ice cream, and cake.
The Progressive Mothers club
will entertain with a Harvest
Tea in the home of Mrs. Augus-
ta King Sunday, Nov 6, in in-
terest of the Kindergarten,
hours 3-6 p.m. Donation 50 cents.
All are invited to attend.
The Stigall high school tea-
chers are in the midst of their'
In-Service training Program. A
full account will he given next
week. We welcomed four new
teachers to our staff. Mr. and
Mrs. A. P. Nunn, formerly of
Martin, Tenn. Mr. Nunn will
serve as assistant principal
Mrs. Nunn in guidance and
English, Mrs. John Ella Woods
Bryant, sixth grade and Mrs.
Mary Elise Garrett Barnett,
first grade.
1:1
3Acirth scup:
"Ws Cheaper
By The Dozen
BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRICESt
- ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 SO. MAIN AT VANCE OPEN 8 A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
Independent Liquor Dealer
"We Don't Dianna Get Rich" Free Parking Npare
School teacher. Hats off to Mr.
and Mrs. S. B. Truman, pa-
rents of the Queen, Norris Tru.
man.
First alternate to Miss Tru-
man is Lennie Hill; Miss Jun-
ior is Joan Hampton with Joan
Ford first alternate. All other
titleists and their alternates
will be announced next week.
All eyes and ears have been
tuned to see and hear the fes-
tivities at our homecoming.
Were you there?
BAND TRAVELS
Senior band of BTW featuring
the Four Stars perfomed in
Boliver, Tenn. at the Western
ni ht•
The Four Stars, along with
Booker T. Jones and his mighty
combo made many a person
smile with enjoyment. Some of
the students making the triP
to dance and cheer up the pa
tients were: Carolyn Spight,
Joan Ford, Charles Bowen, Ed-I
die "Squirt" Young, Bernice;
Jeanette Bates, Tres-
sa Tribble, Callie Harmon, Ru-
by IV; ..hington, Velma Spencer,
Willie Jerry Williams, Asta
Roach, Walter Pollard, Lizzie
Poe and many others.
TOP FIVE BOYS
Henry K. Hunter, Roy Hop-
kins, Eddie Hughes, Yumie
Kirk aril Tyrone Smith.
TOP vIVE GIRLS
,Vivian Barnes, Betty Jeffer
son, Helen Prudent, Bernice,
Yarbough and Janice Clemons.
Belmont cir.
Daughter, Norma, to Mr
and Mrs. Winston Boswell of
2306 Eldridge.
Oct. 24
Daughter Claudia, to Mr
Kr1.1.11rICT IMILAMIT
1100111.111001 IWILIIIEZT
UMW. IP
*pty,zet,.it c44;nein
Th otp Mist Dis7. c0.,FRANKFORLIC1.11E14TUCAY STRAIGHT BOURBON It/HiSKEY„ 90 PROOF •
Son, Roger, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Weathersby of 1190
Springdale.
Daughter, Josephine, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Ragland of 51
E. Trigg.
Oct. 24
Daughter, Muryeate to Mr.
and Mrs. Neal Vaught of 1144
Argyle.
Son Cedric, to Mr and Mrs.
Jessie Brooks of 685 Glankler.
Daughter, Marva, to Mr. and
Mrs Theodore Blakney of 890
L. LeMoyne mall.
Son, Richard, to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Howard of 4191
Germantown rd
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Book-
er T. Howard of 827 S. Orleans.
Son, Carliss, to Mr and Mrs.
Willie Cleveland of 2017 E. Par-
son.
Oct. 27
Daughter, Angela, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Williams of 393
Williams.
Daughter, Fannie, to Mn. and
Mrs. Willie Moore of 1186 Jack-
son.
Son, Richard, to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Kilpatrick of
1495 Miller.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Gray of 734 Wells.
Daughter, Regina, to Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Harris of 1732
Greenview.
Son, Getatic, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Williams of 884 Keel.
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ned Booker of 1196 Louis-
ville.
Oct. 28
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Branch of 921 Neptune.
Daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Taylor of 1028 La-
von.
Son, Derron, to Mr. and Mrs.
Theola Traylor of 1815 Warford.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Turner of 1434
Azalia.
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Reid of 530 Car-
penter.
Clean, Convenient
Hotel
QUEEN
ANNE
228 Vance at Third
Home Cooked Meals
Telephone JA 6-1481
YOU DON'T HAVE TO "SIT-IN"
Po set sorsicip here 
Just "Mail-In" your orders today 
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Fastest
Growing
Line Of
Greeting
Cords In
America •
Today!
20 Cards
$150
Place Tom
Order
Today,
Before
The Rush
Season
Begins
20 Cards
$150
NEGRO GREETING CARDS
ar/
• Also SoecHal
• 
New Value-P-ack€d,,(:;-.4•
• 
ImprInted f C. .0"' N
• Easy To Sell
• New ! ot•O Slitn LIrP
AGENTS AND DEALERS WANTED
FASHION GREETING CARDS
6651 MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS
•
12 DEFENDER
WARD 7-1
Mt. Date CME Church
538 Linden
OFFICER — Geo. R. Phelan
JuDGES — James Moran, I'.
L Strop& r mit. 13 Wilkeraon
Mrs. Irene Gleeden, Annie M
Williamson.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Rose
Gaia, Mrs. Geo. R. Phelan.
WARD 7-2
Owen CoHesse
37r S. Orleans
OFFICER — Will Purdy
JUDGES — Mrs. Nina Jackssn
Mrs. Leola Moody. Geraldine
Jones, Dr. B. F. McCleaves.
Armstead Buford. Mrs. Clara
Winston. Mrs. Julia Thomas.
REGISTRARS — Miss Marie
Edmondson, Mrs. Pernia Wil-
liams.
WARD 8
Merrill School
303 Jones Street
WEEK OF NOV.5 960
NOTICE OF GENERAL ELECTION
The undersigned, S. Nelson Castle, G. B. "Pat"
Joyner, and Lester H. Brenner, Commissioners of
Elections for Shelby County, Tennessee pursuant to
law, hereby given notice of an election to be held in
all wards and precincts in the City of Memphis and
Shelby County, Tennessee on TUESDAY, NOVEM-
BER 8, 1960.
The election is called for the purpose of voting
for Presidential Electors for the Office of President
and Vice-President of the United States; United
States Senator; House of Representative for the
Ninth Congressional District of Tennessee; Public
WARD 1
St. Mary's School
Third & Market Sta.
OFFICER — Walter O'Neill
JUDGES — Mrs. Joe Castagni-
no, Mrs Christine Sanidas,
Mrs. Jessie Fruitticher, Mrs.
Elgie Forbess.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Anna H.
Jonas, Mrs. Mary F. Lazen-
by.
WARD 2
Shelby County Office Bldg.
157 Poplar Avenue
OFFICER — M. R. Barker
JUDGES — Carl A. Mentz, Pat
Yates, H. A. Rives, Mrs. Ef-
fie Stites. Mrs. Helen Bryant.
REGISTRARS — Mrs W. F.
Wenzler, Mrs. Cleve Read.
WARD 4
Memphis Salvage Corp.
214 Monroe
OFFICER — Vince Canine.
JUDGES — S. E. Carlton, A.
J. Fleischer, Frank J. Ellis.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Alma J.
Perry, Mrs. llma Franks.
WARD 5
393 Beale St.
OFFICER — Curtis Johnson
JUDGES — W. E. Scott, James
0. Scott, Felix West, Johnnie
Goodman, Randolph Smith,
Maurice Hulbert Mrs. Josie
JUDGES — Mrs. Justin Reed,
at., John Force, Mrs. John
Force Mrs. Peretta Tolbert,
Paul Kehoe Gertrude Smith,
WARD 12 WARD 17-1
Wisconsin School Jewish Community Center
176 Wisconsin 2016 Court
OFFICER — Mrs. Otelia M OFFICER — J. T. Douglas.
Davis. JUDGES — D. J. Foppiano, K.
Mrs. Louise Williams.
REGISTRARS — Geraldine
Fletcher, Louise M. Bacon.
WARD 13-1
Larose School
Crump & Wellington
OFFICER — Mrs. Emma Turn-
er. •
JUDGES — Mrs. Hattie K.
Smith, Mrs. Arminuar Turn-
er, Mrs. Shirlie Gray, Mrs.
Floretta Massey, Mrs. Alma
Barnes, Mrs. Texanna
REGISTRARS — Mrs. mattie
E. Day, Mrs. Virg a M. Port-
er.
WARD 13-2
Fire Station No. 14
387 McLemore
OFFICER — Frank H Moore.
JUDGES — Mrs. J. T. Ford,
Mrs H. R. Wilkinson, Mrs. R.
C. Potts, B. L. Hampton, H.
0 Stanfield, Aileen M. Mar-
mann, Elsie V. Marmann.
McComb, Mrs. M. Burt, Al- REGISTRARS — Mrs. H. 0
fred Chambers. Stanfield, Mrs. Jack Patter-
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Helen son.
King, Queen Ester Guy. WARD 131
WARD 6 A. B. Hill School
474 S. Main St. 1372 Latham
OFFICER.. Mrs. J. M. Cox OFFICER — L. F. Simpson.
JUDGES — John Georgelus. JUDGES — Mrs. Loyce E.
Raymond Shepard. Dortch, Mrs. Charles B. Jack-
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ora Lee son, E. L. Downing, Louis C.
Jones, Mrs. Effie Goad. Plyler, J. C. Hill, Mrs J. D.
Hogan.
REGISTRARS — Mrs Opal W.
Plyler Mrs. E. B. Hitt.
WARD 14-1
807 Walker
Lemoyne College
OFFICER — Tommie Wallace.
JUDGES —Mrs. Parallee Walk-
er, Lillie Caldwell, Mrs. Aud-
rey Allen, J. N. Cowan, Mrs.
Lillie Wheeler Estelle Wray,
Clara Willett, Mrs. George
Labarre, Mrs. Mary F. Wat-
kins. .The C McNeal.
— Rosetta
ler. Cora Parker.
WiRD 14-2
Vacant Store
$93-95 McLemore
OFFICER — Will Gray.
JUDGES — Nettie B. Rogers.
„ Lillian Newman, Dr. W. W.
Gibson, Thomas H. King.
Mrs. Vernon Dickens, Doro-
thy Walker
OFFICER — Owen M. Wade. REGISTRARS — Rhea
JUDGES — Ruby Banks, Mar- Hinds, Mrs. ';ladys Taylor.
tha J. Bramlett, Millie L. Al-
len, Mrs. Josephine Lopicolo,
Johnnie Dye, Mrs. Edna M.
Mitchell.
REGISTRARS — Mary E. Har-
wood, Myrtle A. Argubright.
wAgn 2
Pumping Station assembly 11,a.
Auction & Seventh
OFFICER — Melvin A. York
JUDGES —Cliff McCarver, sr..
Charles E. Nunnery, J. A
Mwrtin. Alma H. Trobaugn.
James F. Holcomb, Mrs. Pa-
tricia Denegri, Mrs. Rose-
mary Marshall, Mrs. Lillie D.
Buffort, Mrs. Willie Mae Bil-
lings. Mrs. lzelle Smith, Mrs.
Violet L. Owen.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. A.
Martin, Mary S. Denegri.
WARD 11-t
Locke School
788 St Paul
OFFICER — Mrs. Belle Petti
grew.
JUDGES — Mrs. Alice J. Shep-
hard, Mrs. 'Lula Buford.
Clarence Pope, Dorothy Gray
Gladys Johnson, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Russell, Mrs. Anna K.
Pope.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Jeanette
Flynn, Mrs. Audrey A. Fol-
some.
WARD 11-2
Foot.. Homes community Center
578 Mississippi Blvd.
OFFICER — Chester B. Cade
JuDGES — Will Taylor, Mrs.
Almanda Washington, Mrs.
Mettle Washington, George
Washington, Mrs. Roberta
Young, Mrs. Barbara Whit
w Caiverla Ishmael.Do, 
WARD I:,
Mansfield & Central
Red Cross Building
OFFICER — J. C. Lancaster.
JUDGES — A. Bennett Sanders
Jesse Cunningham, Dr. Law-
rence Fitzgerald, Mrs. R. L.
Grayson. Mrs. Guy Davis,
Wylie Holeman.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Allen
Redd, Mrs. Lester Green.
WARD 16-1
Idiewild School
:950 Linden
OFFICER — Chalmers Cullins.
JUDGES — Lawrence Mason,
Howard R. Winn, Erie E. El-
rod. Ward Barnum, Mrs. J.
E. Guppies
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Dorothy
T. Sullivan, Mrs. Lawrence
Mason.
WARD 16-2
Cossibt Librisiy
Mienst.t,eas a Peau.,dy
— 
W. potions.
•c0u1S0 — H. A. wiimui, L.ynn
h. I' trsUovtl, 110t181.0
airs. r... siailey, Airs. Ana
s.00tiy, Plurniel /Slane. Mts.
k urendott, jr.
4...1818 raista marl. W. C.
Jean, uneasy spinster.
WARD 164
Crump Stadium
Linden & C1017.11104 Sts.
OFFICER —Win. Henry Fisher
JUDGES — Dudley S. Jeffer-
son, L. H. Lanahan, D. B.
Crawley, Mrs. D. B. Craw-
ley, W. C. Bryant, Leo J.
Buchignanl, Mrs. Gordon
Hollingsworth, Mrs. Chas. S.
Doone, Earl P. Davis.
REG/grRAIS 
— 
Miss
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Clara Zimmerman. Helene E.
Parks, Mrs. Theltna Elion.son.
H. Robson, Mrs. W. P. Shea,
jr., Mrs. E. W. Ledbetter,
Mrs. Thomas Frazier, Mrs.
J. T. Douglas.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ben Ty-
ler, Mrs. Gladys M. Lee.
WARD 17-2
Catholic High School
57 N. McLean
OFFICER — Frank Flournoy.
JUDGES — Mrs. Evelyn M.
Rawlings, Sidney W. Rawl-
ings, Mrs. Hope LaBonte,
Louie Tyra, J. A. Totty, Mrs.
Hal Bailey.
REGIStRAttS — Mrs. J. A.
Totty Mrs. Marjorie K.
Jones
WARD 17-3
Memphis Fa. Loinmission office
1416 Court
OklicLit — riu. Acred.
JULKILJ — Mrs. Etnel M.
ranswii, Mrs. J. it. Iselsoo, WARD 2
2
Mrs. Lousse itarwood, Mrs. Grant
 School
haymona eLpLi, MrS L. et. 190 
Chelsea
isieciseariage, Ars. J. M. OFFICER — P.
 G. Krouse.
ireauway, J. M. ileaUWay, JUDGES — Fay
 Caldwell, H. C.
John P. Brown. 
Sellers, Willie Dearing, Susie
Hyde, Lillie L. Boskey, Rose
NOVEMBER 8, 1960
Service Commissioner for East Tennessee Division;
State Senators for the 30th, 32nd and 33rd Senatorial
Districts of Tennessee to the General Assembly;
State Representatives to the General Assembly of
Tennessee for Positions 1 through 8 from Shelby
County and voting on Constitutional Amendment re-
lating to the extension of the term of Trustee, Article
VII, Section I.
The polls in all voting precincts in the City of
Memphis and the County of Shelby will open at 8:30
a. m. and close at 7:30 p. m. Central Standard Time.
NOTICE is further given that City, County,
WARD 21.2
Dave Wells Comm. Center
Chelsea & Ayers
OFFICER — Alex Meyer.
JUDGES — Mrs. Robert 0.
Walker, Rosa Spore, Mrs. Al-
bert Smith, Mrs. Marvin E.
Sims, Mrs. Geo. D. Ashton,
Mrs Clyde E. Smith, John
Grashot.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. T.
Mills, Mrs. Pauline Reitz.
WARD 17-4
Alchymia Temple
1257 Poplar Ave.
OFFICER — John J. Bailey.
JUDGES —Mrs. W. H. Monsar-
rat, Ruth Stapleton, Mrs.
Mattie Yates, B. H. Pierce,
Mrs. Henry Bowden.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. John H.
Mitehell jr., Mrs. Wade
Crockett.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Anna P. Natt, Mrs. Frankie Ruffin,
Hawkins, Mrs. A. H. /last- Mrs. Bobby Corzine, Mrs. W.
ings. R. Stegall.
REGISTRARS — Mrs Nellie A.
Krouse, Mildred E. Warren.
WARD IS
Associated General Contractors
320 S. Dudley
OFFICER — E. M. Holder, jr.
JUDGES — Lucille R. Waller,
T. W. Waller, Sam J. Andrews
Mrs. Alfred U. Council, Al-
fred U Council, Mrs. Shirley
Smith.
REGISTRARS — Nora Fon-
taine, Nell C. Wharton.
WARD 19
Waldran & Jefferson
OFFICER — C. S. Baugh.
JUDGES — Helen Gray, Mrs.
Vivian Wood, Mrs. Scott B.
Harris, Mrs. Grace C. Frank-
lin, Mrs. Jonn Arnold, Mrs.
Pat Evans. Mrs. C. S. Baugh,
Mrs Rose M. Bowling.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. H. Trent
Davis, Mrs. Kay Thompson.
WARD 20-1
Memphis College of Music
1822 Overton Park Avenue
OFFICER —Dr. Arthur Sample
JUDGES Mrs. Arthur Sample,
Ben Gay Mrs. Arnold Klyce,
Mrs. James Breytspraak,
Mrs. Evelyn Lewine, C. S.
Moser, Herbert Morris, Ira
W. Pyron, Mrs. Chas. Patton.
RLGISTRARS—Mrs. Lawrence
F. Grehan, Mrs. James Mer-
rin.
WARD 20-2
Stonewall .,odge
1583 Overton Park
OFFICER — Arley A. Nichols
JUDGES — Evelyn Boswell,
Arthur F. Schoembs. Agnes
O'Leaiy, Mary 01 eary, Lou
ise H. Betz, Mrs. Sam B.
Herrin Mrs. Julian Ayemett,
C. W. bteabsailip, Mildred
Contello.
REGISTRARS — Clara M.
Smith, Rose Cissell.
WARD 20-3
Memphis Vocational School
221 MontEomerv
OFFICES — .J. Raney.
JUDGES — Mrs. Grace McKit
rick, Mrs. Eva A. Benedict,
Mrs. Karline L. Harris, Mrs.
R. J. Reynolds, R. J. Rey-
nolds, Mrs. Sophie Druker.
REGISIRARS - Mrs. Albert
Steiner, Mrs. Robert E. Turn-
er.
WARD 21-1
Fire Station No. 15
Decatur & Easton
OFFIcr,K — Arthur Gemignani
'LOGES — Mrs. Joel T. Frazi-
er, Mrs. Eleanor Palmer,
Mrs. Louise Seriucci, Mrs.
Lou Fined, It B. Lverett, Jr,
Jeuerson U. Calhoun, inumas
c. Wynns, Nichols M. Wynne,
Anna Mrs, Mamie A. Thurman.
Greg- 11r,Gls dARS — Mrs 
Rota
Surber, Mrs. Ben Wiliam.
WARD 23
Memphis Housing Authority
700 Adams-Ave.
OFFICER — Herbert S. Esch.
JUDGES — Jewel Jordan, Vera
Dudley, P. M. Mitchell,
Deese H. Ryan.
REGISTRARS — Hazel L. Wil-
son, Elma A. Turner.
WARD 24-1
Fire Station No. 10
148 S. Parkway, W.
OFFICER — Pearlene Tate.
JUDGES — Mrs. Rosie Dawson
Mrs. Annie Swatts, Mrs. Jo-
me Walker, Mrs. Virginia
Wade.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mary B
Love, Mrs. Annie E. Holmes.
WARD 24-2
Mt. Moriah Baptist
1264 Florida Coin-O-Wash
OFFICER — Mrs. Fannie M. 948 So. 
Cooper
Harris, OFFICER — D. L. 
Johnson.
JUDGES — Sena Campbell, JUDGES — W. D
. Howell, Mrs.
Mrs. Jessie Mae liendersdn, Hattie Surratt, E.
 F. Sanford.
Mrs. Melvanor Fisher, Ma-
lisa Williams, Mrs. Ray
Washington, Elijah R. Robin-
son, Mrs. Bertha Scruggs,
Mrs. Jessie Gilliland, Willie
Lee Thomas.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Inez
Payne, Mrs. Marguerite
Turner.
WARD 36-1
Dnowden School
1870 N. Parkway
OFFICER — Arnc A. Brugge.
JUDGES — Jared Blanchard,
Charles Nichols, Avery
Blankeney, Martha E. Ram-
sey, Mrs. Charles Andrews,
Mrs. Sig Levi, Anthony As-
REGISTRARS — Mrs. George pero, Mrs. John Patrichios.
R. Tallent, Mrs. Fred Y. De- REGISTRARS — Mrs. Bessie
muth. Harrell, Mrs. Lucille Collins.
WARD 31-4 WARD 36-2
Crippled Childrens Hospital Vacant Building
2009 Lamar 1434 Ja
ckson
OFFICER — W. Neal Maxwell, OFFI
CER — E. L. Williamson.
JUDGES — 0. F. Soderstrom, JUDGES 
— Mrs. Gertrude Car-
Alice Maxwell, A. A. Meyer, penter, Roy L. Stone,
 Albert
A. A. Bumpus, A. L. Duvall. Gross, H. Her
bert Weir, Jake
W. B. Donigan, Mrs. W. B. Principi, R. L. She
rrick, John
Donigan, Mrs. A. L. Devlin. Getz, Miss Hazel Bak
er, E. A.
REGISTRARS — Mrs J. R. McDermott, Mrs
. John Getz,
Stelman, Mrs. J. E. Conley. REGISTRARS — 
Mrs. Ethel
WARD 32-1 Harris,
 Mrs, P. B. Peebles,
Lamar Terrace WARD 36-3
1111 Lamar Vacant Dwelling
OFFICER — Neal E. Tidwell. 1689 Jackso
n Ave.
JUDGES — Mrs. Ida B. Groves OFFICER — C. E.
 Rauscher.
Burris C. Berry, Mrs. Willie JUDGES — John R. A
day, sr.,
Oglesby, Kathryn Patterson, Miss Irene Hall, 
Mrs. Milton
Mrs. Luby Sanderson, Mrs. Bowers, sr„ Mrs. 
Alice Saw-
ens, Mrs, J. D. Wham, Claude
Christley, G. J. Brannon.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Margue-
rite Radford, Mrs. Paul
Flynn.
WARD 37-1
REGISTRARS — Miss Ora B. OFFICER — Randolph H
olt. Lester Street School
Moore, Mrs. Artie A Nelson. JUDGES — Ruth A. 
Pegram, 584 Lester
Josephine Holt, Mrs. Georgia OFFICER —Jewell 
W. Kirksey.
Watts, Mrs. Ann Mims. JUDGES —Carl A. 
Russell, LII-
REGISTRARS — Bessie Stovall
Dorothy Ingram,
WARD 33-1
Fire Station No. 13
Parkway & Broad
OFFICLA — Mike Gavin.
JuDGLS — J. W. P. lemming,
Barney T. Highland, Mrs.
Harvey Taylor, Mrs. A. G.
Black, Mrs. Jacx Powers,
Sam itemuert, jr. 2862 Poplar Ave.
ftssulalittAttS — Mrs. W. F. OFFICER — Robert E. Mar-
WARD 21-3
Klondike School
1250 Vollentine
OFFICER — R. L. Greer.
JUDGES — Mrs. Bernice J.
Harris, Mrs. Arizona M. Fort,
Mrs. Willie Mae Brooks, Mrs.
Julia P. Pulliam, Mrs. Wil-
liam Evans, Mrs. Irene Mit-
chell, Will Robinson, Beatrice
Grandberry, Mrs. Alice L.
Holeman, James Clark, Mrs,
Dorothy Mae Harris, Nelson
Jackson.
REGISTRARS —Mrs. Margaret
A. Hill, Miriam Gray.
Church
WARD 25-1
Walker Ave. School
885 S. Lauderdale
OFFICER — Lofton Bowers.
JUDGES — Mrs. Marie A. Wil-
son, Marx Gordon, Mrs. Er-
ma Jones, J. Ashton Hayes,
Mrs. A. W. Willis, Mrs. Cor-
n le Bowers, Mrs Alma E. Cut-
ler, Henry W. Beecner, Olive Bernice Bridgeforth.
Baser, Margaret Purdy, REGISTRARS —Patricia Hack-
Arthur C. Brown. ett, Mrs. Eleanor B. Hoskins.
Re.GLstRAKS —Airs Arah ye-
meyers, Mrs. Annie Lee Jen- WARD 30
nusgs. Peabody Comm. Center
Tanglewond & Central
WARD 352 OFFICER — J. J. Sweeney.
St. Thomas School JUDGES — Neely Grant, Ed;
$80 Trigg mund M. Lingenfelder, Ma-
OFFICER —Mrs. Orville Flack. .rino Albonetti, George Clark,
JuDGES — Jerome T. Phillips,
Edith Phillips, Opal stoddard,
Sue Edmondson, Mrs. Mil-
dred Ayers, Mrs. Ethel Born-
er.
Ite.G18TRARS — Mrs. Helen
Griffin, Vivian Mc.ruity.
WARD 25-3
841..tuatue avian
tie/ Ittegniond
OFFICEn — Getn,,e frafford.
•oiour..S — Mrs. r...Veiyo L.,eu-
aerinon, Mrs. Eloise casem,
Miss Ails Mae withams,
,bk r t.rne...alie Gummy,
J rules HoulleS.
sta..u.assitiata — sirs. k lerit
VVIiiiatiLS, Mrs.
WARD 26-2
Vacant Building
979 McLemore
OFFICER —Charles A. Cleaves
JUDGES — Mrs. Clare Wilson,
Inez F. Glenn, Ruthie Mae
Deberry, Mrs. Kay Thornton,
Mrs. A. M. Owens, Selena D.
Jackson, Arthur Peques, Mrs.
Stable W. Winte, Kenneth L.
Delp, Mrs. Maxine A. Smith,
Mrs. Natalie Wadley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Vivian
L. Willis, Mrs, Annie Jean
Goodloe.
WARD 27-1
Humes School
659 N. Manassas
OFFICER — Sular J. Mondy.
JUDGES — Mrs Marie J. Bro-
gan, Mrs. Ruth B. Beck, Mrs.
Leona Dixon, Mrs. Mazie
Sanders, Mrs. Verlie Morgan,
Mrs. Beatrice D. Butler.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Fred J.
Wells, Mrs, John R. Dalton,
jr
WARD 27-2
Fire Station No. 6
924 Thomas St.
OFFICER — Edwin J. Cox.
JUDGES — Mrs. Mettle N. Sue
 Sandidge.
Moore, Mrs. Eva Tillman, REGISTR
ARS — Mrs. Lalah
Barker, Mrs. Clyde Hughey.
WARD 32-2
Vacant House
981 Sledge
Mrs, Ernestine Hughen. Mrs.
Annie Benson, Mrs. Anna
Parker, A. E. Withers, Miss
Vernita Doggett,
WARD Z8-1
Lenox School
519 S. Edgewood
OFFICER — J. B. Ferguson.
JUDGES — Mildred Harris, H.
E. Pike, P. K. Holden, Tom
Avery, Mrs. J. B Ferguson,
John F. Moloney.
REGISTRARS — Hazel L. God-
man, Alice N. Booth.
WARD-28-2
Hill Bros. Motor Co.
2144 Msdison
OFFICER — J. D. Marks.
JUDGES — Mrs. Henry Rawl-
inson, Henry Rawlinson. R.
Hale Mosley, E. M. Kinney,
Mrs. William Dewey, A. F.
Wattam, Mr. J. N. Bagwell.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Connoe
O'Sullivan, Mrs Margaret R.
Patty.
WARD 29-1
REGISTRARS — Ada Coulter,
Olga Distretti,
WARD J1-1 
WARD 35-2
Peabody School
20N6 Young 
Riverview School
White, Mrs. Emily P. Cannon, 
JUDGES—Mrs. Thelma Jubirt,
OFFICER 2-60 Ajllitiebertrt.1 a ckson.
OFFICER — rravis H. Howell. JUDGES — Mrs. St
able M. 
WARD 39 airs. Gracie D. Smith, Mrs.
JUDGES — Mrs. A. C. Ander- Young, Mrs. Cora 
Carson. 
Manassas School Lola W Williams, Mrs. Susie
. John Morris J. E. Huif man, Connie White. Mrs.
 Callie 
781 Firestone
Nichols. David L. Edmond,
son, Mrs. u. L. Rogers, Mrs. Mrs. Furdie M. B
urton, Mrs. 
Williams, Paul H e n r y,
.1. W. Morris, Mrs. W. L. 
JUDGES — Carrie Hatcher,
OFFICER — Louis Hall.
Mrs. Annie M. Jordon, Sam
Ward, J. M. Go.dwyn. Mrs. 
AMliblleerrt. mMiresk. jeA.lberta Howard, Geo, A. Taylor, Doris Brooks Bush, Mrs. Alberta Harris,
1). 0. Cavagnaro. 
Silas Tally, Willie Worley, El • George Harrell, Lillie Mae
ILGISTRARS — Mrs. F. L. 
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Lula
an. 
len Johnson, Nannie Dixon,
REGISTRARS—Mr's. Frances
Mcuarver, Mrs. Ladue Hart. 
White, Mrs. Hazel Lee Norm
WARD 31-2 
thy Anderson.
Minnie Sawyer, Mrs. Doro-
J. Hicks, Mrs. Doris J. Wit.
%scant Store 
WARD 35-3 REGISTRARS — Ernestine hams
1027 McLean 
Carver School Hall. Edna Townsend.
OFFICER — Richard T. Poole. OFFR Llt — 
Mrs. Julia M.
1591 Pennsylvania WARD 40-1
High Point Terrace Arcade
WARD 44 Precinct 1
4uDGES — Mrs. Juanita Bar- Clay. 
Chicago Park School
High Point Terrace & Philwood
Wilkinson, Mrs. A. H. kiasen- Mrs. I,ettie 
Mae Dean, Mrs. 
OFFICER — Fred M. Agee.
141$ Breedlove
tholomew, Mrs. Alice Sue JUDGES — Ars. 
Aide Smith, OFFICER—W. P. Steele
mullet', 1. W. Eller, Mrs. Eloise Flo
wers, Rev. H. 11. 
JUDGES — William H. Johnson JUDGES—Wm. C. Bishln, Rowe
James Walters, Mrs. C. C. Jones. 
Dan Thomas, Mrs. 
Chthaaer 1 iKe a le, LeemrsH. u6orseuyise, sEhuilrit.
M Belcher, Mrs. Gladys Hall,
1. tors, J. L. alcISrlor, W. 
Lampbeli, trans, D. Clans, Clara West, 
Mrs. Maisel Kog- ley. James Douglas, Wm. C. 1' L. Willia
ms, .:urtis B.
U. Granger 
W. H. Wilkinson. era 
$ Davis, Mrs. Mary Gray, Leek. Mrs. Leonard Shea,
lui, Lou k..mma Harrington. 
now. Mrs. Jo Ann Schwendi•1 
bert Whitney, Mrs. Hattie
mann. 
— 
Mrs. L. Le „. t..i.,' KARS — 
51 r s Wil-
1 Threlkeld. 
REGISTRARS — _gills Cham-
bers, Mrs. Alice H. Lewis.
Theresa Wilder.
Continued On Page 15szulst LIARS — Mrs A. R. Bo- attiI
STRARS 
Jim Wilbanks. Mrs R. M.
State or Federal Government employees are not eligi-
ble to serve as election officials by State Statute Sec.
2-1120. Any such employee listed herein is requested
to inform the Election Commission for removal of
name by calling JAckson 7-0028.
The Following Officials Are Appointed To Hold Th.
Election:
By Order Of Shelby County Election Commission
S. NELSON CASTLE, Chairman
G. B. "PAT" JOYNER, Member
LESTER H. BRENNER, Secretary
WARD 31-3
Oak Park "Y"
Willett & Foster
OFFICER — John F. Lucchesi.
'JUDGES — Mrs. Albert G.
Hayes, Mrs. Sid A. Law, Mrs.
F. L. Cox, Mrs. C. F. Ingram,
P. P. Hall, Mrs. S. E. Mar-
shall, Carol Lucchesi
bade, Mrs. Stanley riaray.
WARD 33-2
Armstrong r naittufe Store
2533 Broad
OFFICER — B. C. McKee.
JUDGES —Mrs. Louise Harlow
R. S. Hawkins, Harry Norton,
Mrs. Arverne Abel, Theo, N.
Henley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mable
Finch, Mrs. R. S. Simpson.
WARD 34-1
Vacant Building
1483 Mississippi
han McNeal, Mrs. A. W. Da-
cus, Mrs. F. C. Holland, Mrs.
Julia Parnam, Mrs. Nolan
Turner, Mrs. Cassie Free-
man, Aannie L. Russell, Vio-
let Junes.
RLutSiltARS --Mrs. Catherine
Sweet, Mrs. Marie Marchetti.
WARD 37-2
Melody Music Shop
shall.
JUDGES — Mary L. Msrshall,
Mrs. Mary L. Peeler, km
C. W. Chastain, T. L. Peeler.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Earl
Moreland, Mrs. C. D. Eaves.
WARD 38-1
Grahamwood School
3950 Summer Avenue
OFFICER — W. B. Herbert.
JUDGES — Mrs. Margaret
Hatcher, Mrs. Lee Miller, D.
A. Ellis, Mrs. Douglas Cooper
Charles M. Kennedy, Nell Da-
cus, Erline Cole.
REGISTRARS — Juanita R.
Campbell, Erline B. Dye.
WARD 38-3
Highland Hts. Presby. Church
3300 Summer Ave.
OFFICER — L. A. McCune.
JUDGES — Mrs. G. M. LaHue,
Mrs. Sam McCalla, Mrs. Mar-
garet Alderson, Mrs. Christal
Edwards, Mrs. Robert 0'-
WARD 40-2
Vollentine School
1682 Vollentine
OFFICER — Harold Davis.
JUDGES — Chris E. Arnouit,
Louis Donati, C. E. Barren-
tine, Eddie C. Doyle, Mrs. J.
L. Dixon, Mrs. Carl West,
Charles A. Davis, jr.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Rea L.
Brooks, sr., Mrs. Lou Rafael.
WARD 41.1
Shannon School
2248 Shannon Street
OFFICER — George C. Caudle
JUDGES — Mrs. Arizona Ca-
rothers, Mrs. Mary E. Woods,
Mrs, Audrey Gales, Mrs.
Geraldine Fulton, Booker T.
Moore, Rev. Lee E. Mitchell.
Jackson Gales, Mrs. Thelma
Bailey, Earline Baker, Mrs.
Gracie Mae Parker.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Georgia
McCain, Mrs. Linnie Mae
Garrett
WARD 41-2
Baron Hirsch Synagogue
1740 Vollentine
OFFICER — G. T. Wingo.
JUDGES — Sidney L. Nicholas,
Richard McNicholas, Mrs. W.
A. Ryan, George Klepper, jr.,
Thomas Rhodes, Umbert Pie-
rini.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Umbert
Pierini, Mrs. George Dorman.
WARD 41-3
Hyde Park School
1281 Tuncia
OFFICER — Harry Winfield.
JUDGES — Sam A. Langford,
Josephine Harris, Rev. B. J.
Benson, Mrs. Arnaid Britt.,
Mrs. Dorinda Gray, Rev M.
Winfield.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Marjorie
T. Johnson, Mrs. Alice G. Mc-
Kinney.
WARD 42-1
Teat (Hollowell's Garage)
2420 Chelsea
OFFICER — H. D. Bomar,
JUDGES — Mrs. Lola Marie
Kinney, Mrs. Leona Dayle,
Chas. 0. Weir, J. C. Evans,
A. D. Heflin.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Ann
Newton, Mrs. Joe Rinaldi.
WARD 42 Precinct 2
1346 Bryan
Hollywood School
OFFICER—W. B Barron
JUOGES—Mrs. W. P. Majors,
Al.s. W B. Barron, Dallas
Walker, J. T. Crips, Leonard
Berry, Mrs. Julius A. Byrd,
Mrs. Ellis Malone, Mrs. Joe
Petty, Mrs. Marie Hodgson
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Margue-
rite Davis, Mrs. Marie Bowles
WARD 43 Precinct 1
Fire Station No. 23
3468 Jackson Ave.
WARD 36-1
cumuling 6C11001
1037 LiiiiiMititS
— L. JeAton.
— Mrs. virgin's La
neer, John it' Litueer, eVe
Mrs. E. M. McCalla, Roy, 
OFFICER — Kyle Hasley.
JUDGES —Mrs. M. B. Swinney,
Emerson, C. W. Kinsey, Flori Mrs. Myrtle Oliver, Mrs.
ra Odom, Joseph II, Fergu-
. Martha Todd, Tom Tidwell,
son, sr., Mrs. Bowers Hick- Rector, Mrs. Irene As-
man. Roy Keathley.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. L.
 tor, Mrs. Adele Harris.
Oliver.Robinson, Mrs. B. M. Peter- 
REPGhiIiiSiTNR,ANItiSrs.
—EthMelrs0
son. WARD 34-2
WARD 29-2
Argo Cleaners
Orange Mound Swimming Pool 1534 S. Lauderdale
2376 Carnes Ave. OFFICER — D. S. Thraikill,
OFFICER — J. A. Shappley. JUDGES — Jesse McMahon, C.
JUDGES — G. W. Wynne, Sirs. B. Gallagher, J. P. Walters,
M. H. Strong, Frank Lowe,
Rudolph H. Johnson, Ray F. Mrs- 3. P
. Walters, Z.
W. R. Bradford, Mrs. Elvira
Gordon, Mrs. Arthur Perkins,
Grant Parham, Mrs. Frances 
Cody, Mrs. Ernestine Boone.
Mrs. Flora Platt.
Bridgeforth, Mrs. Certia Mad- REGISTRARS — Mrs. Zeb Lo-
veil, 0. M. Burks, M
rs. S.
Jeanette Thrailkill.
WARD 35-1
Florida St. School
3560 Florida
OFFICER — Mrs. Ruth E. Per-
ry.
JUDGES — Mrs. Saddle Jen-
nings, Mrs. Georgia Mae
Nicholson, Henry Anderson,
Mrs. Verunia Cox, Mrs. Mar.
tha Woodhouse, Willie B.
Troy Gatlin. Mrs. Troy Gatlin 
Ssreeter, Mamie E. Prince.
Mrs. Mildred Hinz. ' 
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Bernice
Young, Mrs. Alberta Snell.
Brien, Clarence Forrester,' OFFI
CER—George T. Walker
Mrs. F. F. Walker. JUDGES—Mrs. S. Si. Mc
Kee,
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Irby Fin-
ley, Mrs. C. B. Anderson. 
J. K. Fly, A. E. Saums,
Harold C. Parkey, Helen
WARD 38-3 Latham, Melvin Greer
Amoco Serv. Sta. REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. E.
Macon Road & Jackson Ave. Saums Nancy Hansen
OFFICER — K. A. McEwen.
JUDGES — Mrs. Joe D. Hard- WARD
 43 Precinct 2
esty, Mrs. W. H. Roberts, Leawood Baptist 
Church
Mrs. W. H. Carlie, Mrs, J. F. 1148 Dyer
Crossno, Mrs E. C. Catlin, OFFICER—Jimmy A Hayes
Mrs. J. C. McHughes. JUDGES—J. R. Jolet, Curtis H.'
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Todd M.
Miller, Mrs. S. E Rickman. 
Halford Mrs. Josephine Con-
WARD
.
 
38-4 nolo, F 
R. Wintker, Mrs. F.
Treadwell School R.
 Wintker
920 N. Highland REGISTRARS—Mrs. 
W. H.,
OFFICER — 1. W. Cannon. 
McGill, Margaret P. Lloyd ,
JUDGES — C. M. Kennedy.
Mrs. Thelma Rifleman, Mrs. 
WARD 43 Precinct 3
J. R. Cotten. Mrs. L. C. 
Wil- Douglas High S
chool
3200
son, Mrs. Clarice M. Blakely, 
Mt. Olive
ItzuiSTRARS — Mrs. Gene it. OFFICER—
Isaac Stone
4o,
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Gibson, Mrs Mattye B. Wit.
roy
REGISTRARS 
— Mrs. Harry
Cosby, Mrs. L. W. Danielson
Ward 44 Preicnt 2
Brownstone Building
115 St. Albans Fairway
OFFICER—W. R. Flippin
JUDGES—I. W. Holthofer, Don
Watford, Walker Wellford,
jr , Mrs. Walker Wellford,
Paul Gillespie, Mrs. Mabel
Bacigalupo. Mrs. W. E. Ward,
John R Kinnie, Julian Cohen
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Thomas
Kirk, Mrs. C. D. Akers, jr.
WARD 44 Precinct 3
Galloway Club House
00 3815 Walnut Grove Rd.FFICER—Lawrence W. Har-
rison Sr.
JUDGES—John W. Bain, J. P.
Goldschmid Jack W Kenner,
D.. R J. Reynolds, Mrs. R.
J. Reynolds, Mrs. Lawrence
Megel
EEGISTRARS—M r s. J. A.
Lawn. Mrs. Mose Alperin
WARD 44 Precinct 4
East High School
3206 Poplar Ave.
OFFICER—J. H. Gates
JUDGES—Frances F. Newell,
Kathryn B. Davis, Marjorie
Davis, Mrs. Joe Gates, Beu•
lah Wiebenga, Ken Rhineber
ger, Mrs. Leonard Pierotti,
Leonard Pierotti
REGISTRARS Mrs. George
Franks, Mrs. W. E. Ward
WARD 44 Precinct 5
Ilk 
Fire Station No. 17
611 National
FFICER—George T. Smith
JUDGES—Mrs. Dorothy Whita-
ker, Margaret Lakey, Mrs.
Vadia Hathaway, K. M.
Hathaway, C E. Whitaker,
Mrs. Don L. Fuqua, John
Novell, Beulah Travis
Hall, Mrs. Etta Gadd
WARD 45 Precinct 1
Pink Palace
Chickasaw Gardens
OFFICER—Fred A. Burmeis-
ter
JUDGES—Geo J. Langenecker,
Fred Bauer, Jr., Wm. 0. Gor-
don, Mrs Geo Madlinger,
Mrs. Keith Spurrier, Mrs.
James Hughes, Carl A. Fuess,
W. J. Cody, Jr., Tim Tread-
S
well, Jr., Mrs. Millsaps Fitz-
hugh Keith Spurrier
EGISTRARS- -Mrs. Helen
Murley, Mrs. W. D. Mathis
Jr.
WARD 45 Precinct 2
Lion's Den
672 Semmes
OFFICER—C. W Hubbard
WARD 47 Precinct 3
Bethel LaBelle Comm Center
2696 LaRose
OFFICER — David S. Jones.
JUDGES — Mrs. Mildred E
Jones, Mrs. J. C. Hailer, jr.,
Mrs. J. H. Brock, Mrs. R. L.
Talley, Mrs. Fannie B. Parks,
Lucie Campbell, Mrs. A. J.
Kelley, James D. Anthony,
Mrs. Mildred E. Jones, Mrs
Joe Worrell, George Newell
REGISTRARS — Mrs.
C. Perlitius, Mrs. W.
mick.
Luceal
A. Wo-
WARD 48
Hamilton School
1478 Wilson
OFFICER — Mrs. Bernice Alex-
ander.
JUDGES — Mrs. Mary Eliza-
beth Lee, Mrs. Corene Mc-
Williams, Mrs. Pearl Jack-
son, Mrs. Carrie Mabry, Mrs.
Maude G. Sartor, Mrs. Rubye
Lee Bankhead, Mrs. Vera L.
Archibald, Miss Hattie S
nie T. Sweet.
Wall, Verlie Wall, Mrs. Fan-
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Fennie
T. Monger, Mrs. Mary Lind
sey.
WARD 49 Precinct 1
Allen Pumping Station
Dison Street
OFFICER — Jack W. Young...
JUDGES — M r s. Frances
Young, Clifford Harris, Troy,
N. Cordell, Charles M. Far
ley, Harold E. Garrett, John
T. Linxwiler, Harry C. Simp
son.
REGISTRARS — Virginia H.
Cordell, Grace L. Beckett.
WARD 49 Precinct 2
Pine Hill Comm. Center
Alice Street
JUDGES—Mrs. Hulet Beard, OFFICER — T. E. Parker, jr.
Mrs. L. L. Turner, Mrs. Fay JUDGES — Mrs. A. B. Collins,
Mrs. M. S. Hamilton, Mrs. L.
R. Wolf, Mrs. Howard Hill.
Mrs. W. H. Davis, Mrs. J. E.
Jolly, Mrs. Frances F. Durff.
Mrs. C. A. Stewart, Jack
Lavelle, Mrs. Jack LaVelle
Brower, Irwin Hooper, G. H.
Luckett. Mrs Jewell Hub.
bard L L. Turner, W. H.
Duke
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Herman
Taylor, Mrs A. B. Ricketts
WARD 45 Precinct 3
Fire Station No. 18
3426 Southern
OFFICER — Geo. R. Holley.
JUDGES J. B. Carney, Mrs.
Geo. R. Holley, Mrs. Henry
•
Froman, Bill Snowdy, John
B. Edgar, Mrs. John B. Ed-
gar. J. W. Ashworth.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Bruce
Ely, Mrs. Lee Morse.
WARD 45 Precinct 4
St. John's Episcopal Church
322 S. Greer
OFFICER — T. K. Robinson
JUDGES — Mrs. P. A. Worley,
Mrs. C. N. Stokes, Mrs. Rob
ert Ruffin, jr., John E. Jen
flings, Charles G. Boyer
Charles S. Peete, Lawrence
Jaceph, David V. Johnson.
REGISTRARS — Mrs, F. M
Duke, Mrs. John C. Moss.
WARD 46 Precinct 1
Memphis State University
Patterson St.
OFFICER — R. W. Johnson
JUDGES — F. A. Rawls, Haw
thorne Wallis, John E. Far
nor, A. J. Myer, Mrs. E. L.a Cole.
EGISTRARS — Mrs. Joe Mats
races, Mrs. Harry Spear;, Sr.
WARD 44 Precinct 2
Furniture By Fleming
3574 Park
OFFICER — R. P. Weigel.
JUDGES — Mrs. Winnie C
Morris, Mrs. Dora M. Harri-
son, Mrs. Katherine S. Hall,
E A. Wedaman, Mrs. Jessie
I. Wells, R. S. Hall, Mrs, Ben
Fondell.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. L
Bell, Mrs. R. W. Rosebrough
REGISTRARS — Mrs.
Morgan, Mrs. Alonzo
WARD 50 Precinct
Vacant Store
380 Outer Parkway
OFFICER — M r s. Mildred
Hicks.
JUDGES — Mrs. Viola Branch,
Mrs. Louise Lester, Mrs
Ella Crowe, Mrs. Georgia Mc-
Neal, Willie Webb, Mrs. Gus
tie L. Johnson, Mrs. Queenie
Davis.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Annie
Gaskin, Mrs. Annie Craddock.
WARD 50 Precinct 2
Mallory Heights School
2058 Shelby
OFFICER — H. R.
JUDGES — Prudence B. Teal,
Ferne E. Grantham, ?Andres.
Hutcheson, Mrs. Ruby Mason,
Roy G. Peden, Marcus Sluani
0 W. Rakes:sew, E. C. Web
cc, N. E. Sloan, Mrs. Alice
Morton.
WARD 46 Precinct 3
Audubon Club House
Park Avenue
OFFICER — Guy C. Fisher. ..
JUDGES — Mrs. Gladys F.
Coolican, Mrs. Hugh Humph-
reys, Mrs. R. B. Shrewsbury,
Mrs, Lewis Donelson, .1 B
Nolen, Mrs. Guy Fisher.
ir    REGISTRARS — Mrs. ClydeWarren, Mrs. Helen Salter.
Sadie
Cook.
1
WARD 47 Precinct 1
Vacant Store
1441 S. Tresevant
OFFICER — John F. Bates.
RIDGES — Mrs. Harold Mit
chell, Mrs. Louise Winborn,
Liddie Irene Clanton, Edna C.
Caplinger, Mrs. W. C. Sowell.
Mrs. Leonard Peters.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. C. T
Clanton, Mrs. Kathleen John ford.
WARD 47 Precinct 2
Manuel's Flowers
2510 Lamar
OFFICER — 0. B. Hartsfield.
WARD 52 Precinct 1
Springdale School
880 Hollywood
OFFICER — Gordon Robert-
JUDGES — Arthur L. Cox,
Clovis H. Causey, Chas. C.
Handley, Ann Krasner, Mrs
A. B. Ewing, Banks Leonard.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Robert
L. Simpson, Mrs. Lewis Al.
WARD 52
Precinct 2
Victory Baptist Church
577 E. Hollywood
OFFICER—J. B. Mason Sr.
JUDGES — Mrs. Helen Wil- JUDGES--Mrs. Edward Neely,
hams, Mrs. Catherine Casa Mrs. Thelma Vaughn, H. A.
retta, Opal Strawbridge, Mary I Murray, James Martin, Rolla
Hattaway, J. L. Erwin, Harry Smith, Mrs. Wm E. Lee, Mrs.,
tare H Pruitt, G. H. Bole-J. Liberty, jr., R. G. Wens Dale Bentley. nett. Mrs C. A. Hoots. Mrs.
Icy. 1REGISTRARS — Mrs E K. man, T G. Cupples. A. M.
.
H Kubik, Clyde Pease
REGISTRARS — Inez Roch Hague, Mrs. A. 0. Chandler. 
Carney Mrs E. Jackson 
REG1STRARS—Mrs Ray Ve-REGISTRARS—Mrs. Edward A,
nable, Mrs. Chas B. Brute
WARD a
Jackson School
392.5 Wales
OFFICER—A. B. Irwin, Jr.
JUDGES—M r s. Buford L.
Smith, Mrs J. W. Card, Mrs.
Jishn Williams, Monroe Parks,
C. ;. Hinsley, H. A. Wendt,
s I. Davis, sr., James F.
Davis, Mrs. T. F. Chance,
REGISTRARS—M r s. Louise
Irwin, Mrs. R. J. Billions
elle Mrs, H. E. Soule, Jr WARD 52
Precinct 3
Vacant Building
3034 Summer Ave.
OFFICER—Floyd D. Rowe Jr.
JUDGES— Mrs. Jack Berry,
Mrs. Howard Fletcher, Mrs.
Harry Jacobs, Frank Mensi,
Mrs. Frank Mensi, Mrs. H.C.
Bergdorf, Billy Cox Sr.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. C. Buford
Holland, Mrs. Bernice Morri-
son.
WARD 53
Precinct 1
Kingsbury School
1284 N. Graham
OFFICER—E. L. Nolen, Jr.
JUDGES—Annie Mae Jackson,
Sally McKee, Lillie B. Hoop-
er, Montine Long, Mrs. Caro-
lyn Mason, Clara Faye Smith,
Mrs. Elaine Young, Mrs. Wal-
ter E. Jessen, Mrs. Martha
Boyette, C. 0. Boyette, Marie
Van Orman.
REGISTRARS — Mary Evelyn
Campbell, Mrs. Marie B
Brinn.
WARD 53
Precinct 2
Wells Sta. School
1612 Wells Sta. Rd.
OFFICER— Myrtle Lyles
JUDGES—Mrs. Virgil W. Dug-
ger, Jr., Mrs. Evelyn Lang-
ley, Mrs. Stanley P. Faught,
Mrs. N. D. Lewis, Mrs. Frank
E. Burleson, Ella R. Leake,
Mrs. Chester Kirk, Jean Hill.
REGISTRARS —Mrs. Geneva
Sills, Mrs. Roselle Stafford.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. K
Stone, Clara Mansfield.
WARD 51 Precinct 1
Carnes School
toed Lane Ave.
OFtICEst — eiyue E. Proctor,
jr.
eo.osSES — Aline Franklin, Sal
ly Hiaes, Mts. Aru.ne r . tosi
tiles, Mrs. third dOJte, loss
Ann ttulledge, ttev. 1. b
Simon, Gureite ruiner, .10M,
titioert, Mrs. Win. E. Snot-
iner, Harold D. Exozn, !sassy
Ella Keyes.
REGISTRARS — Sula Cardali,
Mrs. Felix J. Miller.
WARD 54
Precinct 1
Memphis Boys Town
4093 Summer Ave.
OFFICER—A. B. Haines
JUDGES—Mrs. Romona Jasper,
Mrs. Lela H. Smith, Carl E.
Coats, Mrs. Elmo Thompson,
Mrs. F. H. Lindberg, Herman
C. Duncan, W. M. Clough,
Cecil B. Greenland.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Weldon L.
Xratzer, Mrs. Wilma M. Tate. 3061 Kimball
F"/CPR—Mrs. John Continl
WARD 54 JUDGES—Mrs J. B. Williams
Precinct 2 jr Mrs Jane C. Williams,
Fire Station No. 24 Mrs Mary Carter, W. K.
4472 Powell H mck Mrs Jimmie Crews,
OFFICER—W. F. Davis Mrs B R. McCarver, Mrs.
JUDGES—A. T. Lankford, Ruth R-eia Lee Houck, Mrs. N. F.
B. Kinard, G. A. Conaway, Tsylor Richard J. Potter,
Jim H. Kinney, Mrs. W. F. Mrs. Shirley Kolp
Davis, Mrs. D. W. Hale, Hugh REGISTRARS—Mrs. Jean H.
Kelly, Bert Seuss. Jones Alice M. Harrison
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Chatherine WARD 60-1
B. Taylor, Mrs. J. W. Kit- Prospect School
patrick. 2300 Mississippi Blvd.
WARD 55
Tent
Walnut Grove & Wallace Road
OFFICER—Jim C. Galloway
JUDGES — Eulyse M. Smith,
Harry Wellford, Mrs. Harry
Weeks, Jack Ruthe C.
Handleman, McKinley Parker,
Mrs. Guy Bates.
IffGISTRARS — Mrs. Jake
Green, Mrs. Henry Fuqua.
WARD 56
White Sta. School
514 S. Perkins
OFFICER —Louie Bianchi
JUDGES — Mrs. G. S. Smith.
Irving Lipman, Erley Staples,
W. T. Waneley. J. K. Creson,
Mrs. Ed H. Reeves, Mrs. Wm.
Brown. John T. Moorhead,
Alex W. Dann, Mrs. Mimi S.
Dann, W. C. Jasnerson.
REGISTRARS—Dells V. Mc-
Kenna, Mrs Weee Quinn.
WARD 57
Fire Stetion No. 21
4575 Poplar Ave.
OFFICER—C. P. Boyer
JUDGES — Mrs. Winston T.
Bowling, Mrs. James M.
Campbell, L. S. Lawo, Jr.,
Tom L. Swan, Herbert Hood,
Daniel E. West, Armistead
Clay.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. C. Pet-
erson. Mrs. Fred L. Isovitt.
WARD Sg
Predialit 2
Sherwood School
3717 Van Nuys a
OFFICER—C. Neal Talley
JUDGES—Mrs. Lee Yeager,
Mrs Lonas Thurmer, Mrs. C.
N Talley, John Parker, Ro-
bert E. Lee, Allen Robinson,
Frances Ebert •
RICISTRARS—Mrs. Martha
Mashburn Mrs. Midora Park-
er.
WARD sa
Precinct 3
. Sharpe School .
3431 Sharpe Road
OFFICER—A. V. Phillips
JUDGES—Van L. Kerr, Mrs.
Willie M Fennel, Vivian Joy
Reyes Edward A. Tyler, Wel-
Tv•er Mrs. June Phillips
WARD 58
Precinct 4
South Park School
1736 6-dwell
OFFICER—Mr. B. Bekemeyer,
JUDGES—Angelo Gattuso, Jo-
seph 'semi, C. P. Winning-
hau, Mrs. M. I. Lambert,
Mrs. J E. Hal, Mrs. Earl
Price Mrs. Newton P. Allen
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ella M.
Rhodes Mrs. Paul Winning-
ha.rn
WARD 51 Precinct 2
D. H. Naitish & Son
1063 Galloway
OFFICEst — John Motley
JUDGES — Henry V. O'Neill.
Mrs. H. A. Fredrick, J. W
Brust, Wm. F. Spruill, Mrs
Wm. F. Spruill, Arthur Sum-
merfteld.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. F
Head, sr., Mrs. Frances Mc-
Goldrick.
WARD 58
Precinct $
Precint 5 — Tent
Barron & Getwell
OFFICER—F. Guthrie Castle
JUDGES—Billy Mills, E. H.
Tenant jr., M. C. Ossorto,
James F Fletcher, Loyce M.
Smith Charles T. Bausch, W.
H Wardle. J. M. Varossa,
Mrs J M. Varossa, Millard
' D Emerson
REGISTR IRS—Helen B. Emer-
son, Mildred F Mayer
WARD 59
Precinct I
Pendleton Presby. Church
2791 Barron
0F1sICER—Mrs. Hazel Herring,
JUDGES—Mrs. Lucy Scruggs,
Mrs. Georgia Shoup, Mrs.
Carey M Clark, Mrs. Velma
Baxter. Mrs. Julia Lloyd,
James Comin
REOISTR ARS—Mrs. John G.
Argo, Mrs. Margaret Sutton
WARD 59 Precinct 2
Cumberland Presby. Church
Park & Greer Sta.
OFFICER—J. F. Werne
JUDGES—Mrs. T. T. Roberts,
Mrs C N. Adkins. Mrs. E.
Keeton, Fred H. Tiede-
n- iinn, Mrs. Pansy Fopay,
Mrs Wilbur Coats. Mrs. C.
M. Keller. Ben, Fopay, J. 'I'.
Harris. Mrs. J. T. Harris
REGISTRARS—Mrs. J. W. Sig.
man Mrs Martha Morgan
WARD 59 Precinct 3
Cherokee School
WARD 58
Precinct I • Garkge (rear)
909 S. Highland
OFFICER—L is. !Mauls
JUDGES—W. D. Stallings, Mrs.
Juanite Walls. Mrs. Darnel
Sullivan John L. Moan. Tree
e ArriVart, W. J. Conners,
Het Patton. jr., Mrs Hal Pat-
ton jr
REGISTRARS--Mrs.Ida Lou
Rape, Margaret Gibbs
OFFICER—Grid' Tollison
JUDGES—Mrs. Grady rollisnn,
Mrs. C. K. Young, Mrs. Al-
vin E Wise, Thurman F.
Vick, Mrs. Eric Hoyt
R e:GISTRARS—Mrs. Earl J.
Dixon. Mrs G. A. Hall
WART) 60 Precinct
Chariean School
2140 CharJean
OFFICER—I. E. Lowrey Sr.
JUDGES—Louise Wallace, Lo-
rine M Oliphant. Margaret
Martin Lois Harrison, Pearl
W Rettig Lois S. Rawlings
REGiSTRARS—M r s. Helen
Crain Mrs Kitty Shell
WIRD so Precinct 3
Dunn Avenue School
1500 Dunn Ave.
OFFICER—T. R. Robinson
J11DGES—Eula B. Jefferson
Mrs. Irene L. Smith M r a .
Evelyr. Martin, John Robert-
son. Mrs Hattie Martin, Mrs
Ethel Copeland. Mrs. Ruth
Wi:liams s. Ar-se K. Wil-
lisms ri W. Fields. Mrs.
Bertha Jenkins, Mrs. Juanita
Tri.:tt. Mrs. Bertha Rog
ers, Bernice Sullen. Mrs.
R..bbie Bishop
REGIS'TRARS— Mrs. Narcissa
J mei. Mrs. Graftee Elmore
WARD 41
Melrose High School
843 Dallas
OFFICER— Edward J. Ca rdoii
JUDUES—Mrs. Willie Gross,
Alta Mae Lemon, Mrs Jose-
phine Winhush, Malisie Davis,
Curtis Spillers. Mrs. Evelyn
Spillers Mrs Ardranell Ross,
Mrs. Maria Lawson, Thelma
Payton. Mrs. Mamie Tuggle,
Mrs Juanita Taylor
hEGISTRARS—Mrs. Jamie Tis-
dale, Mrs. A. W. Zachary
WARD 63
Rerclair School
810 N. Perkins
OFFICER—Rilhard Johnson
JUDGES—E. J. Jones, Pat Hen-
ry, John H. Ball, Lewis J.
Spoon, E M. Myers, W. R.
MrCommon, Ethel Joyner,
Franres Kyle, Floyd H. Bar-
WARD 64
Avon School
310 Avon
OFFICER—F. B. Tripp
JUDGES—Vernon E Ellis,
Leonard W Gill, Edward G.
Grogan Arthur McGoldrick
jr., Frank H. Burns, John
Galen* it., Matt Beard,
James L Claiborne. Mrs.
John C Cameron, Harry A.
Jones, Robert Joyner, Mrs.
Robert Joyner, W. E. Capella
W. D Jernison jr.
REGISTRARS—Zeneda Martin,
Bobbie Farley
WARD 72 Precinct 1
Deaver School • Frayser Blvd.
OFFICER — C. L. Belk.
JUDGES — L. K. Collier, Mrs.
L. K. Collier, Edwin Wright,
S. W. Dent, A. C. Jerden, Mrs.
A. C. Jerden, Hoyette Hod-
nett. Mrs. W. H. Craig.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. B. J.
Beeson, Mrs. W. H. Craig, jr.
WARD 72 Precinct 2
Grandview Heights
2378 Clifton Road
OFFICER — P. F. Fracchia
JUDGES — Mrs. W. R. May-
nard, Mrs. G. Diggs, Guy M.
Stout, C. A. Riddle, J. W.
Hodges, Mrs. Myrtle Gra-
ham, Mrs. Earl Dublin.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. 0. B.
Cash, Mrs. U. T. McAdams.
ARLINGTON Dist. No. 1
S. Y. Wilson's Store
Arlington, Tenn.
OFFICER — S. D. Osborn.
JUDGES — R. T. Harrell, R.
S. Herring, James A. Thomas.
jr., Mrs. L. W. Diggs, Mrs.
Deutcher.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. On B.
Kellett, Mrs. C. R. Wilson.
BARTLETT Dist. No. 1
Albright's Gin Office
OFFICER — T. E. Warr.
JUDGES — John George, sr..
A. G. Warner, jr., D. H. Got
ten, Robert H. George, Odis
Rowe, John F. Boyd, Ben I.
Busby.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. W. 0.
IsicLeroy, Mrs. Clyde Warren
BRUNSWICK Dist. No. 1
Shelton's Warehouse
WARD 65 Precinct 1 OFFICER — C. D. Shelton.
00013 Rosary Catholic School JUDGES 13 W .Held. 0 . 
4R41 Park Ave.
OFFICER—H. E. Vaught
JUDGES—Mrs. H. S. McDonald,
W A Biggs, John J. Doggett
jr , Mrs Fay E. Read, Mrs.
Tom Leutherwood, Mrs. Tom
Guntes, Mrs. Leon Burkett,
Harmon Perrin
REGISTRARS—Mrs James B.
Green, Nell J. Cochran
WARD 6h Precinct 2 — Tent
Mt. Moriah & Park Ave.
OFFICER—James Cox
JUDGES—W. A. Craig. Tracy
Plyler, sr.. Clifford B. Bieber,
Mrs. Joe L. Roudebush, Ro-
bert Lewis. Mrs. John Wire
sette, Meevin Goff, Mrs. Vir-
ginia Lee
REGISTRARS—Mrs, Ernestine
Cox. Mrs. James W. Mur-
phry
WARD 86 Precinct 1
Willow Road School
4417 Willow Road
OFFICER—Herman J. Billings
JUD.SES—Rohert Edmonds, Sue
Edmonds, Wallace R. Gooch,
Mrs. J S. Stevenson R. T.
Gillum,Barbara Martin, Mrs.
lisrmaii Snider, Mrs. Ray-
mond Doty, Mrs. L. G. Oat
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ruth Gil-
lum Mrs Claude A. King
WARD 86 Precinct 2
Colonial School
1340 Colonial
OFFICF,R—Robert E. Ditto
JUDGES—B. B Hill, M r s.
Mary Ann Ditto, Mrs. Sara
R. Turner, Mrs. Celia Harl-
ow, Mrs. Katherine Stephens,
Robert' E Wilson, Mrs. Re).
bort E Wilson, W. M. Walsh
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Art Sims,
Mrs. Jack Foules
WARD 67
SEA ISLE SCHOOL
5220 Sea Isle
OFFICER—R. Clyde Pickier
JUDGES—Charles P. Pickett
Mrs. B. L. Bock Geo. Busche
Hubert McCommon Henry B.
McAdams Fred W. Means
Creed N. Taylor, Jr. Robert
W. Pegram Jr. Todd M. Mil-
ler Leland E. Carter John W.
Singleton Cecil 0. Hicks Ma
hel L. Butrum.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. C. H. Mar-
ler Mrs J. P. Cross
Rest, Donald Monteith, Roy
HillWFBk. a er.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Glenn
Harrell, Mrs. Bruce Person.
ELLENDALE Dist. No. 1
Ellendale School
OFFICER — A. E. Beaty, sr.
JUDGES — R. A. James. J. M.
Albin, Quintan Olds, Mrs. J.
R. Day, W. J. Molpus.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Inez
Mayo, Mrs. A. E. Beaty, sr.
KERRVILLE Dist. No. I
Dewey Ray's Garage
OFFICER — Sidney Ray, sr.
JUDGES — C. C. Wade, Hamer
Williams, Mrs. J. C. Carter,
sr., Mrs. Edwin Ray.
REGISTRAR — Mrs. H. K
Gish, jr.
LOCKE Dist. No. 1.
Icier School
OFFICER — Creeton Rook.
JUDGES — D. B. Waymon,
Hardy Johnson, Mrs. C. D.
Thomason, H. L. Edwards,
REGISTRARS Mrs. E. E.
Jeter, Mrs. Robert J. Hines.
LUCY Dist. No. 1
Lucy School
OFFICER — Gordon C. Cren-
shaw.
JUDGES — Mrs. Sallie D. Har-
ris, Mrs. Wm. F. Garrett,
Mrs. Margaret Platt, M. S.
McFerrin, W. H. GaugheY•
REGISTRAR — Mrs. James
Williams.
McCONNELIS Dist. No. 1
Tent (Next to Forrest Dr. Civic
Club)
Benjestown & Flte Road
OFFICER — Leon Brower ...
JUDGES — James E. Massey,
J. L. St. Peters, S. G. Gray,
Mrs. Crockett Ellis.
REGISTRARS 
— John Bates,
V. E. Wilson.
REGISTRARS — G K Spencer,
jr., W. G Foster.
WOODSTOCK Dist No. 1
St. Ann's Episcopal Church
Woodstock, Tenn.
OFFICER — Rembert H. Willi-
ams, jr.
JUDGES — F. D. Cooper, Mrs.
F. D. Cooper, Mrs. B. D.
Welch.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. L. E.
Crawford, Mrs. R. H. Willi-
&MS.
WARD 68
Precinct 1
Riehland School 5440 Ilch Road
OFFICER—Wm S. Reeves
JUDGES—Edwin H. Ragsdale
T. W Bond Wayne G. Frank
lin Chester P. Perry Agnes
Reeves Gustav Reinhardt
REGISTRARS — Maxey W.
Humphreys Ben A. Humph-
reys
WARD 68
Precinct 2
Memphis Hebrew Academy
390 S. White Sta Rd
OFFICER — Guy W. Glass
Eloise J. Habenieht Harvey
E. Yaffe Mrs. Wm Irons Wil•
liam irons Clyde Pease Mrs.
Ernest Laurenzi
REGISTRARS—Ann L. Cald-
well Ruth E. Glass,
WARD 89
West Side School
Dawn Read
OFFICER—John J. Gala Wal-
ter G. Furr Lee H. Orton Jake
W. Little Geo H. Clifton John
Francchia Mrs. Cecil F. Ras-
berry C. P. Sigler Betty May
Hamilton Margaret Bolgeo
Mrs. Raymond Bacigalupo
Mrs. James H. Clifton.
REGISTRARS—Mrs: Charles L.
Heckle Mrs. Kenneth Me-
fett
CAPLEVILLE Dist. No. 2
Capleville School
Capleville, Tenn.
OFFICER — E. N. Hall.
JUDGES — Trent Malone, Mrs
Charles T. Tuggle, Mrs
Bruce Hale, Mrs. Dan Allen.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Mary
Jane Price, Mrs Betty O'Kel-
ly.
_COLLIERVILLE Dist. No. 2
Fire Station
Collierville, Tenn.
OFFICER — T. L. Treadwell,
jr.
JUDGES — Pierce A. Thomas,
Herbert Lehman, R. C. Cox,
Mrs. Ruby H. Hawkins, H. F.
Kelsey, jr., Mrs. Carey Lester
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Byron
Dunn, Mrs. W. L. Jamison.
CORDOVA Dist. No. 2
Cordova School
Cordova, Tenn.
OFFICER — Carl W. Rogers
JUDGES — J. R. Humphreys,
Douglas G. Smith, Mrs. Hen-
ry M. Yates, T. H. Strong,
Mrs. Thos. Duetcher.
REGLSTRAR — Mrs. Milton
Dacus.
MILLINGTON Dist. No, 1
Millington City Hall
Millington. Tenn.
OFFICER — Omar Pitts.
JUDGES — Earl T. Griffin,
Earl Dunavant, Mrs. M. D.
Clark, Mrs. L. C. Miller, J.
S. Rasberry, Sam L. Rawls
B. G. Maxwell, Mrs. Ruth
Scrivener, W. D. Bland, Mrs.
W. S. Cunningham. Mrs. Rob
Its Larsen, Mrs. Fitz-Gohn
Weddell.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Helen
Chapman, Mrs. H. E. Call•
louett.
RALEIRH Dist. No. 1
Fire House - 4183 James Rd.
Millington, Tenn.
OFFICER — Bob Crain
JUDGES — Claude Reece, How-
ard Reece, Taylor Gowe, Mrs.
Amanda Tidwell, Mrs. Bob
Hammond, Mrs. W. A. Daniel-
son.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Inez Ar-
mour, Mrs. Helen Hodges.
R.ALEIGH 2 Dist. No. 1
Community Howse
3145 James Road,
Raleigh, Tenn.
OFFICER — L. C. Castleberry.
JUDGES — Alfred J. Ruff
Bruce Welch, Herbert Gatlin,
sr., Harry V. White, Mrs. D.
L. King, Mrs. H. J. Beach,
Mrs. Nina Sparks, Mrs. N.
V. Denson.
REGISTRARS — J. V. Patton,
Mrs. J V. Patton.
STEWARTVILLE Dist. No. 1
Old Shelby Masonic Lodge
Wag.
Stewartville, Tenn.
OFFICER — E. C. Fowler.
JUDGES — Paul Stewart, T. F.
Osborn, R. L. Douglas, Sam
Butler, Travis Williams, W.
C. Ferrer, J. C. Pope. Mrs. E.
T. Watkins, Mrs. Pauline Wil-
liams, Mrs. John Strong.
WHITEHAVEN 1-1
District No. 2
Whitehaven School Cafeteria
OFFICER — D. C. Todd
JUDGES — J. J. Bevan, R. C.
Wunderlich, Ed. M. Morgan,
Mrs. J. D. Little, Jack Aday,
Mark Tatum, Henry Rey.
nolds, Jim Stafford, Mrs. J.
R Swain, Mrs. Sam Black-
well, Mrs, E. E. Edwards,
jr., Mrs. Loretta C. Roberts,
Mrs. Leslie Nicholson, tars.
Ernest McAfee.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. R. C.
Wunderlich, Frank Ricketts.
EADS Dist. No. 2
Geo. R. James School
Eads, Tenn.
OFFICER — Floyd Bryan.
JUDGES — Ben J. Roepe, Ilcie
Briggs, Mrs. E. Seward.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. 0. L.
Moore, Mrs. Jay Prewitt.
FOREST HILL Dist No.
Forest Hill School
Forest Hill, Tenn.
OFFICER — John B. Barnes,jr.
JUDGES — Robert E. Griz-
zard, Mrs. Robert E. Griz-
zard, M. U. Scott.
REGISTRARS — Barbara John-
son, Mrs. Freddie F. Batley.
GERMANTOWN Dist. No. 2
Fire Station
Germantown, Tenn.
OFFICER — Walter Gholson.
JUDGES — Oliver Anderson,
Mrs. J. W. Callls, Mrs. James
R. Maddox, Mrs. A. M. Som-
mers, Boyd Arthur, jr., Mrs.
James R. Winchestear.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. 0. D
Roast, Mrs. Stuart M. Dean. OFFICER — C. W. Patton..
LEVI 1 Dist. 1 JUDGES — James G. Wilson,
Levi School J. A. Kimbrough, jr., Don E.
OFFICER — John A. Free- Holland, Bobby C. Weakley,
Wm. T. Rankin, A. L. Roy, R.
R. Curie, Sam W. Cacciola,
A. B. Wren.
REGISTRARS — Haywood Wil-
liams, Mrs. J. A. Via.
REGISTRARS — KPS t
WARD 70 Precinct 2
Delano Scaool • ,1716 Delano
OFFICER — Geo. S. Reeves.
JUDGES — D. A. Jackson, Joss
D. Chastain, C. W. Ogilvie,
Mrs. Floyd Allmond, Mrs. Ag-
nes Walker, W. C. Sessum.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. E. E.
Jackson, Mrs. A. A. Stubble.
field.
WARD 7-
Georgian Hills School
Lewier Road
OFFICER — Milton J. Siedell.
JUDGES — Julia Siedell, Gene
Lamar, E. Mae Daseler, Mrs.
W. M. Crawford, Walter A.
Owen, Robert C. Graves, Ava
Stinnett.
REGISTRARS — Elsie E. Clot-
fetter, Mrs. Howard Stinnett.
WHITEHAVEN 1-2
District No. 2
Havenview School
Hester & Millbranch
OFFICER — David Harrison,
jr.
JUDGES — R R.- Kirkpat-
rick, J. H. Davis, Kermit B.
Buck, Clifford Davenport, An-
ita Carrington, Joe Galling,
Mrs. Aubrey Carrington, Har-
ry Cabtree, Mrs. Clifford
Davenport, Mrs. Morris Dick-
stein.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. David
Harrison, jr., Mrs. Tom Dor-
rity.
WHITEHAVEN 2-1
District No. 2
Graves Road School
OFFICER — Robert R. Lamb.
JUDGES — Kenneth W. Parks,
Mrs. Jesse W. Burrell, Jack
L. Bunch, T. A. Flowers, jr.,
Mrs. J. F. Schaeffer, Edgar
L. Jones, Harry T. Smith, G.
H. Pitts, J. L. Whitaker, War-
ner Hodges.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. C. E.
Bodamar, J. B. Ashley.
WHITEHAVEN 2-2
District No. 2
Graceland Scaool
OFFICER — Hector A. Bowe.
JUDGES — Samuel P. Vinson,
M. G. Temple, Raymond E.
Dunn, Mrs. Ernest Pope,
Margaret M. Pearce, Ray-
mond E. Tate, Mrs. Jane P.
Musselwhite, Wm. R. Key,
Mrs. H. M. Wright, G. D.
Butler, Robert L. Grisson,
Geo. P. Harrison, Dorothy P.
Nelson, M. 0. Nelson.
REGISTRARS — Newton A.
Cook, jr., Mrs. E. S. Duffy.
WHITE STATION
District No. 2
Colonial Park Methodist Church
53.30 Park Avenue
OFFICER — J. R. Garrett.
JUDGES — Howard Richards,
Geo. T. Roberts, Mrs. Rus-
sell Ozanne, Robt. C. Moors.
REGISTRARS — Eustace Sem-
mes, jr., Mrs. C. W. Ozier.
WARD 70 Precinct 1
Frayser High School
1530 Deliwood Ave.
man.
JUDGES — E. W. Tompkins.
Mrs. Walter L. Sawner, Rob-
ert Porter, Henry Bond urant,
John R. Strong, Eunice
Crocker, Mrs. Eula Enis, J.
J. Evans, Wm. B. Wolfel, H.
S. Gill, jr., Mrs. Robert Por-
ter, Mrs. Nell Gill, Rose Mary
Hammond.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. J. A.
Clement, Vannie Leech.
LEVI 2 • Dist. No. 2
Ford Road School
OFFICER—Rev. G. A. Evans
JUDGES—Mrs. Edith Carroll,
Mrs. Margaret Edwards, Mrs
Bertha Evans, Mrs
Gladys Smith, Mrs. Mabel
Whitlow, Mrs. J. M. Peters,
Mrs. I. Rambert, Mrs. M. A
Lewis, Mrs. Dorothy Jones,
Mrs. Betty Cardwell.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Bernice
Dawkins, Mrs. Juanita Les-
ter.
MORNING SUN Dist. No. 2
Intersection of Macon &
Mt. Moriah Rd.
OFFICER— Fred E. Godwin
JUDGES— N. E. Seward, El-
mer Demuth, Mrs. Virginia
Keough,.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. C. A. Rig-
gins, Mrs. Elsie Sanderson.
MULLINS District No.
Shelby County Penal Farm
Mullins, Tenn.
OFFICER— 0. M. Rogers
JUDGES — J. E. Simmerson
Mrs. Gene Werth, Mrs. J. E
Daniels, Mrs. R. ,T. Waldran,
REGisTRARs — Mrs. B. B.
Hopson, Mrs. S. C. Harris.
OAKVILLE Dist. No. 2
Oakville School. Oakville, Tenn.
OFFICER — A. F. Temple.
JUDGES—Miss Lurline Martin,
Mrs. A. F. Tempke, Mrs. C.
E. Bell. Mrs. Sam O'Dell.
Mrs. Howard Farrell. Mrs. C.
D. Case, Mrs. C. H. Brad-
shw, Mrs. John Zanola, Mrs.
Sam Carter.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Louise
Pearson, Mrs. Coy M. Futhey
ROSS STORE Dist. No. 2
Roes' Store
OFFICER — E. A. Anderson.
JUDGES — W. H. Jackson.
George Sensing, W. H. Davis.
REGISTRARS — Mrs. Betty
Ross, Mrs. Mary Distretti.
Miss. Plans
To Block
Black Vote
JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI)
An official Cletzens' Councils
newspaper said a proposal to re-
quire voters to have ''good mor-
al character," as judged by cir-
cuit clerks. would "safeguard
Mississippi from the black bloc
vote."
"Surely, no decent citizen op-
poses such a proposal," an edi-
torial said. Under the proposed
amendent, circuit clerks alone
woeld judge whether prospec-
tive voters were of good moral
character.
The editorial said the plan,
one of five proposed constitu-
tional amendments to be sub-
mitted Nov. 8. yould help "pro-
tect Mississippi ballot -boxes
, from the self-seeking forays of
I bloc voting pressure irresponsi-
ble and immoral elements."
• 41•...41.0
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By Carol Johnsen Chicago area Women.
• • •
Have you had your mid-terml Livingstone College has been
exams yet? Hope you did better awarded another grant of 910,-than the writer of this column.i000 by the Danforth Foundation,Somehow I thought I was really 
LoSt. uis, Mo.
This grant enables Living-
stone to further strengthen its
swinging but from the score on
my exam papers — I'm just
squeezing by.
Enough about me and more i instructional program and lid-
ministrative organization, asabout whets happening around
the country on the main stem. well as to look ahead to increas-
ing 'faculty training.
• • •
The board of directors of Lu-
theran Human Relations Associ-
ation of America, meeting at
Concordia Seminary, Spring-
field, Ill., last weekend, adopted
a statement endorsing the
"kneel-in" movement taking
place in various parts of the
United States.
Commenting on the group's
action, executive secretary Dr.
Andrew Schultz, a part-time re-
ligion professor at Valparaiso
(Ind.) Univ. said. "although
'kneel-ins' at present are not
as widespread as other joint
activities designed to combat
and overcome racial discrimi-
nation in America, we feel that
'kneel-ins' are of significant
importance, they are directed
at our churches which have
the greatest moral and ethical
potenetal to remove discrimi-
nation and its source — sinful
and unwarranted prejudice.
• • •
The total enrollment at Jack-
son State College for the first
quarter of this acadsmic year:
is 1591. This figure includes
1301 regular college cnrollees,
149 part-time college students,
53 graduate students, and 88
laboratory students.
According to Lionel B. Fraser,
acting registrar who made the
report October 18, 297 seniors,,
students, and seven nurses are
Included in the regular college
enrollment. The current enroll-
ment is the largest in the his-
tory of the institution.
Seven students, three of them
freshmen, are attending J.C.S.
on scholarship granted by the
M. W. Stringer Grand Lodge
F. and AM Jurisdiction of Miss- Christine White. and Iris Eason.
Typists aret: Julia Cheely, Will-
iam Burton, and Laura Garvin.
The condition of the grant Is
that it to be matched equally
with new money by the insti-
tutions receiving such grants.
• s •
The Tiger's Roar staff of Sa-
vannah State College Newspap-
er for the school year has been
appointed and has big plans
under the leadership of Alphon-
so McLean. Editor-in-chief.
issippi, Scholarship winners in-
clude Golda Bridges, a senior
language arts major from Mc-
Cullough High School, Monti-
cello; Josie Anderson, a senior
science major and a graduate
of Thirty-Third Avenue High
School. Guffort, Alfred Bell, a
senior from Van Fleet and a
graduate of Okolona High
School; and Ida Jones, a junior
language arts major from Win-
ona.
Freshmen entering the College
tinder the program are Marie
Grosvener, Handsboro; Wilmer
tir.ing, Jackson, and Durlene
Renova.
Jackson State College sup-
plemental awards made to
freshmen and upperclass stu-
dens on the program who main- son, Clinton; Suggs. Farm-
tain an average of "B." Miss ville: Jordan Sellars. Burling-
Jones is receiving the suppli- ton: Spaulding. Spring Hope,
ment for the third time. Her R. L. Vann, Ahoskie, Lincoln,
average through her Sopho- Chapel Hill: J. R. Hawkins,
more year is 2.47. Warrenton; South Ayden, Ayden The highlight of the program
• . •
and Ligon, Raleigh. In addi- was a dynamic original corn
Following what appears to be tion to the nine high school position on the art of reading
the pattern among institutions bands. the North Carolina Col- given by versatile Carl Hill
of higher education throughout lege band was on hand to corn- Each ;irst and fourth Wednes-
America, The Fort Valley State plete the "Parade of Ten day, five or eight seniors will
College has enrolled for the fall Bands" for the colorful event, appear unrehearsed, speaking
on subjects of interest to them-
selves and to the student body.
Mrs. M. V. Echols is the fac-
ulty sponsor.
UNCHAINED MELODIES
Carrie Littlejohn and James
205 seniors. 46 graduates stu- in University Church. The Rev.1 Lewia (FOREVER) Junienne
dents, 8 special students, a n d' Lorenza Lynch, pastor of the Brisco and George Bradshaw
9 unclassified student.
. • • 
Providence Baptist Church,
Mary Wallace and Larry Mit-
(LET NO ONE LOVE YOU)
Greensboro, was the speaker
The 160 lucky young men and, and the Shaw University Choir chell (HELLO MY LOVER)
women who have been awarded furnished special music for this Margaret Sherrod and Robert
Jackson (I WANNA KNOW)scholarships to Roosevelt Uni- occasion. 
Evelyn Spruill and Leroy Strick-versiny were honored at a tea • • •
on Tuesday, October 25, in the The Knoxville College Concert
University's Rudolph Ganz Re- and Marching Band, now in its
cital Hall. second year under the able dir-
Their hostesses for the oc-, ection of Zedekiah E. Holmes,(EVERYTHING—A-BOUT YOU)
casion were members of the i is bigger and sounds better Ann Lemons and SylvesterWomen's 'scholarship Associa; than ever Bradfield (C A I, L, IN G MYtion of Roosevelt University, a Zede and the hand are ready FARLING) Joyce Berry and
volunteer organization of 500 for the Hofecoming parade and Tom 0, Martain (I NEED YOU
half-time entertainment (Nov., go) Alma Harrison and Sam-
uel Jones (GEE WHIZ).
f SPOTLIGHT. • •
Well, as you can see, we have l This week our spotlight turns
just run out of space — so un-its rays upon a very intelligent'
til a later date (next week) tideland knowledgeable young man
is yours sincerely, Carol. kit our Senior Class. He is Ray-
McLean a graduate of Alfred
E. Beach High School, (Savan-
nah) has participated in many
extra-curricular activities such
as the band. varsity basketball
team, College Playhouse, Bus-
iness Club, and the Tiger's
Roar staff.
Offices held by McLean are
as follows: Vice-president of
the freshman class, Pres. of
the sophomore class, chaplain
of the junior class, president
of the Business Club, vice-chair-
man of the social committee
for the 13th Annual Men's Fes-
tival. He currently holds office
as vice-president of Delta Eta
Chapter of Alpha Phi Frater-
nity, Inc., and treasurer of the
senior class.
Miss Yvonne McGlockton,
"Miss Savannah State College"
1960-61, was appointed as as-
sociate editor and Miss Bertha
Kornegay was appointed as sec-
retary.
Other staff members are:
Norman Elmore, Theodore
Clark, Eleanor Johnson. William
Pompey, Emma Sue McCory,
Charles Tuttle, Columnists in-
clude Freddie Lindsey, Mary
Rosebud. James Devoe, Theo-
dore Smith, Charles Lee, Lor-
etta Miller, Annette Kennedy,
quarter more than a thousand The alumni Get-together at
students — a record number kettle Tar Heel Club off highway
the institution's sixty-five year' No. 64 East Completed the
history. levents of the day. On Sunday,
Enrolled are 361 freshmen, October 30. a special Home-
199 sophomores, 181 juniors, coming vesper service was held
* • •
Shaw University's Homecom-
ing game was played on Octo-
ber 29, at 2:00 p. m. The Shaw
Bears met the North Carolint
Eagles. Highlights of the cele-
bration included a breakfast
social sponsored by the Student
Council, The National Alumni
Association meet, and a pre-
parade band concert. A special
feature of the concert was the
battle of two outstanding pre-
cision drill teams, the Palmer
Troopers vs. The Shriners Ka-
bala Temple No. 177 of Raleigh.
Participating in the Mammoth
parade were the following high
school marching bands: Samp-
* TEEN-AGE TORTURE
Straighten your hair
at HOME in one
easy application!
Now you can have easy-to-
manage, easy-to-style straight
hair that won't go back even in
hottest, humid weather. Easy-to-
follow directions, money
-back
guarantee in every package.
SILKY STRATI
GENTLE or REGULAR strength
BIG ECONOMY JAR 2SU. empuleellsor
Cimeilil• Her RN 51 II Mee Fed ter
AT AU. COSMETIC COUNTERS
Blemishes, blackheads, breakouts and pimples cause untold misery
to millions of teen-agers. There's no need to be miserable. Active,
foamy medication of Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Soap sweep*
away skin germs that spread infection and often tame blackheads
and pimples. While "SKIN SUCCESS" Soap works to reveal alovely complexion, it gives you effective deodorant protection, too.
Only 254 for this extra benefit soap.
More eilhodiv• then gremery cream for Mmoiee,
biodthoods sod many skis *mottoes.
For complexion success and data emcees too, dothommais
do, use "SKIN SUCCESS" Bleach Cream attar using "SKIN
SUCCESS* Soap. Wakes up your complexion to clearer, fresher
beauty. Don't Just cover up — blench your troubles away. 'SKIN
SUCCESS" Bleach Cream fades blackheads as it smoothes out
roughness and help; keep your skin attractively soft and clear
looking. Don't be embarrassed a day longer. Get Palmer's "SKIN
SUCCESS" Bleach  
 
Cream—only 214 and *SKIN SUCCESS"
Soap only 259. Get the beat for less — t. Palmer's "SKIN
SUCCESS," the successful way to a happy, attractive complexion.
'All Around Towne
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan
9
Hi there. Say! Come on in,
and make yourself comfort-
able. You know its home while
we serve you with a little teen
communication and casual con-
versation, school activities,
clubs, sports, teen ethics and ol
course the latest Chit Chat in
swing. • .
WE CALL ON
The versatile young Miss
Barbara Jean Morris who re-
sides with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Zellner Johnson at 284,6
Broad. She is an 18 yr. old
senior at Lester High School.
Her major is science and min-
or. are mathematics and hist-
ory. At Lester she participates
in many activities such as the
Gracious Ladies, Captain of the
Pep Squad, N. H. A. Players
Guild and the Motor Chita. She
was also crowned basketball
queen for the year of 59-60.
Barbara is also financial sec-
retary of the Senior Class and
was rhosen as Miss Leader-
ship for the Annual.
She is a faithful member of
Princeton Baptist church where
she is a director of the Jr.
Choir snd President of a 'spirit-
ual g. the Butter Aires.
After graduation she plans to
attend Lane college in Jackson,
Tenn. There she will major in
GAS ON CREDIT
TULSA — Two thirds of the
auto service stations in the U.
S. extend credit to customers
and such credit sales through-
out the country account for
about one-fifth of the total vol-
ume.
physical education and minor
in science. Her hobbies are
dancing and singing.
When asked about boys she
stated they're okay if you find
the right one like Charles Mil-
ler at Philander Smith college.
Miss Morris it was indeed a
great pleasure for us to call on
you. So hats off to a fine young
lady.
CHAMPS CORNER
Although there are many
great teams with players that
are unestimable in sportsman-
ship, only one can hold top rank
that is Manassas with great
players as Eugene Davis.
HOMECOMING AT MA.NAS-
SAS IN the Cora P. Taylor
auditorium Wednesday. Lovely
Miss Helen Hill was crowned
Queen. Attendants being Miss
Betty Reeves, Miss 
_Bonita
James, Loretta Ares, and
Terri Robinson. Music was by
the bank. The speaker was the
well known A. C. Williams. In-
cidentally we would like to
quote Mr. Williams in speech
to the teens of today, he stated
"We died, but you who are to
live must do a harder thing
than dying, for you must think
and ghosts shall drive you on."
. . . .Take heed, „
CUB 'LIPS
The Shanterlettes Social
club is seeking new members.
all persons interested are ask-
ed to please foward their letters
to Miss Angeireen Grant of 484
South Hollywood st. . . .The
Crowns Social club is present-
ing another swinging Platter
Party at the Manassas com-
munity center. Nov. 9, Time-
9:30. ..Be there won't you?...
',MOW  .16
MISS BERTRAND HIGH . . .
Miss Tommye Kay Hayes,
chosen Miss Father Bertrand
high, is pictured before leav-
MELROSE CHATTER
BY
13,ETTYE JEFFRIES
Li.— last Friday night in a
game that was destined to end
in disaster. Beginning and end-
ing quarter with a touchdown
the Golden Wildcats enjoyed a
! carefree field day. Beginning
the trip to TD land was James
Perkins followed by the con-
  version made by DempseyGREETINGS mond Neal, the son of Mrs. Jackson.
Glad you could come around, Ruby Neal who resides at 822 Again in the first quarter El
again this week. Are you all Boston. Because of his great
set? Good! Let's blast off then I;cholastic and
for news, views and live jive leadership a-
straight from the campus of bilities, Ray-
Melrose. mond was se.
SENIORS ON PARADE lected as presi-
Six seniors presented a very dent of the Nat-
educational assembly program ional Honor
recently. The devotional period Society. Ray-
was led by personable Joyce mond has shown
Berry. After the purpose of the thru his years
program was given, Tommy of high school
Martain, another dynamic fig- that he is will-
ure in the Senior Class spoke ing to undergo
on School Spirit followed by the hard task NEAL
Jimmy Morris and Rita Sand- to accomplish his goal.
ers. Anthony Jackson gave a His academic record is su-
brief and informative speech perb yet he is no lagger in
on Reading followed by statist- extra curricular activities. He
ical Walter London who gave hold. membership in several
approximate reading speeds of clubs among them are: The
each grade level. Regina Thig- National Honor So cie t y,
pen also gave an enlightening Knights, Science Ciub, Zo-Zo
talk on Reading. club, and Library Staff. He also
serves as treasurer for the Sen-
ior Class. In religious life he
is a dutiful church worker.
Raymond's ambition stems
in the field of mathematics and
science. He plans to attend
Fisk or Howard University. Hats
off my fellow students to our
spotlight student of the week.
IN THE SWING
Bernestine Prewitt, Mary
Wallace, Carol Doxey, Ann
Brigefort, Regina Fergerson.
Marguerite Brigefort, Georgia
Hebron, Ora Pettis, Joyce Ber-
ry, Margaret Beddingfield,
Larry Mitchell, Elbert Grif-
fin, James Perkins, Dempsey
Jackson, Freddie Norman, Or-
" ado Harris Elmo Shipp Jer-
ry Watkins, Walter, Bell, Mel-land (SO FAR AWAY) Alice e' Tones.
Ishmael and Lee Moses Echols WILDCATS BLAST LIONS(A FOOL IN LOVE) Nancy The GOLDEN WILDCATSEchols and James Perkins heai,lessly blasted the Lester
tar. Griffin made his happy
journey to TD land followed by
conversion happy Dempsey
Jackson, who began the sec-
ond quarter with a touchdown
followed by Elbert Griffin.
conversion. Other TOUCH-
DOWNERS were FREDDIE'
NORMAN, Orlando Harris,
ELMO SHIPP, JERRY WAT-
KINS AND LARRY MIT-
CHELL. The score at the end
of the game was 53-0.
I WANNA KNOW??
Who holds the key to Sam-
uel ;oodlow's heart? Why Al-
ice Ishmael ran off with James
Perkins heart and refuses to
give it to Nancy Echols? If
Thelma Ishmael has told Perdy
Ward of her three-fourth plan
to capture his love? Why Gwen
Pie worries about whether or
not John Edwards read this
column? Why Wauleen Thomas
always stares at Tommy Mar-
taM?
What happened between
Charles Marshall and Martine
Walker? If Jewell Reed will
ever be able to get his point
ove. to Clara Smith? Why Re-
gina Ferguson wants to buy a
sun lamp? If Annie Pearl
Brigefort has heard from Frank
Hawkins lately? What is Mar-
gurite Brigeforte interest in
Ezell Smith? (NOW I GOT ALL
THREE OF YOU) HA HA HA.
Why Margaret Sherrod blush-
es everytime the name Jimmy
Morris is mentioned? If Velma
Jackson's Plan of Union include
Jimmy Harris? If Shirley Mays
still makes Ernest Johnson
nervous' If Ora Pettis and
Richard Hicks are still as one?
WANNA KNOW? DON'T
YOU???
M-M-M-m-m DELICIOUS!
GEORGIA LEE'S BARBEQUE!
BAR-B-11 SANDWICH .. 25c
2 Elar-B-Q Chicken W Slaw & Bread ............69c
ALSO: CHILI
-DOGS
CHILI
-BURGERS 
HOT DOGS
 '!Sc
15c
 13c
AND OUR SPECIAL V4 LE. JUMBO
KINGBURGER 
 
35e
PROMPT, FRIENDLY SERVICE SY
GEORGIA, MARGARET and ULM A
at
VI{ DRIVE-IN
(Town Kostle)
FLORIDA AT TRIGG AVENUE
lug for Melrose stadium to
reign over Father Bertrand's
Homecoming festivities last
Thursday evening. Her alter-
!sites were Carole Ann Yates
and (lydene Peterson. Her
majesty, the lovely daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Hayes,
is a senior at Father Bert-
rand. She is a member of the
glee club and senior class
treasurer. Spectators witnes-
sed a memorable evening as
the queen was presented and
crowned during the colorful
- half-time ceremonies, and the
Thunderbolts scored a victor-
ious 33-0 over Hamilton.
Sew And Sewl
• •
sone wardrobes and one of
the leading stores in Chicago, I
By Cassandra Jackson 1 thought about the show I.
You really missed a good show, wanted us to give. This includes $
if you weren't present at the 1 the BOYS also!
AmphiLleatre the last day of' I know there are a lot of yo'
the Defender Home Show.
The Teen Reporters gave a
Talent and a Fashion show, the leading stores in Chicago,
which really was a big success. your talent! There certainly
As I was doing the commeno isn't anything 'sissy' about a
tary on the fashions from per- boy making his own clothes!
fellas want to become tailors.
This is your chance to dispiaf'
(Paid rehti•al Advertisement)
41,40.
MR. B. SWINGS TO KENNEDY — "Senator John
Kennedy's like good music," says famous singer Billy
Eckstine, "the more I hear, the more I like. The way
he faced up to that unfair attack on his religion too
real courage. And I think he got the best of Nixon in
the debates. To me, he's got the courage and intellect
and direction that's needed to deal with our problems
and with the Russians. That's why I'm for Kennedy.
roeitisai Advertisement)
°ROO
BUTTERMILK
U
Recipe for Friendship
Take one telephone ... two friends ... a pinch of
conversation ... serve as often as you like. No matter
how many local calls you make, there's
no extra charge ... no cost for repairs either.
And that's food for thought!
southern Bell
-Thanks for Calling"
Visit your school during American Educed°. Week — November - 13
•
•I
'Get In On The Biggest Warit-Ad Bargain In Town II
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, 'Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
3 Lines For Two (2.) Weeks .70
DEFENDER 15
WEEK OF NOV. 5-11, 1960
PHONES lAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU W1LLGET RESULTS
IPild Pratitkel AdvertXmlINN) t Pohl hilt1441 A4vertisemeet)
BIG DADDY LIKES KENNEDY - "Kennedy's got
courage," says Gene "Big Daddy" Lipscomb, star
linesman for the Baltimore Colts. "He takes a stand
and he speaks out for sit-in demonstrations - school
integration FEPC and voting rights, some pretty
touchy issues in many parts of the country. Kennedy's
like FDR - a real leader - not afraid to tackle tough
problems. And that's why I'm voting for Senator John
Kennedy for President on a straight Democratic tic-
ket. You should, too."
For Men Over 21
Only
Ors you experience' haste sad
con't enjoy a lone marital rels-
tiers, you should use Form's',
M-67. A cream to erelong your
powor f;:tt ti?1!B Small tube
$1.95. Large $2.94. Moiled ei
plain wrapper.
T. C. LABORATORIES
P.O. See 7342, Leo Statioa
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND at 00sr
STERICK BUILDING
yew
GE/ PsfrffriNlIAI
31FivitI
SISTER SANDRA
Phone
RE 0112
LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
Phone
RE VIM
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF 14111 ST.
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days
your lucky number advice about Health, Business Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. i am sure I can help you.
If you are sick worried and run down please come to me.
I can help, money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your tuck never
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems,
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis, Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
Ask the $ue Driver to let you off on Broadway corner Of
14th street open every day.
H&R GARAGE SERVICE
Spesielizieg in Mechanic INK, feeder
sed !Not Work.
541 Lim*. Ave IA 6-4440
4TH STREET
REPAIR SHOP
Wrecker Service Sony sepal,
840 AM. KO 242 K. fourth
JA 7-6703
CLASSIFIED
• Want Ad
RATES
15e per apt. line
5 words to a MI
2 lines
Shies  41c
4 lines ...... 110e
lines   75e
11/6 PT. SAME R▪ ATE as 1 line
ordinary typo
SAM! !Art se
INN eedhstir, ti•••
_
18 PT.
24 PT.
36 PT.
ISMS EATS m 4
Imo melisare Mae.
11M1 RATA At
11 ems sates",
EPP• _
SAMS
RAT! ill
'Na.
sellopy
Cancellations et want-ads •can
be given ‘intil 12 noon Satur
Say. Copy easoelled after in
noon Saturday will be Wiled
Si regular NMI.
DEADLINES
12 Noes Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to Position In solemn 1 T.
(Till Porbldi orders subject
to Outage us rate without
bode*.
Tr -State Defender box sum.
the words eomprising
the address - whether game
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
slumber - will be charged for
as pot of the advertisement.
The In State Defender will
forward to Inn ef town ad-
vertisers cesU received ad-
dressed to our addresa, but
the excess postage is to be
ellseled the UMW's.
ntee. Tot Salo
SHOP AT DOS'S
FOR THE 1111$1 IN imrAtirs
CHILOR1114'S WEAR
SPICIALS
LAYETTES $7.93
DIAPERS $1.37 Don.
THIS AD WORTH $700
CASH FOR 0URCHASS
OP S1.00 OR MORE.
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
$206 W Roosevelt Rood
SA. 2-9622
Din Stomps wars "arches.
tAltd ISAMI lb ADDRESS LASSIE $5 .00
rookoe Robber Stamp 51.00
MC Boot Com pony Box Se. 003)
rfasbvilla 3 Tenn.
DEAX JANE, DID TOD KNOW 111AI
YOU Via VIA a Bummer dress for Si MS
oisildren's 4r ..... for 734 Gad Moo's stage
to, e3 10 "MERE? Itt the Junior League
Thrift Shop 4 North Prom Murry, Cur-
Ill Illerssias Oalors
2-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
istiirririnze ?OUSE= baroque TM"
tare el ti  arnetbret ebeldiurn
seats other 53 95 'mind postpaid. V
Brubaker 43111 W L-111. Lancoster Calif
uscansoirli 11110P
UK Part Asset*
0-41.11
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
1.190,41., Printers Parma CHABANTITED,
An: State Names Dates. Omitted Used
ba OrIvioala Duplicate. copies or gifts.
rs norm se Fromm. ce.ndolosi
ooatpaid 101,1011
A flONAL FORMS
P.O. Eon 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
4-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT-
Roovuto. ripe. re„,,..4 thus so)
NMI Carpon.of wort, floors lwel
Ohl Man& r11101 duetted. repair .
stucco, concrete. plaster do on owe wort
Pres set Reasosable price.
T I Spencer BE 1-4443. BR. 6-2920.
AUTO LIABILITY NOW
AVAILABLE TO ALL
Ca a14 OP 14 glows withmonthsIKE TeleolumaJA 0-1351
1460 Ethlyn
Neer Remliton Softest ritA apprais-
ed $400.90 down plus closing cost.
Beautiful large 1 room. 3 bedroom
brick bungalow. Pretty hardwood
floors. plastered walls (1 room pen-
red tile front porch. large
ba• sement, big kitchen With natural
wood cabinets. 130 wiring, 2 ear gar-
age Price S124114.00 ilhown by ap-
pointment. C W. Nervy - BR 6-53711.
WILSON • GALBREATH CO
Realtors BR 6-4811 634 13. Cooper
10014 SALE, JACKS, roma. AND 0014-
pis., emuipment to run • 'small. win
crassetteiss rio roliablo servos J Ankara
INQUIRIES WANTED REZA FIRE AJTD
enrols./ star* system efficient and to-
expossiva Pot Koine and business Sholtoo
Pettsbutiag Co. UN Linden MAN No 105
Those an. 44408.
Gil Gaisrielli YO 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
-A Werth/ of Vetoer
• AUTO alittotsi. stra
ENTISINO dr =ALLIES
• PRINTING IMMIIOCIRAPHI NO
• ROBINS MAWS 1501 .8
• (31iC A LS CATANDA RS
7110 Teeters Ave.
INsar Control Airs.) Yonkers, N. Y.
13 Instruction
ENROLL
NOW
COMPUTE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing I Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
LW Undo. Aro, JA 1-4714
• Accounting
' Secretarial
• Office Machine
• Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business 71 Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917
Li Special (Services
PIANOS ['WM
orricuL UNIVERSITY I'LNER
Repairs Estimated Here
Se Years Is Vials° Fontes
IIRk:WER JAcksee 11-2XXI
end -11ebuildine
CASS( TALIIII
ems. Par CAIII for property Si
earient II orlsed
OIL 2-1/44
111 000WIN • QOXPA
MS WWI* Avenue
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
lied Warmer For
Pains - Aches.
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1, Mich.
BEDROOM SOUSE IN MICR WEIGHborhood Or will bus cams Cali Jackson
04397
BUSINESS SERVICE
GORINE COLLEGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIO-THERAPY, INC.
449 Gooks Aye., Memphis, Tens.
Telephone JA 3-9111
fall Tern togioning Ssert I 1940. A
Mr profiteering Institution. littrarsonstre
terms - Competent instructor Cell or
write Madam Geld S U Young. Pres
11-SPECIAL SERVICES
1000 Embossed Moines& Cords
et 12.99
air i I a.o•s-i ardor (Loot of liner
Business Cards 0 Oust Card,
Personal Cards
11.116 rows at Use now los sense m
UV Kr 1.000
Write me for sample cords and MTN
short 5UID4E1111 CARD anW(Artarr
GEORGE PALINKUS
1431-TRI Sail 33rd et Lorain. Ohio
WitriEr iltostrl'y gita7_ ea eirrItair etre tilt
log we Means so kiegios
$I THE NUMIIIRS"
HUMID RATINGS Thome& The
Worm, Of Normarei•oy. RESULTS
Will AMAZE Yes With Oar Week.
ip NUMSER Cord. Dolly Vilootimis
Fel Aay treat CUBA. KACI
MUTUILS, STOCKS & IONDS.
Sento, It.. Stele Tem ChM**.
Send $2.00 With Birth Dote, Full
Nemo And Your Favorite Method
Oi Play (No Chests PleeseL
VICTORY SERVICE
77261 S. Clyde Ave.
Chigoe* 49 a
BUSINESS SERVICE
THE BARGAIN Center. 1134
Smith St., Charlestob, Nest Vi
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
Washing Machines
• 
rr 
• Dryers
1ND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1004JosephJA 7
IMAM'. MAGIC IBA FI'lliery POWS.
AND moron mitre!
!natant stare in soy unworn sins
botteries fully Karat* tis 60 0410, OM"
*old You'll May 1041I mks ha
winter enus i•af 05 battery foilure. More
winter miles per Kilo* pit Os 111•41
new wror pep {ICI PROTITS
AOXIM1 Send Sill fge IWIRIPM Ilsd dw
NU* And get PSIS 30 du, supply
STOP SUFFERING! ! I of THAD'S 1511 Potence, rabl•tal A Meettal and Pep Stimulant 
- 
this very best
Post $1 00 NOW Reply envelope bring, Thou - 6939 Vernon Chicago 11 111-
POSITIVE MOO!! Ilealtti Center, Ade-
laide R6fid Dublin. Ireland (1 hours Aix- RESTORE -PEP' wits extro pep formula
mall). 11.00 Refundable Id Rumba!, Fla asaa4
Dile N•brally.
-13 s cows i10001rT"Oolne. Will Said °OKI NM Messed.
Return ctetk
ROughl
antis ewe eartisus tat Invited
Appraised
PATATA'11 COIN =CHANG'S
43-44 195th St Flushing 39. LI.. N. T.
afeenber 4.74.5.
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
(aely Imo 5es••4 Mader Code, ravorable
Numb., end gays Combination Codes,
I Meit Figures Ne. Prise WK.
VICTORY
PM • Ci•d• •v.. Clicago 41. m
f IAMB OUSITteni TOpass grilles toot for drivers 144104 in
rant YORK STAT. Send IN mods Its
onvir "Kr i molting and hanIlliall --
Mug esif addressed A stamps/1 ienovelope.
BET a Pili0OUTS 00. 110E 123
ANWso A STATION. NEW YORK SI-
N. V.
C. win mi. include free if snares the
iaclosod Lleonas Hold*. sloth revery order
.404te
key. C. W. F. JeNerson
Brings You I Am
MOSFq law CHRIST
SINAI ZION
POR 1111,1115211115 AMULET, EELS' MONET.
UNCROSSED RUSH $3.00 DONATION
NOWil JOY PEACE MT PLOPLIE• WELOY11 II0 %amis. CE/CAi./0 $3. ELL. .
309 E. 47111 ST.
WA 4-2133
SPIRITUAL HELP
krs yo,, worried over money mestere,
unno•ural evil influeneoor 4..YOU
sick' I Pon write Bishop eater Enclose61.06 ore offering There to bole ,or _yoWtrouaod soul. fon can be successful- writ*
BISHOP BAKER
Ian Proovect Ave.
Suite 1011
Cleveland, Ohio
For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
roof air KM nose or Iefl. os you
ckomsel•-Asiv 10151 Asyelspel ROY 811145,1
-.11 Meriting atatement. • se Mee Mari-Nom pee rat 4 neD rills *oath otiVihroolteshnique Is • ye., h Oaf Allgical Katysq 410,14411•4ely fair It 4 o-etrecamr it.• 5543-0, Nerelersomee I. Oeina.
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 tor $1.00 10 tor $2.50
lesser E•ries - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. theirtraple
Miehloart
HANDY NOUS&
KS Ve Miesissipol At Walker
Sersilwlebris . Arica - Reply Meier
IIIEAKIAST SPECIALS
Net lisseite • Sow • kit Perk
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando
In Heir Styles 01
All Kind
Tinting Bleackiing
Soothe For Rent
A goon •VIthelis to dewntewo 8.
aclun
Suak Walker ifoi54114401/7
Itootdent PA
12 Business Opportunities
MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you bow FREE! te
securo lists of slow pay ac-
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers. saeltarimns, lumbar
companies, garages, etc, All
you do Is seed them to us . .
for yur experienced collection
service. We pay up te $1.25
a sawn. No delay. Write to-
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Plekwick Bldg.
Raises City s. No.
VALDES GALORE' Safes Issot 1k. etafundable wills nou poi
ALTON *Avenel 01. t'A
WAYS TO MAKE MUNE, 41 310311
where to DUy ro end bow to
manufacture cheaply Bend ILK Moms-f seen rine Specialtiee stein spry, it., N
41)
BEER 3e A QUART
Mat. 1 /wallet, fee lflilO f MI oreSave IN pee cent IN eweb $1.411, C0131 Piet •
leaf inatruottons fil 00 PUSS with order
MISCELLANEOUS
1.010 000 1100111 It. Each! /ye* Oat"
logo maitway etei NTI194
carloaa or otter intereettng offers CII
Isom as-ova Cross Country Publications200 gest lOse M. Nee feet ii. Nr.
- --
RE711111,1 I S ae movverle wweirriter *UPle factory crate $10.09 asarantiled.
Southold rn* otAp. estu KC DT Bunt
ingtor 3. Weet Ts.
S 4E9 A IN MIRCHANDISI CA f A LOU
littee discounts Low rrnoteisate Prices.
115 . wet sartne crustier mo thu
or II J Ce Sri Au Levittown,
ADULT'S OFTERESTIRO MALL, Barsinga
Pbotos, booklets. estaleps 51 ,etundol/
II' 0-ft site eider nivla
114-1'40 Hiritarille Leap rases or V.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This le be, eon °trice at the Mississippi
State Use. MADAM BELL is back after •
Wag trine of Wail sway aad at last she to
Beek to stay • ion low bean
Are row Disearistied with merrlage? Bare
yea lost rare la rotor tasobsadl, retie et site•theart? Are one
Is bad aeattbit &re Yoe diactieresod? 11 say it Weise are Teel
problems. semi let MADAM Skit advise yea at same She
will read it,, to yes kist as els. would read es epee Web
Tell yes ern, your lob to beetnees as net • nieces. II Pen bane
tailed te the rest tome sae MADAM aril it ones.
L•eetee is MigneroF II Rooth, hist ever Mississippi State
Use. on itte nay to Illernande. $ew bele* is s blocks below
misers she areal to stay Koh, odds Ms DoPreto Martel Se fan
to leek tor Inv RED saws ;must Cod real! Had her them
as all times falla astir, nes so etf1re is Wool tOoloPIIII I
Cats" yellow has marked lellttohlatal MAO sAse and sip
Off at %la. Una sad walk I Meeks and see MADAM !MEV*,
RAND 12111vA
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY II 700 LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
leers 11 a in le 0 11 1111
114.141,40 nor, irons is %edge,
don't malt any mom, 'sae w 'newer ons osiers St Ow
te 1005 Frr the tub, sign end ehe NM name
-7•41,714 peloillanta. ea maga orawsioss.41. mob now emu:rota 'moat sr
1.1 Laaseatet (5011.*
Si LOANS lb MORTGAGES
NEED CASH?
-Quick Loans-
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
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Make Big Money
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WEEK OF NOV. 5-11, 1960
WMCT
Highlights
Channel 5
THURS., Nov. 3
7 a.m. — Today.
1:30 p. m., Loretta Young
Theatre. Loretta Young por-
trays the title role of "Inca.
• II," a Minnesota farm girl,
with a plan to rehabilitate an
Irresponsible young man, who
has damaged her car and in-
jured a hired hand.
3 p. m.. Make Room For
Daddy, Danny Williams (play-
ed by Danny Thomas) gets tir-
ed of being bossed, and de-
cides to go into business for
himself. He buys a deteriorat-
ed "Night Club."
3:30 p. in., Here's Hollywood
Dean Miller meets the entire
.. Mills family, Jiscussing prob-
lems that arise in a family
whose members are all fam-
ous. John Mills is the noted
British actor; his wife Mary
is a -uccessful writer: Juliet
eel Shayne, private detective,Mills starred in Broadway in
has one of the most puzzling
"Five Finger Exercise:" and
Haley Mills, age 14, is the star cases of his career, when be Sulivan, as Pat Garrett, has a
of 'Pollyanna." Molly Bee checks the death of the sister deep hatred for a convicted
tells Joanne Jordan about hero wealthy Janet Brice. Black murderer in his custody. While
narcotics and two addi- delivering him to prison, the
STRATEGY SESSION — Fa-
ther Theodore R. Gibson,
left president of the Miami
NAACP, has been sentenced to
six months in jail and $1,201
fine for refusing to turn
NAACP membership lists
oyes to Florida officials. He
came to the Association's
Ne- York City Natissnal Of-
flee this week for a strategy
session with Dr. John A. Mor-
sell, center, assistant to the
NAACP executive secretary,
and Robert L. Carter, gen-
eral counsel.
adult career, after her success teon"--al murders are involved,
as a child star. before he finds the truth. "Call
4 p. m. The Big Beat. East for Michael Shayne" stars
hieh school students are guests
of the show.
6:30 p. m., Outlaws, Alfred
Ryder portrays Jack Duane.
'with the nickname of the title
role, "Shorty." Ridiculed for
his short stature, he turns to
violence to make a name for
himself, becomes an expert The winner meets Tom Hennes-
gunman and brings death and sey of St. Louis, who dethroned
terror to a town. jackpot winner Frank Clause
730 is m . Bat Masterson. two weeks ago in an overtime:.
match. Milton Berle interviews
the contestants. Chick Hearn
describes the bowling action.
11 p.m., Jack Parr, Highlights
from the Sept. 21 program in-
clude guests Marge and Alex
soon is marked for murder. King, Stanley Holloway and
"Murder Can Be Dangerous"
stars Gene Barry as the debo-
nair adventurer. Kathleen
Crowley is Marri Brewster.
when he finds his gambling
hall partner is dishonest. Bat
Masterson ousts him. The man
has a hold over Marri Brews-
ter. Bat's former fiancee, new-
ly arrived in town. Masterson
Danny's daughter Tarry. Metes
such a hit in a school play that
she is asked to make an audi-
tion for a Broadway musical.
Her father is excited, but her
mother is unhappy about the
prospect of a theatrical career.
Danny Thomas plays the fa
and Jean Hagen is the mother
in "Terry's Career."
3:30 p.m., Here's Hollywood,
Dean Miller visits Howard Duff'
and his wife, Ida Lupin° at
their home in Beverly Hills,
(Duff plays the title role of
"Dante.") Joanne Jordan learns
the facts about Evelyn Rudies'
famous "runway" to Washing-
ton, D.C. when she visits the
child star at her home.
4 p.m., Big Beat, Girls from
Miss Hutcinson's School and
their escorts are guests today.
8:30 p.m., Dais Raven, Skip
Homeier, in the role of Detec-
tive Dan Raven, becomes the
prime suspect of his own in-
vestigation of the murder of a
beautiful girl on the Sunset Strip,
Two bullets from his own gun
are found in the body, and a
key to her apartment is on his
key chain. Clearing his own
name becomes a major task.
7:30 p.m., Westerner, Brian
Keith as Dave Blassingame
finds himself at the mercy of
a lynch mob, when a deputy
sheriff turns. coward in "School
Days."
9 p.m., Michael Shayne, Mich-
Richard Denning. Jerry Paris,
Patricia Donahue, Fay Spain
an Edward Franz are in the
supporting cast.
10:30 p.m., Jackpot Bowling,
Carmen Salvino of Chicago and
Dick Hoover of St. Louis bowl
a preliminary match tonight.
producer George S. Kaufman.
Sat., Nov. 5
11 : 30 a .m ., Charlie Chan
Theatre, Premiere on Channel
p.m., Bachelor Father. 5 of a new group of Saturday-
Bentley qregg turns his living morning movies, featuring War-
room into a polling area on ner Oland as Charlie Chan, the
Election Day, when he meets famous Oriental detective. In
a pretty girl from the regis- "Charlie Chan in the Black
trar's office. John Forsythe-Camel.s the supporting east
plays Bentley. "It Happens in includes Robert Young and Bela
November." Lugosi. Assigned to the murder
8:30 p. in., Tennessee Erme ,case of a motion picture star,
Ford, color, Tennessee Ernie SheilaFane, Chan is baffled
Ford hopes to have a chorus of :as one by one, hie clues are
20 million viewers join turn to-jproved groundless. He is on
night, as he dispenses with a 
,the verge of admitting defeat.
guest and devotes his entire; 12:30 p.m., Quiz 'Em, NEWprogram to a songfest of fa- TIME for the program. Thevorites. The melodies rangel Shelby County Training Schoolfrom gambling tunes, mountain of Memphis opposes the R. E.songs, railroading ballads and, Harrison high ach00I
_,
Blythevillehymns. With the Top Twenty L''Ark, in today's match of cur-chorus, he closes the pro.gram I rent events. George Sister askswill "In That Great Gittin' etn questions from the week'sMorning". 
news, of the two teams, of four9:30 p. m., Jim Backus Show,
PREMIERE of a brand-new ; members each.1 p.m.. Professional Basket-series starring Jim Backus. na- ball, NEW TIME for the pro.tionally known for his "Sir'gram. The Syracuse NationalsMagoo" characterization, and invade Los Angeles for today'sthe creator of innumerable corn- game with the Lakers, Budic personalities for more. than:Palmer is sporscaster.25 years in movies, radio and, 
330 p.m., Bowling Stars. Pre-television. 
miere of a new series of bowl.Backus plays the role of John ing matches, taped at SkytopMichael O'Toole, owner of thes Lanes. White Plains, N. Y. andHeadline Press Service, a wire featuring the top bowlers of thenews service that is poorly 
nation. Dick Weber of St. Louisfinanced, badly organized and, is featured in the head-to-headunderstaffed. His assistants.in- match today, as Bud Palmerelude secretary Dora Mlles describes the action.(played by Nita Talbot) office
boy Sidney (Bob Watson) and
a couple of reporters. Everyone
writes under phony-by-lines, to
create the impression of a large
at a ff.
The opening episode, "The
Mad Bomber," revolves around
a psychopath who makes the
press service and its "Dr. Hirn-
los" the object of his next at-
tack, by planting a home-made
bdmb in the office. Trying to
catch the culprit, as well as
searching madly for the bomb,
4:30 p.m., Saturday Prom,
Three young favorite singers of
the teenage record set are to-
day's guests, singing their hit
tunes on the live program. Jo.
Ann Campbell, Dion and Brian
Hyland perform and are inter-
viewed by Mery Griffin, master
of ceremonies. Si Zentner and
his orchestra play for the danc-
ing.
5:30 p.m. Pony Express. A
marshall who suspects his son
has turned criminal, does not
confide his suspicions to Brettcreates the comedy in the plot. Clark, the PONY EXPRESS10:30 p. m., Jack Paar. color.
supervisor. He even tries to out-', guest host (to be announced)
wit Brett in order to give thereplaces Jack Pear tonight. as •boy another chance to gohe leaves for Hawaii, for three
telecasts of the show (Nov. 8-11)
Louise O'Brien is vocalist to-
ni eht.
FRI., Nov. 4
7 a.m. — Today.
12:30 p m., Life of Riley, On
the day that he is to become a
grandfather, Riley is at home
in bed with a cold. Nevertheless.
he dashes to the hospital in his
pajamas, convincing the order
lies that he is a patient gone
berserk. "Blessed .Event."
1:30 p.m., Loretta Young Th.,
An orphanage superintendent
faces the heartbreaking prole
km of separating two friends
when one of them is adopted.
"Katy."
3 p.m., Make Room for Dad-
dy, sherry Jackson, playing
FOPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
'morns Poe EVIRTONS
Res o•eles At Leneeteelgen
Phone JA. 5-634
t hide on a ranch where Hoss
and little Joe are visiting. Dan
Blocker and Michael Landon are
the series stars.
7:30 p.m., Tall Man, Barry
pair are attacked on a "Night
Train To Tularosa." The hatred
vanishes as Garrett learns a
secret about the girl both had
loved.
8 p.m., Deputy. A weather-
beaten, antisocial desert woman
picks an unlikely prospect fez
romance. Virginia Gregg plays
straight. Fast thinking in a
stormy climax brings a desper-
ate situation back on the side
of the law. "The Payoff."
6:30 p.m., Bonanza, color,
John Ericson is a guest star in
"Breed of Violence." He por-
trays an outlaw. Vince Dagen
who 
-arms a sheriff's delights
er into escaping with him. The
Congolese Raid
Innndr; Border
KAMPALA, Uganda 
—(UPI)
— Police reinforcements left
here for Uganda's West Nile
district Sunday where Congo- I
lese soldiers are reported tol
have repeatedly violated the
Uganda frontier.
District administrators have
been trying to establish a mix-
ed Congolese-Uganda survey'
party which could clearly de-
marcate the fronder. Their ef-
forts came after Congolese
raiders tore up a newly-built
road on the Uganda side of the
border, believing it had been
laid in preparation for an its
easion, b. s
54
Hester, with Henry Fonda as
Chief Marshall Simon Fry in
"Bitter Root."
8:30 p.m., Campaign and the
Candidates, In the final pro-
gram of the series preceding
the election, the campaign is
summarized to date. Film, tape,
and live reports on the four
candidates are given by corre-
spondents Herb ,Kaplow and
Saner Vancur, Chet Huntley and
David Brinkley. Frank McGee
is host.
9:30 p.m., This Man Dawson,
A spirtualist is executed for
murder, after vowing veng-
ance from beyond the grave
Ehter
against the jury which•convicted
her. This prophecy of death
comes true. ICieth Andes as
Cot. Frank Dawson puts into
action an ingenious plan to
catch the killer, phantom or
real.
10:05 p.m., Gold Award Thea-
ter, "Dante's Inferno" stars
Spencer Tracey and Claire Trev-
or. Tracy plays the role of a
small concession manager
whose ruthless greed for power
starts him on an unscrupulous
path toward success. He be-
comes the marvel of the age,
but loses his happiness in his
climb to power.
WREC-TV
(Ceettlased from Page 8)
and Gloria Winters. Sky steps
in to help a young rancher
save his ranch from rustlers.
12:30 - 1:30 
— WESTERN
THEATRE, "The Roaring
Mountain" starring George O'-
Brien.
1:38 - 2:30 
— MYSTERY
THEATRE, "Bulldog Drum-
mond Comes Back" starring
John Barrymore. Drum mond
aided by Col. Nielson, rescues
his fiancee from hands of des-
nerate kidnappers who wish to
kill her because of him.
3:30-4.30 
— EARLY MOVIE
"Tarzan's Hidden Jungle." Ter-
m-, tssies to protect his jungle,
and neonle when he tries to
orpvent a white hunter from
killing all the iunele animals
in his wish to fill his order for
animal fat, ivory and *ins.
4.30-6 00 — SHIRLEY TEM-
PLE THEATRE, "Little Miss
Broadway," starring Shirley
Temple, Jimmy Durante. and
George Murphy. Shirley takes
a trip from an orphanage to a
foster home.
6:10-6:30 —COURT OF LAST
RESORT. "The Steve Hrdlika
Case," with Lyle Bettger. A
dead man's eyes holds a clue
to the possible innocence of a
convicted murderer.
6:30-7:30 — PERRY MASON,
starring Raymond Burr and
Barbara Hale. "The Case of
the Clumsy Clown." Bigamy
and blackmail cause a bit of
bafflement when Perry is hir-
ed by a circus clown.
7:30-8:30 — CHECKMATE,
starring Anthony George, Doug
McClure and Sebastian Cabot,
with guest star Charles Bick-
ford in "Kill or Be Killed." An
eccentric financier is convinc-
ed that an old partner is trying
to murder him, until Check-
1PrilsrPrIPattrr," 1.841Pr"
,nate, Inc., comes to rescue.
8:30 p. m. — Political Tele-
cast (Democratic).
9:00-9;30 — GUNSMOE13,
starring James Arness. A
stranger wants to bury a man
and have a wake in Dodge
City, unknown to the deat •
man's widow.
10:00-12:30 —MILLION DOL-
LAR PLA/HOUSE "Guadaca-
nal Diary," Wm. Bendix. Ma-
rines try to gain foothold in the
Pacific.
(Pals, Pektisal Adrertisesesat) (Peed Political Advertesenseet )
BELAFONTE SAYS KENNEDY TALKS SENSE —
"I am an artist, not a politician but I am deeply in-
terested as a citizen in the economic and political af-
fairs of my country. "I deeply believe that Senator
John F. Kennedy is the man best qualified to be the
next President of the United States. He has the intel-
ligence, the dignity and the gift of talking sense to the
American people. I am voting for him and I am urg-
ing every American citizen to vote for him also."
amation's S'pectQcult9t- Sweo.ciakalf WIN/ cos/
CArtnall Jrx =Rau's'!"
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• whirewons by weesesirous
1000 other great prizes, too! 1061 chances for you to win!
IT'S FUN, ITS EASY,
NOTHING TO WRM, GUESS OR FIGURE OUTI
No jingles to complete.
N. "25 worth or less" to write. It's Carnation's way
to say thanks to you for making Carnahan
Evaporated Milk and Carnation Instant the world's leader..
So join the fins Enter the OlUiriatled CARnival now.
500 POLARDIDa -CAMERAS
Biousons TO YOU AY ALL THelle Ftla €11101011 PRODUCTS'
CARNATION [Verdian') MILK — knits like cream. DM'S like cresol.
*van whips' It's the milk YOU can use like cream —with 14 the tat calories.
CARNATION INSTANT NOMFAT OUT MILK — this is the "Mask Crystals"Instant. the Inineht that's delirious for drinking.
CARNATION INSTANT 04000LATI FLAVORED DRINK
CARNATION INSTANT MALTED RULE
CARnation CARnival SWEEPSTAKES OFFICIAL RULES r-
envelope's. OrtlY one winner to a family,
S. Anytime in the United States or Canada
may enter. except persons regidins In
areas where Sweepstakes are Prohibited
kir law and 11•111SOYMII (and members of
their bunnies) of the Carnation Company.
Its affiliates. Its advertising agencies and
the Judging organ Sweepstakes sub-ject to Federal, Dominion. State and other
apPlicable laws. Winning Canadian con.
tertante will be asked the following goes. 
urnof ddR: "Name two of three products
Carnation distributes in Canada "
5. Liability for Federal. Dominion. State
or other taxes Imposed on pNzes awarded
is the sole responsibility of winners. Con.
tenant's entry In this Sweepstakes comm.
totes acceptance of these ruies All entr ifs
become the oroorrty of the Carnation
comm.'s; none will he returned.
Y. The derision of the Independent hissing
atericy on all flatten relating to this
gweePstalssa seW be Rua
1. Print your name ana address. and your
grocery store's 11a/1w and address on
anus blank or on plain Pegs? Send it
alone with.
tai The label frern any dae ran of
CARNATION EVAPORATED
MILK. er
DO Sloe patch Crewe anr sire hrnt ofCARNATION INSTANT NONFAT
DRY MILK. or —
It) The yet/ow patch front a box of CAR.
NATION INSTANT DRY
LATE FLAVORED DRINK. or —
(e) The label from say flavor or
CARNATION INSTANT MALTED
at MX If you hammy of them. tr—
ite/ Hand -copy the word "Carnation."from this sivertisernent or fromany vouree. In Plain Mock letters
Oa a Wale plebe of papa.
1. A bonus grim of $1100 in cash will be
awarded to the wieners ef the um a
prizes If. with !heir mttry. they have nal-tnitted 3 labels from any of the above
Products or hand-copied the wort "Corns.
Um" from this advertisement er from
any source. In plain block WWI' On •
Plain piece of fever. 3 times
Z. Mall your entry toC IltaatioeClA Marro!
Sweepstakes, Post Mee Box 5, Los An-
geles Si, California. All entries must be
postmarked before midnight November 30.
IMO, and receteed before midnight De-
cember ft 1910
4. Enter as often as sou Mee. bat each
entry must he mailed iseparatehr and moot
conform to all rules. Dre will be
rimer by the Reuben Ff. Callie-
rstion. an Independent fudging scenes,
and the winners of the prises as listed
*ill be "1441 with", 30 dare after clam ofSweepstake, First name drama wins Rolls
Reece Next 13 menu, draft wile in order
of ear listing. List of winner, available
to these eindlng aelf-adtroned strallead
I.
MINERAL ILICTRIC
TRANSISTOR
RADIOS
tvApoRATED
MILK00'
T' 3317.6.2L111C
Entry blank not requiter/ (please read rules), but for your convenience you mayUM this entry blank and set additional entry blanks at your grocery store.Before matline be sere to read the rules ,at left Send to:
CARnarkai CARnIval SWEVPSTAKIS
P.O. But SC, Lao Angola, Si, California
NAME 
Miaow erlareleidyl
ADEMESS 
ZONE STATE 
I SHOP AT 
ADDRESS 
iNow• of grocery stow)
L
. -
 ••••• 4••••• ••••• ilMos MIMI= -.00 mom •••••• •••• ••••• .•••• ••• MM.
